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Preface

This book incorporates selected topics on theory, revision, and practical application models
for water supply systems analysis.

A water supply system is an interconnected collection of sources, pipes, and hydraulic con‐
trol elements (e.g., pumps, valves, regulators, tanks) delivering consumers prescribed water
quantities at desired pressures and water qualities. Such systems are often described as a
graph, with the links representing the pipes, and the nodes defining connections between
pipes, hydraulic control elements, consumers, and sources. The behavior of a water supply
system is governed by: (1) the physical laws which describe the flow relationships in the
pipes and the hydraulic control elements, (2) the consumer demands, and (3) the system’s
layout.

Management problems associated with water supply systems can be classified into: (1) lay‐
out (system connectivity/topology); (2) design (system sizing given a layout); and (3) opera‐
tion (system operation given a design).

On top of those, problems related to aggregation, maintenance, reliability, unsteady flow
and security can be identified for gravity, and/or pumping, and/or storage branched/looped
water distribution systems. Flow and head, or flow, head, and water quality can be consid‐
ered for one or multiple loading scenarios, taking into consideration inputs/outputs as de‐
terministic or stochastic variables. Fig. 1 is a schematic description of the above.

Figure 1. Schematics of water distribution systems related problems.
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The typical high number of constraints and decision variables, the nonlinearity, and the
non-smoothness of the head – flow – water quality governing equations are inherent to wa‐
ter supply systems planning and management problems.

An example of that is the least cost design problem of a water supply system defined as
finding the water distribution system's component characteristics (e.g., pipe diameters,
pump heads and maximum power, reservoir storage volumes, etc.), which minimize the
system capital and operational costs, such that the system hydraulic laws are maintained
(i.e., Kirchoff's Laws No. 1 and 2 for continuity of flow and energy, respectively), and con‐
straints on quantities and pressures at the consumer nodes are fulfilled.

Traditional methods for solving water distribution systems management problems used lin‐
ear /nonlinear optimization schemes which were limited in systems size, number of con‐
straints, and number of loading conditions. More recent methodologies are employing heu‐
ristic optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms or ant colony as stand alone or hy‐
brid data driven – heuristic schemes.

This book addresses part of the above topics and is comprised of seven chapters: (1) Guide‐
lines for transient analysis in water transmission and distribution systems – identifying ex‐
treme impact failure scenarios to be considered in transient analysis design following by
guidelines for surge control devices selection, location, and operation; (2) Model based sus‐
tainable management of regional water supply systems – an integrated optimal control wa‐
ter resources systems modeling approach for linking surface, groundwater, and water distri‐
bution systems analysis in a single framework; (3) Infrastructure asset management of urban
water systems – an overview of infrastructure asset management methodologies for urban
water systems with examples from the water industry; (4) Energy efficiency in water supply
systems: GA for pump schedule optimization and ANN for hybrid energy prediction – a hy‐
brid genetic algorithm model for optimal scheduling of pumping units in water supply sys‐
tems; (5) Water demand uncertainty: the scaling laws approach – formation of scaling laws
through combining stochastic models for water demand with analytical equations for ex‐
pressing the dependency of the statistical moments of the demand signals on the sampling
time resolution and on the number of consumers; (6) Error in water meter measuring due to
shorter flow and consumption shorter than the time the meter was calibrated – a practical
hydraulic study on testing measurement errors due to shorter consumption times than the
time the meters were calibrated for; and (7) Methodology of technical audit of water trans‐
mission mains – practical indicators for water mains rehabilitation decision making.
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1. Introduction

Despite the addition of chlorine and potential flooding damage, drinking water is not gener‐
ally considered a hazardous commodity nor an overwhelming cost. Therefore, considerable
water losses are tolerated by water companies throughout the world. However, more ex‐
treme variations in dry and wet periods induced by climate change will demand more sus‐
tainable water resource management. Transient phenomena (“transients”) in water supply
systems (WSS), including transmission and distribution systems, contribute to the occur‐
rence of leaks. Transients are caused by the normal variation in drinking water demand pat‐
terns that trigger pump operations and valve manipulations. Other transients are
categorised as incidental or emergency operations. These include events like a pumping sta‐
tion power failure or an accidental pipe rupture by external forces. A number of excellent
books on fluid transients have been written (Tullis 1989; Streeter and Wylie 1993; Thorley
2004), which focus on the physical phenomena, anti-surge devices and numerical modelling.
However, there is still a need for practical guidance on the hydraulic analysis of municipal
water systems in order to reduce or counteract the adverse effects of transient pressures. The
need for guidelines on pressure transients is not only due to its positive effect on water loss‐
es, but also by the contribution to safe, cost-effective and energy-saving operation of water
distribution systems. This chapter addresses the gap of practical guidance on the analysis of
pressure transients in municipal water systems.

All existing design guidelines for pipeline systems aim for a final design that reliably resists
all “reasonably possible” combinations of loads. System strength (or resistance) must suffi‐
ciently exceed the effect of system loads. The strength and load evaluation may be based on
the more traditional allowable stress approach or on the more novel reliability-based limit
state design. Both approaches and all standards lack a methodology to account for dynamic

© 2013 Pothof and Karney; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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hydraulic loads (i.e., pressure transients) (Pothof 1999; Pothof and McNulty 2001). Most of
the current standards simply state that dynamic internal pressures should not exceed the de‐
sign pressure with a certain factor, duration and occurrence frequency. The Dutch standard
NEN 3650 (Requirements for pipeline systems) includes an appendix that provides some
guidance on pressure transients (NEN 2012).

One of the earliest serious contributions to this topic was the significant compilation of Pe‐
jovic and Boldy (1992). This work not only considered transient issues such as parameter
sensitivity and data requirements, but usefully classified a range of loading conditions that
accounted for important differences between normal, emergency and catastrophic cases, and
the variation in risk and damage that could be tolerated under these different states.

Boulos et al. (2005) introduced a flow chart for surge design in WSS. The authors address a
number of consequences of hydraulic transients, including maximum pressure, vacuum
conditions, cavitation, vibrations and risk of contamination. They proposed three potential
solutions in case the transient analysis revealed unacceptable incidental pressures:

1. Modification of transient event, such as slower valve closure or a flywheel;

2. Modification of the system, including other pipe material, other pipe routing, etc.; and

3. Application of anti-surge devices.

Boulos et al. list eight devices and summarise their principal operation. They do not provide
an overview of the scenarios that should be included in a pressure transient analysis. Jung
and Karney (2009) have recognised that an a priori defined design load does not necessarily
result in the worst-case transient loading. Only in very simple systems can the most critical
parameter combination can be defined a priori (Table 4). In reality, selecting appropriate
boundary conditions and parameters is difficult. Further, the search for the worst case sce‐
nario, considering the dynamic behaviour in a WSS, is itself a challenging task due to the
complicated nonlinear interactions among system components and variables. Jung and Kar‐
ney (2009) have extended the flow chart of Boulos et al. (2005), taking into account a search
for the worst-case scenario (Figure 1). They propose to apply optimisation tools to find the
worst-case loading and a feasible set of surge protection devices.

Automatic control systems have become common practice in WSS. Since WSS are spatially
distributed, local control systems may continue in normal operating mode, after a power
failure has occurred somewhere else in the system. The control systems may have a positive
or negative effect on the propagation of hydraulic transients. On the other hand, the distrib‐
uted nature of WSS and the presence of control systems may be exploited to counteract the
negative effects of emergency scenarios. Therefore, existing guidelines on the design of WSS
must be updated on a regular basis in order to take these developments into account.

Typical  design criteria for drinking water and wastewater pipeline systems are listed in
section 2. Section 3 presents a systematic approach to the surge analysis of water systems.
This approach focuses on guidelines for practitioners.  The key steps in the approach in‐
clude the following: preconditions for the surge analysis; surge analysis of emergency sce‐
narios  without  provisions;  sizing  of  anti-surge  provisions  and  design  of  emergency

Water Supply System Analysis - Selected Topics2

controls;  evaluation  of  normal  operations  and  design  of  control  systems.  The  approach
has been applied successfully by Both Deltares (formerly Delft Hydraulics) and HydraTek
and Associates Inc. in numerous large water transmission schemes worldwide. Especially
the  integrated  design  of  surge  provisions  and  control  systems  has  many  benefits  for  a
safe,  cost-effective and energy-efficient operation of the water pipeline system. Section 4
summarises the key points of this paper.

Figure 1. Pressure Transient design (Jung and Karney 2009).
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2. Pressure transient evaluation criteria for water pipelines

In any transient evaluation, pressure is the most important evaluation variable, but certainly
not the only one. Component-specific criteria must be taken into account as well, such as a
minimum fluid level in air vessels, maximum air pressure during air release from an air
valve or the maximum fluid deceleration through an undamped check valve.

The maximum and minimum allowable pressure is directly related to the pressure rating of
the components. Thin-walled steel and plastic pipes are susceptible to buckling at a combi‐
nation of external pressure and minimum internal pressure.

The design pressure for continuous operation is normally equal to the pressure rating of the
system. During transient events or emergency operation, the system pressure may exceed
the design pressure up to a certain factor of the design pressure. Table 1 provides an over‐
view of maximum allowable incidental pressure (MAIP) in different national and interna‐
tional codes and standards.

Code Maximum Incidental Pressure Factor [-]

DVGW W303:1994 (German guideline) 1.00

ASME B31.4 (1992), IS 328, BS 8010, ISO CD 16708:2000 1.10

NEN 3650-1:2012 1.15

BS 806 1.20

Italian ministerial publication 1.25 – 1.50

Table 1. Overview of maximum allowable incidental pressures (MAIP) in international standards, expressed as a factor
of the nominal pressure class.

The minimum allowable pressure is rarely explicitly addressed in existing standards. The
commonly accepted minimum incidental pressure in drinking water distribution systems is
atmospheric pressure or the maximum groundwater pressure necessary to avoid intrusion
at small leaks. If the water is not for direct consumption, negative pressures down to full
vacuum may be allowed if the pipe strength is sufficient to withstand this condition, al‐
though tolerance to such conditions varies with jurisdiction. Full vacuum and cavitation can
be admitted under the condition that the cavity implosion is admissible. Computer codes
that are validated for cavity implosion must be used to determine the implosion shock. The
maximum allowable shock pressure is 50% of the design pressure. This criterion is based on
the following reasoning: The pipeline (including supports) is considered a single-mass-
spring system for which a simplified structural dynamics analysis can be carried out. The
ratio of the dynamic response (i.e., pipe wall stress) to the static response is called the dy‐
namic load factor (DLF). The dynamic load factor of a mass-spring system is equal to 2. It is
therefore recommended that a maximum shock pressure of no more than 50% of the design
pressure be allowed. This criterion may be relaxed if a more complete Fluid-Structure-Inter‐
action (FSI) simulation is performed for critical above-ground pipe sections.

Water Supply System Analysis - Selected Topics4

3. Systematic approach to pressure transient analysis

The flow chart in Figure 2 integrates the design of anti-surge devices and distributed control
systems. It is emphasised that a surge analysis is strongly recommended upon each modifi‐
cation to an existing system. The systematic approach also applies to existing systems.
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Figure 2. Integrated design for pressure transients and controls.
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NEN 3650-1:2012 1.15

BS 806 1.20

Italian ministerial publication 1.25 – 1.50

Table 1. Overview of maximum allowable incidental pressures (MAIP) in international standards, expressed as a factor
of the nominal pressure class.

The minimum allowable pressure is rarely explicitly addressed in existing standards. The
commonly accepted minimum incidental pressure in drinking water distribution systems is
atmospheric pressure or the maximum groundwater pressure necessary to avoid intrusion
at small leaks. If the water is not for direct consumption, negative pressures down to full
vacuum may be allowed if the pipe strength is sufficient to withstand this condition, al‐
though tolerance to such conditions varies with jurisdiction. Full vacuum and cavitation can
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that are validated for cavity implosion must be used to determine the implosion shock. The
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namic load factor (DLF). The dynamic load factor of a mass-spring system is equal to 2. It is
therefore recommended that a maximum shock pressure of no more than 50% of the design
pressure be allowed. This criterion may be relaxed if a more complete Fluid-Structure-Inter‐
action (FSI) simulation is performed for critical above-ground pipe sections.
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3. Systematic approach to pressure transient analysis

The flow chart in Figure 2 integrates the design of anti-surge devices and distributed control
systems. It is emphasised that a surge analysis is strongly recommended upon each modifi‐
cation to an existing system. The systematic approach also applies to existing systems.
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Figure 2. Integrated design for pressure transients and controls.
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Because system components are tightly coupled, detailed economic analysis can be a com‐
plex undertaking, However, the net present value of anti-surge equipment may rise to 25%
of the total costs of a particular system. Therefore, the systematic approach to the pressure
transient analysis is preferably included in a life cycle cost optimisation of the water system,
because savings on investment costs may lead to operation and maintenance costs that ex‐
ceed the net present value of the investment savings.

3.1. Necessary information for a pressure transient analysis

The phenomenon of pressure transients, surge or water hammer is defined as the simultane‐
ous occurrence of a pressure and velocity changes in a closed conduit. Water hammer may
occur in both long and short pipes. The larger and faster the change of velocity, the larger
the pressure changes will be. In this case, 'fast' is not an absolutely term, but can only be
used relative to the pipe period, that is, relative to the pipe’s internal communications. The
most important parameters for the magnitude of transient pressures are:

• Velocity change in time, Δv (m/s) (or possibly the pressure equivalent)

• Acoustic wave speed, c (m/s)

• Pipe period, T (s)

• Joukowsky pressure, Δp (Pa)

• Elevation profile

The acoustic wave speed c is the celerity at which pressure waves travel through pressurised
pipes. The wave speed accounts for both fluid compressibility and pipe stiffness: the more
elastic the pipe, the lower the wave speed. In fact, all phenomena that create internal storage
contribute to a reduction of wave speed. Since air is much more compressible than water, air
bubbles reduce the wave speed considerably, but this is the primary positive effect of air in
pipelines. The negative consequences of air in water pipelines, particularly in permitting or
generating large velocity changes, can greatly exceed this positive effect in mitigating cer‐
tain transient changes; thus, as an excellent precaution, free or mobile air must generally be
avoided in water systems whenever possible and cost-effective. The maximum acoustic
wave speed in an excavated water tunnel through rocks is 1430 m/s and drops to approxi‐
mately 1250 m/s in steel, 1000 m/s in concrete and ductile iron, 600 m/s in GRP, 400 m/s in
PVC and about 200 m/s in PE pipes.
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where:

c = Acoustic wave speed (m/s)
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E = Young’s modulus of pipe material (N/m2)

K = Bulk modulus of fluid (N/m2)

ρ = Fluid density (kg/m3)

D = Pipe diameter (m)

e = Wall thickness (m) and

C1 = Constant depending on the pipe anchorage (order 1).

The acoustic wave speed in water pipelines is shown in Figure 3.
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PVC (ductile)
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Figure 3. Graph of acoustic wave speed in water pipelines in relation to pipe material (E) and wall thickness (D/e).

The pipe period T  [s] is defined as the time required for a pressure wave to travel from
its source of origin through the system and back to its source. For a single pipeline with
length L:

2T L c= (2)
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This  parameter  defines  the  natural  time  scale  for  velocity  and  pressure  adjustments  in
the system.

Only after the pipe period the pressure wave will start to interact with other pressure waves
from the boundary condition, such as a tripping pump or a valve closure. Any velocity
change Δv within the pipe period will result in a certain “practical maximum” pressure, the
so-called Joukowsky pressure, Δp.

p c vrD = ± × × D (3)

A slightly more conservative assessment of the maximum transient pressure includes the
steady friction head loss Δps = ρgΔHs.

( )sp c v g Hr rD = ± × × D + D (4)

All these parameters follow directly from the basic design. The maximum rate of change in
velocity is determined by the run-down time of a pump or a valve closure speed. The pump
run-down time is influenced by the polar moment of inertia of the pump impeller, the gear
box and motor. The full stroke closure time of valves may be increased in order to reduce
the rate of velocity change.

Pressure  waves  reflect  on  variations  of  cross-sectional  area  (T-junctions,  diameter
changes, etc.) and variation of pipe material. All these parameters must be included in a
hydraulic model.

Finally, the elevation profile is an important input, because extreme pressures typically oc‐
cur at its minimum and maximum positions.

3.2. Emergency scenarios without anti-surge provisions

A  pressure  transient  analysis  or  surge  analysis  includes  a  number  of  simulations  of
emergency scenarios, normal operations maintenance procedures. The emergency scenar‐
ios may include:

• Complete pump trip

• Single pump trip to determine check valve requirements

• Unintended valve closure; and

• Emergency shut-down procedures.

A pump trip without anti-surge provisions causes a negative pressure wave traveling into
the WSS. If the downstream boundary is a tank farm or large distribution network, then the
reflected pressure wave is an overpressure wave. If the check valves have closed within the
pipe period, then the positive pressure reflects on the closed check valves by doubling the
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positive pressure wave (Figure 4). In this way, the maximum allowable pressure may be ex‐
ceeded during a pump trip scenario.

Hydraulic grade line

Hydraulic grade line

Hydraulic grade line

Figure 4. Pressure wave propagation following a pump trip

Check valves will generally close after pump trip. The transient closure of a check valve is
driven by the fluid deceleration through the check valve. If the fluid decelerates quickly, an
undamped check valve will slam in reverse flow. Fast-closing undamped check valves, like
a nozzle- or piston-type check valve, are designed to close at a very small return velocity in
order to minimize the shock pressure. Ball check valves are relatively slow, so that their ap‐
plication is limited to situations with small fluid decelerations.
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Figure 5. Pressure wave propagation following valve closure

Emergency closure of a line valve creates a positive pressure wave upstream and negative
pressure wave downstream of the valve. Although the total closure time may well exceed
the characteristic pipe period, the effective closure may still occur within one pipe period, so
that the Joukowsky pressure shock may still occur. The effective closure is typically only
20% of the full stroke closure time, because the valve starts dominating the total head loss
when the valve position is less than 20% open (e.g., Figure 6). If a measured capacity curve
of the valve is used, simulation software will deliver a reliable evolution of the discharge
and transient pressures in the WSS.

Figure 6 shows an example of a butterfly valve at the end of a 10 km supply line (wave
speed is 1000 m/s). A linear closure in 5 pipe periods (100 s) shows that the pressure rises
only during the last 30% of the valve closure. Therefore the pressure rise is almost equal to
the Joukowsky pressure. A two-stage closure, with a valve stroke from 100% to 30% open in
1 pipe period (20 s), shows a more gradual pressure rise during the closing procedure and a
lower peak pressure.
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Figure 6. Single and two-stage valve in 5 pipe periods (100 s)

In general, for each scenario multiple simulations must be carried out to determine the ex‐
treme pressures and other hydraulic criteria. Scenario variations may include flow distribu‐
tions, availability of signal transfer (wireless or fiber-optic cable) for the control system and
parameter variations. For example, the minimum pressure upon full pump trip will be
reached in a single pipeline, if the maximum wall roughness value is used. If an air vessel is
used as an anti-surge device, the minimum wall roughness and isothermal expansion must
be applied to determine the minimum water level in the air vessel. Adiabatic pocket expan‐
sion in air vessels must be applied for other scenarios. The selection of input parameters so
that the extreme hydraulic criterion values are computed is called a conservative modeling
approach (Pothof and McNulty 2001). The proper combination of input parameters can be
determined a priori for simple (single pipeline) systems only. Table 4 provides some guid‐
ance on the conservative modeling approach.

In more realistic situations a sensitivity analysis is required to determine the worst case
loading. A more recent development for complex systems is to combine transient solvers
with optimization algorithms to find the worst case loading condition and the appropriate
protection against it (Jung and Karney 2009).

In most cases, the emergency scenarios result in inadmissible transient pressures. Possible
solutions include modifications to the system or transient event (e.g., slower valve closure),
anti-surge devices, emergency controls, or a combination of the above. The solutions will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.3. Design of anti-surge devices and emergency controls

In order to mitigate inadmissible transient pressures, hydraulic design engineers have four
different management options at their disposal:
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1. System modifications (diameter, pipe material, elevation profile, etc.);

2. Moderation of the transient initiation event;

3. Emergency control procedures; and/or

4. Anti-surge devices.

3.3.1. System modifications

Measure 1 is only feasible in an early stage. A preliminary surge analysis may identify cost-
effective measures for the surge protection that cannot later be incorporated. If, for example,
inadmissible pressures occur at a local high point that seem difficult to mitigate, the pipe
routing may be changed to avoid the high point. Alternatively, the pipe may be drilled
through a slope to lower the maximum elevation.

Selection of a more flexible pipe material reduces the acoustic wave speed. Larger diameters
reduce the velocities and velocity changes, but the residence time increases, which may ren‐
der this option infeasible due to quality concerns.

A cost-benefit analysis is recommended to evaluate the feasibility of these kinds of options.

3.3.2. Moderating the transient initiation event

A reduction of the rate of velocity change will reduce the transient pressure amplitude. A
variable speed drive or soft start/stop functionality may be effective measures for normal
operations, but their effect is negligible in case of a power failure. A flywheel increases the
polar moment of inertia and thereby slows down the pump trip response. It should be veri‐
fied that the pump motor is capable of handling the large inertia of the flywheel during
pump start scenarios. Experience shows that a flywheel is not a cost-effective option for
pumps that need to start and stop frequently.

If inadmissible pressures are caused by valve manipulations, the valve closure time must be
increased. The velocity reduction by a closing valve is not only influenced by the valve char‐
acteristic, but also by the system. The valve resistance must dominate the total system resist‐
ance before the discharge is significantly reduced. Therefore, the effective valve closure time
is typically 20% to 30% of the total closure time. A two-stage closure, or the utilization of a
smaller valve in parallel, may permit a rapid initial stage and very slow final stage as an ef‐
fective strategy for an emergency shut down scenario. The effective valve closure must be
spread over multiple pipe periods to obtain a significant reduction of the peak pressure. Ex‐
isting books on fluid transient provide more detail on efficient valve stroking (Tullis 1989;
Streeter and Wylie 1993; Thorley 2004).

3.3.3. Emergency control procedures

Since WSS are spatially distributed, the power supply of valves and pumps in different
parts of the system is delivered by a nearly-independent power supply. Therefore, local con‐
trol systems may continue operating normally, after a power failure has occurred some‐
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where else in the network. The control systems may have a positive or negative effect on the
propagation of hydraulic transients. The distributed nature of WSS and the presence of con‐
trol systems may be exploited to counteract the negative effects of emergency scenarios.

If a centralised control system is available, valves may start closing or other pumps may
ramp up as soon as a pump trip is detected. Even without a centralised control system,
emergency control rules may be developed to detect power failures. These emergency con‐
trol rules should be defined in such a way that false triggers are avoided during normal op‐
erations. An example of an emergency control rule is: ESD valve closure is initiated if the
discharge drops by more than 10% of the design discharge and the upstream pressure falls by at least
0.5 bar within 60 seconds.

3.3.4. Anti-surge devices

The above-described measures may be combined with one or more of the following anti-
surge devices in municipal water systems.

Devices, affecting

velocity change in time
Pressure limiting devices

Surge vessel By-pass check valve

Flywheel Pressure relief valve

Surge tower Combination air/vacuum valves

Feed tank

Table 2. Summary of anti-surge devices

An important distinction is made in Table 2 between anti-surge devices that directly af‐
fect  the rate  of  change in velocity and anti-surge devices  that  are  activated at  a  certain
condition.  The anti-surge devices  in  the first  category immediately affect  the system re‐
sponse; they have an overall  impact on system behaviour.  The pressure-limiting devices
generally have a local impact.  Table 3 lists possible measures when certain performance
criteria are violated.

The surge vessel is an effective (though relatively expensive) measure to protect the system
downstream of the surge vessel against excessive transients. However, the hydraulic loads
in the sub-system between suction tanks and the surge vessel will increase with the installa‐
tion of a surge vessel. Special attention must be paid to the check valve requirements, be‐
cause the fluid deceleration may lead to check valve slam and consequent damage. These
local effects, caused by the installation of a surge vessel, should always be investigated in a
detailed hydraulic model of the subsystem between tanks and surge vessels. This model
may also reveal inadmissible pressures or anchor forces in the suction lines and headers, es‐
pecially in systems with long suction lines (> 500 m). A sometimes-effective measure to re‐
duce the local transients in the pumping station is to install the surge vessels at a certain
distance from the pumping station.
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local effects, caused by the installation of a surge vessel, should always be investigated in a
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may also reveal inadmissible pressures or anchor forces in the suction lines and headers, es‐
pecially in systems with long suction lines (> 500 m). A sometimes-effective measure to re‐
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Operation Criterion Violation Improvement

pump trip low pressure

bypass pipe, flywheel

larger pipe diameter

air vessel, accumulator

surge tower, surge vessel, feed tank

air valve(s) at low pressure points in the system

other pipe material with lower Young’s modulus

pump trip high pressure air vessel with check valve and throttled by-pass

pump trip reverse flow in pump
increase (check) valve closure rate by choosing an

appropriate fast-closing check valve (e.g. nozzle type)

pump trip

rate of fluid deceleration through

check valve (high pressure due to

valve closure)

apply spring to reduce check valve closing time

apply spring or counter weight with damper to increase

check valve closing time and allow return flow

valve closure high pressure (upstream)

air vessel

slower valve closure

pressure relief valve or damper at high pressure points

higher pressure rating

valve closure low pressure (downstream)

air vessel

slower valve closure

air valves at low pressure points

valve throttling pressure instability
use multiple valves

adjust control settings

drainage, filling entrapped air
use air valves

prevent drainage on shut-down

Table 3. Possible mitigating measures in case of violation of one or more performance criteria
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Figure 7. Non-aerated surge vessel

One of the disadvantages of a surge tower is its height (and thus cost and the siting chal‐
lenges). If the capacity increases, so that the discharge head exceeds the surge tower level,
then the surge tower cannot be used anymore. A surge tower is typically installed in the vi‐
cinity of a pumping station in order to protect the WSS downstream. A surge tower could
also be installed upstream of a valve station to slow down the over pressure due to an emer‐
gency valve closure.
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Figure 8. Surge tower near pumping station or valve station.

Another device that reduces the velocity change in time is the flywheel. A flywheel may be an
effective measure for relatively short transmission lines connected to a tank farm or distribu‐
tion network. A flywheel can be an attractive measure if the following conditions are met:

1. Pump speed variations are limited.

2. The pump motor can cope with the flywheel during pump start-up, which means that the
motor is strong enough to accelerate the pump impeller - flywheel combination to the
pump’s rated speed. If the polar moment of pump and flywheel inertia is too large for the
motor, then a motor-powered trip may occur and the rated speed cannot be reached.
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Figure 9. Effect of flywheel on transient pressure after power failure in the pumping station

A by-pass check valve is effective at sufficient suction pressure, which becomes available au‐
tomatically in a booster station. Wavefront steepness is not affected until the by-pass check
valve opens. A similar reasoning applies to the other pressure-limiting devices. Further‐
more, the release of air pockets via air valves is an important source of inadmissible pres‐
sure shocks. Air release causes a velocity difference between the water columns on both
sides of the air pocket. Upon release of the air pocket’s last part, the velocity difference Δv
must be balanced suddenly by creating a pressure shock of half the velocity difference (Fig‐
ure 10). The magnitude of the pressure shock is computed by applying the Joukowsky law:

2p c vrD = ± × × D (5)

A large inflow capacity is generally positive to avoid vacuum conditions, but the outflow
capacity of air valves must be designed with care.
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Figure 10. Pressure shock due to air valve slam.

3.4. Design of normal procedures and operational controls

The following scenarios may be considered as part of the normal operating procedures (see
also appendix C.2.2. in standard NEN 3650-1:2012):

1. Start of pumping station in a primed system.

2. Normal stop of single pump or pumping station.

3. Commissioning tests.

4. Priming operation or pump start in partially primed system.

5. Procedure to drain (part of) the system for maintenance purposes.

6. Normal, scheduled, valve closure.

7. Stop of one pumping station or valve station and scheduled start of another source.

8. Other manipulations that result in acceleration or deceleration of the flow.

9. Switch-over procedures.

10. Risk assessment of resonance phenomena due to control loops.
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Normal operating procedures should not trigger emergency controls. If this is the case, the con‐
trol system or even the anti-surge devices may have to be modified. As a general rule for normal
operations, discharge set-points in control systems tend to exaggerate transient events while
pressure set-points automatically counteract the effect of transients. Two examples are given.

The first deals with a single pipeline used to fill a tank or supply reservoir. Suppose a down‐
stream control valve is aiming for a certain discharge set-point to refill the tank or reservoir. If an
upstream pump trip occurs, the control logic would lead to valve-opening in order to maintain
the discharge set-point. This will lower the minimum pressures in the pipe system between the
pumping station and the control valve. On the other hand, if the control valve aims for an up‐
stream pressure set-point, the valve will immediately start closing as soon as the downsurge has
arrived at the valve station, thereby counteracting the negative effect of the pump trip.

The second example is a distribution network in which four pumping stations need to main‐
tain a certain network pressure. The pumping stations have independent power supply.
Suppose that three pumping stations follow a demand prediction curve and the fourth
pumping station is operating on a set-point for the network pressure. If a power failure oc‐
curs in one of the discharge-driven pumping stations, then the network pressure will drop
initially. As a consequence the pump speed of the remaining two discharge-driven pumping
stations will drop and the only pressure-driven pumping station will compensate tempora‐
rily not only the failing pumping station, but also the two other discharge-driven pumping
stations. If all pumping stations would be pressure-driven pumping stations, then the fail‐
ure of a single pumping station will cause all other pumping stations to increase their pump
speed, so that the loss of one pumping stations is compensated by the three others.

The simulation of the normal operating procedures provides detailed knowledge on the dy‐
namic behaviour of the WSS. This knowledge is useful during commissioning of the (modi‐
fied) system. For example, a comparison of the simulated and measured pressure signals
during commissioning may indicate whether the system is properly de-aerated.

It is emphasized that a simulation model is always a simplification of reality and simulation
models should be used as a decision support tool, not as an exact predictor of reality. The
design engineer of complex WSS must act like a devil’s advocate in order to define scenarios
that have a reasonable probability of occurrence and that may lead to extreme pressures or
pressure gradients.

4. Modelling of water supply systems for transient analyses

This section provides some guidelines on the modelling of a pipeline system with respect to
pressure surge calculations.

It is recommended to model the top of the pipes in computer models, because the dynamic
behaviour may change significantly at low pressures due to gas release or cavitation.

The modelling and input uncertainties raise the question of which model parameter values
should be applied in a particular simulation. The simulation results may be too optimistic if
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the model parameters are selected more or less arbitrarily. The model parameters should be
selected such that the relevant output variables get their extreme values; this is called a con‐
servative modelling approach. The conservative choice of input parameters is only possible
in simple supply systems without active triggers for control procedures. Table 4 lists the pa‐
rameter choice in the conservative modelling approach.

Critical

Scenario
Output Criterion

Model Parameters

(conservative approach)

any operation (cavitation not allowed)
max. pressure and

min. pressure
high wave speed or low wave
speed, high vapour pressure

upstream valve closure or
pump trip (cavitation allowed from process

requirements)

max. pressure due to cavity
implosions

high vapour pressure

upstream valve closure or
pump trip

min. pressure
high friction and
low suction level

downstream valve closure max. pressure
high friction and
high suction level

upstream valve closure or
pump trip (surge tower present)

min. pressure and min. surge
tower level

low friction and
low suction level

downstream valve closure
(surge tower or present)

max. pressure,
max. surge tower

level

low friction and
high suction level

critical
operation

criterion
model parameters

(conservative approach)

upstream valve closure or
pump trip (air vessel present)

min. air vessel level
low friction and

low suction level and
isothermal air behaviour

upstream valve closure or
pump trip (air vessel present)

min. pressure (close to air
vessel)

low friction and
low suction level and

adiabatic air behaviour

upstream valve closure or
pump trip (air vessel present)

min. pressure (downstream
part)

high friction and
low suction level and

adiabatic air behaviour

downstream valve closure
(air vessel present)

max. air vessel level
low friction and

high suction level and
isothermal air behaviour

downstream valve closure
(air vessel present)

max. pressure (close to air
vessel)

low friction and
high suction level and

adiabatic air behaviour

downstream valve closure
(air vessel present)

max. pressure (upstream part)
high friction and

high suction level and
adiabatic air behaviour

Single pump trip, while others run max. rate of fluid deceleration
high friction and
low suction level

Table 4. Overview of conservative modelling parameters for certain critical scenarios and output criteria.
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If control systems are triggered to counteract the negative effect of critical scenarios (pump
trip, emergency shut down), then the extreme pressures may occur at other combinations of
input parameters than listed in Table 4. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis or optimisation rou‐
tine is strongly recommended to determine extreme pressures in these kind of complex wa‐
ter supply systems.

5. Concluding remarks

Since flow conditions inevitably change, pressure transient analysis is a fundamental part of
WSS design and a careful analysis may contribute significantly to the reduction of water
losses from these systems. It is shown that pressure transient analyses are indispensable in
most stages of the life cycle of a water system. Section 2 shows that existing standards focus
on a certain maximum allowable incidental pressure, but also emphasises that other evalua‐
tion criteria should be part of the surge analysis, including minimum pressures, component
specific criteria and maximum allowable shock pressures. It is recommended that pressure
shocks due to cavity collapse, air-release or undamped check valve closure should never ex‐
ceed 50% of the design pressure. The main contributions of this paper, as compared to exist‐
ing pressure transient design guidelines, include an overview of emergency scenarios and
normal operating procedures to be considered, as well as the integrated design of control
systems and anti-surge devices. These will lead to a safe, cost-effective, robust, energy-effi‐
cient and low-leaking water system.
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1. Introduction

The sustainable management of the water resources and a safe supply of drinking water will
play a key role for the development of the human prosperity in the following decades. The
fast growth of many cities puts a large pressure on the local water resources, especially in
regions with arid or semi-arid climate. A research project at Fraunhofer IOSB and AST has
aimed to investigate ways for economic and sustainable use of the available water resources
in the region of the capital of China, Beijing [1].

A main issue of the project is to develop components for a model-based decision support
system (DSS), which will assist the local water authority in management, maintenance and
extension of the water supply system at hand [2]. This paper deals with the derivation of
suitable management strategies for a mid (till long) term horizon based on assumptions for
future environmental and socio-economic conditions, which are provided by other modules
of the DSS. The general structure of the proposed optimal control DSS is shown in Fig. 1.

An overview about  several  DSS  concepts  and implementations  is  provided in  [3,  4].  A
challenge of the given problem is the large area of the water supply system. The water
management has to consider the total water resources of five river basins with an area of
16,800 km² as well as large groundwater storage in the plain with an area of 6,300 km².
The main portion of the annual precipitation (85%) in this semi-arid region is falling from
June to September leading to a highly uneven distribution throughout the year. The for‐
merly abundant groundwater resources have been overexploited over the last decades re‐
sulting  in  a  strong  decline  of  the  groundwater  head  (up  to  40  m).  Five  reservoirs  are
important for the management of the surface water in the considered area, where the two

© 2013 Bernard et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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fast growth of many cities puts a large pressure on the local water resources, especially in
regions with arid or semi-arid climate. A research project at Fraunhofer IOSB and AST has
aimed to investigate ways for economic and sustainable use of the available water resources
in the region of the capital of China, Beijing [1].

A main issue of the project is to develop components for a model-based decision support
system (DSS), which will assist the local water authority in management, maintenance and
extension of the water supply system at hand [2]. This paper deals with the derivation of
suitable management strategies for a mid (till long) term horizon based on assumptions for
future environmental and socio-economic conditions, which are provided by other modules
of the DSS. The general structure of the proposed optimal control DSS is shown in Fig. 1.

An overview about  several  DSS  concepts  and implementations  is  provided in  [3,  4].  A
challenge of the given problem is the large area of the water supply system. The water
management has to consider the total water resources of five river basins with an area of
16,800 km² as well as large groundwater storage in the plain with an area of 6,300 km².
The main portion of the annual precipitation (85%) in this semi-arid region is falling from
June to September leading to a highly uneven distribution throughout the year. The for‐
merly abundant groundwater resources have been overexploited over the last decades re‐
sulting  in  a  strong  decline  of  the  groundwater  head  (up  to  40  m).  Five  reservoirs  are
important for the management of the surface water in the considered area, where the two
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largest account for about 90% of the total storage capacity of roughly 9x109 m³. The water
is distributed to the customers using rivers and artificial transport ways (channels, pipes)
of a total length of about 400 km.

Figure 1. Structure of the proposed decision support system (DSS) for the region of Beijing

A common approach for policy generation in this field of application is to use mathematical
programming techniques based on a dynamic model of the essential elements of the water
allocation and distribution system [3]. The great impact of the groundwater storage for the
supply system at hand requires a more detailed description of the groundwater flow dy‐
namics compared to other known DSS implementations. Therefore a 3D Finite-Element
model of the plain region has been developed. However, a direct integration of this 3D mod‐
el into an optimal control framework is not possible due to its computational costs. A trajec‐
tory based model reduction scheme is proposed, which guarantees a very fast response of
the DSS in combination with a specially tailored non-linear programming algorithm.

The chapter is organized as follows: In section 2 the essential models (surface and ground‐
water models) and the model reduction approach are described. While the formulation of
the optimal control problem is subject of section 3, the numerical solution of the large scale
structured non-linear programming problem is described in section 4. First results of the op‐
timal water management approach are presented in section 5.

2. Water allocation model

The water allocation model can be divided into the surface water model and the groundwa‐
ter model. The parts of the water allocation model are described in the sequel.
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2.1. Surface water model

The surface water model has to comprise all important elements for the allocation, storage
and distribution of water within the considered region. The intended field of application of
the decision support system under development embraces management and upgrading
strategies for the mid and long term range. This implies a significant simplification for the
process model, because the retention time along the different transport elements (river
reaches, channel or pipelines) is less than the desired minimum time step for decision of one
day. Therefore, a simple static approach for flow processes is sufficient and the use of so‐
phisticated models for the dynamics of wave propagation (like e. g. Saint-Venant-Equations)
with respect to control decisions is avoided. In this case, the flow characteristics are repre‐
sented by simple lag elements of the first order combined with dead-time elements. Given y
and u as an output and input, respectively. The following mathematical relationship indi‐
cates a lag element of the first order.

1
dyT y u
dt

× + = (1)

where T1 is the only parameter and indicates the time lag; t indicates the time. The following
relationship represents the dead-time element:

( )ty u t T= - (2)

In this case the parameter is the dead-time Tt, which is thus the measure of the time taken
for water to flow in a conduit over a known distance.

The surface water system is described as a directed graph. The edges characterize the trans‐
port elements and introduce only a variable for the discharge. The nodes represent reser‐
voirs, lakes, points of water supply or extraction and simple junction points. Every node
constitutes a balance equation involving the edges linked with and possibly the storage vol‐
ume. The sole nonlinearity results from modeling the evaporation from the water surface of
the storages (volume-area-curve), which is described by a piecewise polynomial approach.
At time step k, the volume of a reservoir node evolves as follows:
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k ), the storage volume is denoted by V, the discharge into and from the
storage is denoted by Q and discrete time step is denoted by Δt. The total evaporation from
the reservoir depends on the water surface A0 and the potential evaporation qevpot. qseep de‐
notes the seepage from the reservoir to the groundwater and qprec specifies the precipitation.
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Channels with a very low slope are modeled as water storage. The level dependent upper
bound for the channel outflow is derived from a steady state level-flow relation like e.g.
Chezy-Manning friction formula and is directly added as constraint to the optimization
problem.

The Structure of the Beijing water supply system is shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, there are the
four  main  reservoirs  Miyun,  Huairou,  Baihebao  and  Guanting.  Further  sources  are
groundwater  storages  and  water  transfers.  Secondly,  there  are  the  water  transportation
systems such as channels and rivers. Miyun reservoir and Huairou reservoir are connect‐
ed to Beijing by the Miyun-Beijing water diversion.  In the simulation model the arrows
describe hydraulic behavior of water flow. Baihebao and Guanting reservoir are connect‐
ed by tunnel and river Guishui. From Guanting water runs into the Yongding river wa‐
ter  diversion  system  to  Beijing.  Existing  retention  areas  for  flood  control  are  also
considered in the simulation model.

The surface water from channels and rivers is delivered to the customers in different ways,
directly or through the surface waterworks. Groundwater is distributed to the customers
through ground waterworks as well as motor-pumped wells. Therefore, the waterworks
build the third part of the Beijing water supply system. The last category is made up of all
the customer groups (agriculture, industry, households and environment). To complete up
the cycle, catchments area models are integrated in the system to take into account precipita‐
tion and evapotranspiration.

Figure 2. Structure of the Beijing water supply system
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The surface water simulation model has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink using the
toolbox “WaterLib” [5] and contains the most important elements of the drinking water sup‐
ply system of Beijing. The simulation model was developed to reach a sufficient accuracy as
well as a high simulation speed. A one-year simulation is carried out in a simulation time of
several seconds. This is a very important condition for using the model in the decision sup‐
port system.

2.2. Groundwater water model

The most important water resource in the considered area is groundwater that is modeled
by a dynamic spatially distributed finite element groundwater model. The governing equa‐
tion for groundwater flow is Darcy's law [6] describing slow streams through unconfined
aquifers. Combining Darcy's law with mass conservation yields the partial differential equa‐
tion (4) which is a diffusion equation.

( )0 expf rech lS h k h Q Q-Ñ × Ñ = -& (4)

In (4) denotes h the hydraulic head (which corresponds to the groundwater level) and kf the
hydraulic conductivity that governs the hydrogeological properties of the soil. S0 denotes
the specific storage coefficient. The terms on the right hand side of (4) summarize all sources
and sinks that coincide with the time dependent groundwater exploitation due to industry,
households and agriculture (Qexpl) and recharge e. g. due to precipitation and irrigation
(Qrech) in Ω.

The partial differential equation (4) is an initial-boundary value problem which has to be
solved numerically for h in the 3 dimensional model domain Ω. The groundwater model has
been implemented using FEFLOW, which is a Finite Element (FEM) software specialized on
subsurface flow [7]. The initial condition is h (Ω,t0) (groundwater surface) at the initial time
t0. The inflow/outflow is described by Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. h (∂Ω) at the boun‐
dary ∂Ω and by well boundary conditions, that define a particular volume rate into or out of
Ω. The advantage of the latter one is that they are scalable. The 3D FEM model consists of
more than 150,000 nodes, distributed on 25 layers (cf. Fig. 3). Huge computational costs re‐
sult from this high resolution. The simulation of 5 years needs ~15 Minutes on an Intel Core
2 Duo CPU (2.5 GHz). Hence it is very time consuming to calculate optimal water allocation
strategies with the 3D FEM groundwater model. This is the motivation for model reduction
(see subsection 2.3).

The main task with respect to the groundwater model is the parameterization of the large-
scaled model covering an area of 6,300 km². On the one hand the time independent soil pa‐
rameters kf, S0 have to be estimated and generalized for the whole domain Ω by a (small) set
of measured values. On the other hand the source / sink terms Qexpl, Qrech have to be calculat‐
ed time dependent. For these calculations time dependent maps of precipitation and water
demand are needed. The water demand is splitted into the three user groups households,
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industry and agriculture (see [8] for details). This parameterization issue is supported by
powerful geographical information systems (GIS).

Figure 3. Mesh of the 3D Finite Element groundwater model of the region of Beijing

2.2.1. Hydrogeological conditions and derivation of hydrogeological parameters

The groundwater model area is located at the northern part of the North China Plain (NCP),
which is the largest alluvial plain of eastern Asia. The NCP is a basin with quaternary aged
surficial deposits (loess, sand, gravel and boulder, silt and clay). According to the hydrogeo‐
logical profiles of Beijing the quaternary system in this region is fairly complicated. A great
variety of different sedimentary facies exists with different thicknesses ranging from several
tens of meters around the piedmont area to 150 - 350 meters in the northern central part of
the NCP [9]. Groundwater is exploited in the layers of quaternary deposits, i.e. in the loose
stratum/porous aquifers with high to very high water storage capacities. From the Taihang
Mountains in the west to east there are two main geomorphological units in the model area:
the piedmont plain below the mountain escarpments and the flood plain. In the piedmont
plain the aquifers structure is coarse and becomes finer from west to east. In the flood plain
the structure of aquifer is fine with silt sand, clay and silt interlay and in areas of ancient
rivers and paleochannels the aquifer is composed mainly of gravels and coarse sands with
good permeability. Therefore the distribution of groundwater in the Beijing region is inho‐
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mogeneous. Regions of high abundance and high yielding porous groundwater aquifers are
the piedmont plains and the northeastern districts of Miyun, Huairou and Shunyi whereas
less yielding aquifers are found in the Yangqing and Tong districts. In the transition zone
from the Taihang Mountains to the NCP the quarternary sediments with low thickness of e.
g. some tens of meters are lying on the older rock formations of the regions.

In the mountainous districts unstable groundwater distributions were assumed in depend‐
ence on the form of the rocks with geological discontinuities (fractures, joints, dissolution
features) and the groundwater flow. In the transition area from the Taihang and Yanshan
Mountains to the NCP stratigraphic sequences of various ages ranging from archaean meta‐
morphic rocks to quaternary are documented in the geological and hydrogeological maps. A
detailed description of the geological and hydrogeological conditions can be found in [10].

On the base of a conceptual geological model and a structured horizontal (2D) groundwater
model, a horizontal and vertical structured 3D - groundwater model was developed describ‐
ing the saturated zone till approx. 200 m depth below ground surface (bgs.) in the area of
the quaternary sediments of the NCP. In addition the borehole data from approx. 125 drill‐
ings situated in the model area were used in the groundwater model. Although a quite ho‐
mogeneous distribution of the boreholes was given, one measurement point represents an
area of about 50 km2 which is only a rare database for modelling subsurface conditions.

There can be found strong variations in structure and thickness of the loose stratum sedi‐
ments in the model area. The evaluation of all data (borehole data, geological and hydrogeo‐
logical maps and profiles, ground water levels from observation wells, literature etc.) shows
that the large number of the water bearing layers can be summarised in up to three essential
ground water aquifers according to present knowledge on regional level. These aquifer sys‐
tems are from top to down:

• Aquifer I: Shallow aquifer in approx. 5 m to 30 m depth bgs.

• Aquifer II: Primary aquifer, till approx. 120 m depth bgs.

• Aquifer III in the depth area of approx. 120/140 m to 200/260 m bgs

The aquifers are separated by less permeable layers or aquitards, above all fine sands, silts
and clays. It can be assumed that the three essential aquifers are not completely independent
from each other, i.e. a groundwater exchange takes place between them in a certain range.
Where low permeable layers or aquitards are absent or have a low thickness two aquifers
can form a hydraulic unity as in the area of piedmont plains. Thus in the piedmont plains
only one porous aquifer between the unsaturated loess top set layers and the bedrock was
assumed. In regions, in which the separating layers have bigger thickness and larger exten‐
sion, local confined aquifers can appear. Because of morphology and evolution processes
perched aquifers can appear within the loess deposits. All these local effects are summarised
in the above mentioned three essential aquifers.

The  piedmont  areas  of  the  Taihang  Mountains  and  the  Yanshan  Mountains  along  the
western  boundary  and  the  northern/northeastern  boundary  of  the  area  are  the  areas
where groundwater inflow into the plains contributes to the groundwater recharge of the
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confined  and  unconfined  aquifers.  Because  of  the  multi-layered  geological  structure  of
the loose stratum in the model area, consisting of loess, alluvial loess, sand-gravel-cobble-
boulder sediments with more or less mighty clay and silt inclusions, the details of hydro‐
geological  conditions  are  complicated.  Therefore  the  used  spatial  distribution  of  the
hydraulic conductivity and specific yield (both important for good model results) are ad‐
equate phenomenological  descriptions of  mean values and not  a  detailed representation
of local conditions in reality.

The aquifer characteristics were determined mainly on the base of the interpretation and
evaluation of the above mentioned borehole data. The borehole data represent the geologi‐
cal layers (boring logs) at single points. They show high variations from one point to anoth‐
er. In particular the hydrogeological parameters kf and S0 were deduced from these borehole
data due to the following procedure:

1. In a first step the local single point data have to be transformed in values representative
for an associated area (meso-scale values) [11]. For this step the information and data
from thematic maps (e.g. Beijing hydrogeological maps lithology map, water abun‐
dance map, etc.) were included. The validity range of these meso-scale values could be
specified with the informations from a water abundance map representing the water
yield and water storage capability. These data resulted primarily on measurements in
water exploitation wells. With this approach meso-scale values (for kf -and S0) and their
spatial distribution could be determined.

2. In a second step the discrete meso-scale values were interpolated within the model area

3. In a third step the absolute values of the smoothed spatial distribution of kf and S0 were
adapted to fulfil the water budget of the model area.

On the basis of the derived values a fine tuning was realized in order to get minimal differ‐
ences between calculated and measured groundwater surface map.

The kf -values of the aquifers range from 2.0x10-3m/s in the region of the piedmont plains
and the alluvial fan plains to 0.1x10-4m/s in the flood plains. The loose stratum depositions
can be classified according to German Institute for Standardization Guideline 18130 as per‐
meable to very permeable.

In [12] a mean storativity in the range of 0.08 and 0.18 has been estimated. Due to hydrogeo‐
logical investigations of borehole data a regionalisation of the hydrogeological parameters
could be performed, yielding a mean storativity of 0.13. The values of S0 changes from 0.19
(piedmont plains) to 0.03 (flood plains). This spatial distribution of kf - and S0-values was
also a basis for the regionalisation of the inflow boundary conditions.

Inflow conditions

The inflow from the north and west into the model area is governed by the transition zone
between the mountain terrain and the plain where a high conductivity can be assumed.
Here the inflow consists of the surface water run off from the mountains that depends on
the precipitation rate. But due to investigations even after a number of dry years the total
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inflow did not disappear, but decreased from a long term mean value of about 0.7x109m3/a
to 0.4x109 m3/a could be observed by the Chinese partners. This amount of water could not
only result from rainfall runoff from the mountainous domain. Therefore it was assumed a
split of the horizontal groundwater recharge from groundwater inflow into the model area
(see Fig. 4). One part is a rain-dependent contribution which in 'normal years', with a mean
precipitation rate of about 590 mm/a is in the range of 0.4x109 m3/a. This value is scaled in
dependency of the mean precipitation rate of the current year. In a dry year with a precipita‐
tion rate of 380 mm/a, for instance, the rain dependent inflow to 0.26x109 m3/a. For this con‐
tribution the imagination is that a part of the precipitation of the mountain slopes infiltrate
on the surface and percolate down to the bedrock basis. On the relatively impermeable bed‐
rock the water flows as shallow groundwater aquifer in the loose stratum with low thick‐
ness into the model area. The loose stratum depositions in the piedmont plains consist of
boulder, gravels and sand with inclusions of local loess and loessloam lenses. These loose
stratum depositions are well permeable and this inflow contribution from the mountains is
asssumed to be directly dependent on the precipitation.

Figure 4. The groundwater inflow regime into the NCP

The second contribution to the horizontal groundwater recharge from the mountainous area
is of about 0.3x109 m3/a and it was implemented deeper. Here the underlying idea is that this
component corresponds to the part of the precipitation which infiltrates in the mountainous
area through clefts into the deeper rock formations. The groundwater flow system in the
bedrock consists of macroscopic structures and cavities linked with each other, as for exam‐
ple fracture networks, faults, layer joints, dissolution features and conduits etc. The ground‐
water inflow depths were assumed according to the distribution of the water bearing
carbonate rocks, sandstones and crystalline rocks in the hydrogeological map of Beijing.
These so-called deep inflows are not dependent directly on the precipitation and change on‐
ly in terms decades.
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The total horizontal groundwater recharge (inflow) ranges from 0.55 to 0.75x109 m3/a. The
quantitative split is to some extend arbitrary and based only on plausibility considerations
since none of the components can be measured directly.

2.2.2. Derivation of timedependent groundwater recharge and exploitation data

In order to determine the time-dependent groundwater recharge and exploitation we follow
the subsequent procedure:

1. It starts with stating a long term mean value budget for the considered area for getting
an idea which fluxes are in which order.

2. In a second step the budget data are regionalized by means of land use maps.

3. Finally the temporal distribution is taken into account by implementing the crop water
need (agricultural water demand) and precipitation as dynamic input data such that in
the end due to balancing all data, e.g. irrigation, evapotranspiration, etc, become time
dependent quantities.

The first task in setting up models covering the water resources of an area of this size is
to construct a water budget. The water budget is a theoretical device that supports struc‐
turing the water resource system and identifying the most important water fluxes.  Here
fluxes into and out of the system has to be collected as well  as the water fluxes within
the model area. The intension must be to realize the relation of water fluxes to each oth‐
er,  to quantify them, separating the more important from negligible water fluxes and to
estimate the error  that  happens due to  neglecting them. Since most  of  the quantities  in
the  water  budget  are  not  independent  from each  other,  the  quantification  of  the  water
budget must be an iterative process.  Fig.  5  illustrates the water budget of  the region of
Beijing. All the before mentioned fluxes are entried. The width of the arrows corresponds
to the quantity of the fluxes.

Since the groundwater model is spatially distributed the input data for the groundwater
recharge  and the  exploitation  have  to  be  spatially  distributed  as  well.  The  above  men‐
tioned water budget can be regarded as a lumped parameter model for the whole region.
The next step is to relate these data to locations by adapting the water balance with re‐
spect to specific regions.

• An  approach  which  is  followed  quite  often  is  to  regionalize  by  means  of  land  use
maps. The land use of the considered region is depicted in Fig. 6 showing eleven land
use classes.  These classes can be summed up to the following four classes:urban and
paved areas,

• agriculturally used and irrigated areas,

• water areas and

• non-cultivated areas
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Figure 5. Water budget of the region of Beijing

Regionalization of the water budget means to adapt and evaluate the balance equation

P GWR ET SWR= + + (5)

for each of these classes. It denotes P the precipitation rate, GWR is the groundwater re‐
charge, ET the evapotranspiration SWR corresponds to the surface water runoff. There are
some quantities which are relevant for every class, like infiltration and there are some which
are specific for a certain group. And for other classes additional quantities have to be added,
i.e. irrigation rates (IRR) for agriculturally used areas.
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Figure 6. Landuse map of the region of Beijing

2.2.3. Software realisation of the parameter calculation within the DSS

The DSS works on the base of so-called scenarios whereby a scenario can be understood as
set of input data that represents either a real historical situation or an imaginable situation in
future with respect to precipitation, exploitation, water use etc. This complete set of input
data is applied to the hydrological model to obtain an answer to the question ‘What are the
effects to the water allocation system’. The historical scenarios usually are used for the vali‐
dation of the models whereas future scenarios should deliver guidelines for the best way to
act in future under certain circumstances. In order to obtain reasonable results from the sim‐
ulation the scenario has to be complete and consistent. Otherwise the models will gain un‐
reasonable results. A scenario is complete if all data are available the hydrological model
expects. In order to keep the system stable often default values are inserted if no data are
assigned. But in this case the question is if the data are consistent.

The consistency of data can only be assured by the user. So if we use precipitation rates for
groundwater model and for the surface water model for instance in general the information
is provided in different data set and formats. In this case the user is responsible, that the da‐
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ta for the groundwater model match the data for the surface water model, i.e. that at same
time periods in same regions the same precipitation rates are considered.

Nevertheless, the user can be supported by a parameterization software, as it was realized
within the Scenario Wizard of the Beijing DSS to ensure consistency as good as possible.
With respect to the groundwater model the scenario is complete and consistent only if the
before mentioned data are available for the complete simulation horizon:

• Initial conditions

• Boundary conditions (well fields and inflow)

• Spatially distributed groundwater recharge

• Spatially distributed exploitation

In order to obtain a complete and consistent set of input data for the groundwater model the
user has to pass through the groundwater panel of the DSS Scenario Wizard and a so-called
groundwater project is created. A groundwater project is a part of the scenario containing all
groundwater relevant data.

Within the GW panel the user has to execute five subpanels such that in the end at least a
complete set of input data for the groundwater model is generated.

1. The first subpanel calculates the surface water recharge. For this a weighting map is re‐
quired that determines how much precipitation becomes surface water in direct or indi‐
rect manner. On the other hand a reliable precipitation map for the entire model area is
necessary. Since the precipitation is not constant over the year we also need temporal
weights that define the temporal distribution of the precipitation rate. The Scenario wiz‐
ard provides a number of precipitation maps of the past which can be also used for fu‐
ture scenarios. The surface water recharge is not a direct input data for the groundwater
model but it is required to determine the distribution of exploitation and groundwater
recharge in time and space.

2. In the second step the agricultural irrigation from groundwater is and the total spatially
distributed exploitation from groundwater is derived. For these calculations a map of
the agricultural used areas (irrigated areas) is needed as well as corresponding informa‐
tion about the crop water need/ agricultural water demand. In addition some informa‐
tion about the irrigation from surface water and waste water are requested. Since the
agricultural water demand is not constant during the year a temporal distribution is
needed as well.

3. In the third subpanel the minimal surface water inflow and the diffuse losses in urban
areas is computed and therefore maps of water areas and urban areas are requested.
The resulting information is incorporated into the calculation of the groundwater re‐
charge from surface water areas and from urban areas.

4. In this subpanel all input data with respect to the well fields and the inflow parame‐
ters have to be defined and entered in to table which asks for yearly data of the ex‐
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ploitation rates from the different well  fields and the upper and deeper inflow into
the model area.

5. In the last subpanel the generation of the spatial and temporal distribution of the
groundwater recharge data is performed. Here the user again has to provide a weight‐
ing map that determines how much of the supplied water becomes groundwater re‐
charge and how much becomes evapotranspiration. The rest of the required data was
already determined in the before described subpanels. This step finishes the creation of
the groundwater project and all the generated data are documented in a specific
groundwater scenario report which is saved within the corresponding project directory.
After the simulation of a scenario with a groundwater simulation run a report about
simulation results is saved in the project directory as well.

Figure 7. Graphical user interface for the generation of input data like groundwater recharge maps

All computed data are saved as ASCII grid maps which can be read by any GIS system.
Figure 7 shows the graphical user interface generating groundwater maps.

In order to gain the project data accessible to the FEFLOW simulation model the spatially
distributed data have to be projected on the finite element mesh. But in this step no new in‐
formation is gained therefore it is not a procedure which is important for the scenario gener‐
ation but it is only a technical requirement.

2.3. Derivation of reduced groundwater model

For the optimization of the water allocation system the full 3D FEM model (with > 150,000
nodes) is not very suited due to the mentioned large computational time. As for the optimi‐
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zation task a prediction of the hydraulic head (groundwater level) at a set of representative
and fixed points is sufficient, an input-output model (e.g. a linear state space model) with
considerably smaller order n (e.g. n < 50) than the original FEM model has to be derived.

Methods for model reduction of those large scale systems have gained increasing impor‐
tance in the last few years [13]. Two main classes of methods for model reduction can be
identified, namely methods based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and Krylov based
methods. SVD based methods are suited for linear systems and nonlinear systems of an or‐
der n < 500 (e. g. balanced truncation for linear systems, proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) for nonlinear systems). Most of these methods have favourable properties like global
error bounds and preservation of stability [13]. Krylov based methods are numerically very
efficient as only matrix multiplications and no matrix factorization or inversion are needed.
Hence they are also suited for large-scale systems. Unfortunately, global error bounds and
preservation of stability cannot be guaranteed. Hence actual research is focused on the de‐
velopment of concepts which combine elements of SVD and Krylov based methods [13].

All of these approaches have in common that they aim to approximate the state vector x
with respect to a performance criterion, e. g. minimize the deviation between original sys‐
tem and reduced system for a given test input. As a black box input-output model would be
sufficient for our purposes there is no need to approximate the whole state vector x. Further‐
more, the dimension n of a reduced model which approximates the whole state space vector
x would be in most cases n > 100. With this dimension, for the given optimization problem
the solution time would be unacceptably high (~ hours). Last but not least the use of the
commercial software FEFLOW also prevents the application of e. g. a Krylov based method
as no model representation (e. g. state space model) is provided by the software.

The basic idea of the proposed model reduction method is sketched in Fig. 8. We assume
the existence of a reference scenario which means that the time dependent input parame‐
ters  uref(t)  of  the  FEM  groundwater  model  (especially  groundwater  exploitation  Qexpl
and recharge Qrech) are determined for the whole optimization horizon. In practical cas‐
es  these  reference  scenarios  are  mostly  available  or  can  be  generated  by  plausible  as‐
sumptions. Hence the task consists in the derivation of a model which approximates the
behavior  of  the  full  FEM  model  in  the  case  that  the  input  parameters  u  differ  from
uref(t). This model is gained by identification techniques: Test signals (e.g. steps) are add‐
ed to the reference input uref(t) (dimension p) and the corresponding deviations from the
reference output yref(t) (dimension q) are identified. Doing this separately for every com‐
ponent of the input-/output vectors u and y, we finally merge the (p x q) single input-sin‐
gle  output  (SISO)  models  to  a  multi  input-multi  output  (MIMO)  model.  For  the
groundwater  model,  the  input  parameters  are  e.  g.  cumulated (e.g.  spatially  integrated)
exploitation of certain regions or cumulated exploitations of large well fields. The output
parameters  of  the  groundwater  model  are  the  hydraulic  head  at  representative  points
(“observation  wells”).  In  our  application  13  input  and 13  output  parameters  have  been
defined by the users: The inputs consist by 9 counties and 4 wellfields, the 13 output pa‐
rameters are 12 observation wells and the mean hydraulic head of the whole area of the
water supply system. As the slow stream groundwater flow can be interpreted as diffu‐
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sion process (cf.  equation (4))  only nearby located input and output parameters (e.g.  re‐
gions/wellfields  and  the  corresponding  observation  wells)  have  some  correlation  and  a
SISO model  with  these  input-/output  combinations  can be  gained.  Due to  this  physical
reason  the  number  of  relevant  SISO models  is  relatively  small  and hence  the  resulting
MIMO model of relatively low dimension (n < 50) which is appropriate for the optimiza‐
tion  problem.  This  proposed approach  can  be  called  trajectory  and identification  based
model reduction. A similar approach (for a nonlinear large scale system) is found in [14].

Figure 8. Reduced groundwater model as a linear state space model in combination with a pre-simulated reference
scenario.

3. Water resources management as optimal control problem

The water resources allocation problem is formulated as a discrete-time optimal control
problem:
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The state variables x are the volume content of the reservoirs and channels with small slope
and the states of the reduced groundwater model. Control variables u are the discharge of
the transport elements as well as the water demand of the customers. The uncontrollable in‐
puts z are the direct precipitation and the potential evaporation for the reservoirs and the
flow of rivers entering the considered region, which is derived by means of rainfall-runoff-
models. The number of time steps within the optimization horizon is denoted by K.

The process equations (8) consist of the balance equations of the storage nodes and the re‐
duced groundwater model. The balance equations of the non-storage nodes are formulated
as general equality constraints (9). The objective function (6) contains the goals of the water
management, which are primarily the fulfillment of the customer demand, the compliance
with targets for the reservoir and groundwater storage volume and the delivery of water
with respect to environmental purposes. Therefore quadratic terms are formulated, which
penalize the deviations from desired values, like e.g. for the demand deficit of the demand
node j:
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where qdem,ref,j is the demand of and uj is the discharge delivered to the customer. While this
term applies for every time step within the optimization horizon, other terms are formulated
only for the final point of the horizon, like e.g. for the desired volume content of the reser‐
voirs.

The inequality constraints (10) follow from the technical capabilities of the water distribu‐
tion system and rules to guarantee safe operation, which are simple bounds for the control
variables:

min max
k k k£ £u u u (12)

as well as constraints for the reservoir volume xv:
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and the hydraulic head hhydr of the observation wells:

( ),min ,max
k k k k
hydr gw hydrg£ £h x h (14)

With respect to the practical applicability selected parts of the inequality constraints (10) can
be relaxed in order to avoid infeasible optimization problem with respect to unrealistic man‐
agement demands.

4. Numerical solution of the optimal control problem

The optimal control problem is numerically solved as large scale structured non-linear pro‐
gramming problem (NLP):
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The optimization variables are the state and control variables of the several stages in time:
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The state equations of the process model are incorporated as equality constraints:
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The advantage of this problem formulation with (K(n+m)+n) optimization variables is the
special sparsity structure with a block-diagonal Hessian-matrix and block-banded Jacobian
matrices (k: number of time steps, n: number of state variables, m: number of control varia‐
bles), which follows from the fact, that the process equations as coupling element between
adjusting stages are linear in the state variables xk+1. The numerical solution of this problem
requires about (K(n+m)3) basic arithmetic operations.
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One alternative approach consists of eliminating the state variables from the optimization
problem. The reduced dimension of the according non-linear programming problem with (K
m) optimization variables comes along with a loss of structure. The Hessian and Jacobian
matrices are full. Because of the solution effort of order (K m)3 and the large amount of con‐
trol variables (number of edges in the network description) this approach is not promising
for this special field of application.

For the numerical solution of large scale non-linear programming problems interior point
(IP) solver have become popular during the last years because of their superior behavior for
NLPs with many inequality constraints. In this approach the objective function is expanded
by adding barrier terms for the inequality constraints:
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The solution of the original NLP (15) results from the subsequent solution of (17) with a de‐
caying sequence of µ → 0. The identification of right active set with its combinatorial com‐
plexity is avoided. The state of the art non-linear interior point solver IPOPT is used for the
application at hand [15]. The interface for multistage optimal control problems of the opti‐
mization solver HQP [16], which provides an efficient way for problem formulation along
with routines for the derivation of ∇ J ,  ∇h ,  ∇ g  by means of automatic differentiation
[17], is used and coupled to IPOPT.

A typical water management problem (horizon of five years, discretization of one month)
has about 8000 optimization variables, 5500 equality constraints and 7200 inequality con‐
straints.  The numerical solution takes approximately 60 iterations and a calculation time
of 10 seconds on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (2.5 GHz). Table 1 shows the linear depend‐
ency of the numerical solution effort from the number of time steps within the optimiza‐
tion horizon.

optimization horizon

Numerical solution effort

optimization

variables
Iterations

main storage [MB] calculation time

[s]

30days 7898 56 52 9.6

10 days 23880 66 145 35.1

5 days 47853 56 286 61.7

Table 1. Numerical solution effort in dependence on the optimization horizon
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5. First results of the optimal water management approach

The proposed concept for optimal water management is applied to the Beijing region. The
region has precipitation, which varies geographically, seasonally and yearly. Eighty-five
percent of rainfall falls between July and September. Groundwater is the most important
source of water for the Beijing region, covers about 50-70%. Beijing has suffered from over
exploitation of this source over the years. Surface water supply in the Beijing region de‐
pends mainly on upstream inflows of the major river systems Chaobai, North Grand Canal
and Yongding. Aside from problems such as excessive withdrawal and water quality deteri‐
oration of surface waters, the lack of regional coordination leads to issues such as uncoordi‐
nated withdrawals. Besides these problems, the water supply system is subject to other
common problems, such as rapid population growth and urbanization, decentralized reser‐
voir/groundwater management, changing attitude towards sustainability and attribution to
greater attention of environmental issues.

The optimal water management system is evaluated for three scenarios based on the same
set of input data, which are a combination of historical rainfall measurements and customer
demands reflecting the predicted development of population size and economic growth.
The objective function contains four quadratic terms in order to penalize deviations from the
desired final water level of largest reservoir in the system (Miyun reservoir), from the de‐
sired final average hydraulic head of the groundwater storage as well as the deficit of the
customer demand separated into two groups for household/industry and agriculture. The
deficit of the delivered water must be less than 5 % for domestic/industrial clients and less
than 25 % for agricultural clients. For the third scenario it is assumed that water can be
transferred to the considered region up to an annual amount of 300 Mio. m³ starting from
the third year within the optimization horizon.

The overall water demand exceeds noticeable the natural sources. The reduced groundwater
model has been derived under the assumption that this over-consumption was covered by
the groundwater storage. This leads to a strong reduction of the average hydraulic head of
the groundwater storage of about 9 meters during 5 years (scenario 1, see Fig. 10). Using the
initial state of the Miyun reservoir and the final value of the reference trajectory for the aver‐
age groundwater head as target in the objective function, for the base scenario (scenario 1)
there are only small deviations from these values in combination with a minor demand defi‐
cit observable. In the second scenario the increase of the target value for the final groundwa‐
ter hydraulic head at 5 m and a corresponding shift of penalty coefficients in order to keep
this value lead to a better spreading of the overdraft over the different storages as well as to
the customers.

Fig.  9  shows the course of  the water level  for two reservoirs.  Because of  its  capacity of
4.4x109 m³ the Miyun reservoir plays an important role for the long term management of
the overall  system.  As can be  seen,  the  years  with above-average precipitation produce
only a medium rise of the water level. The second scenario, which attempts to reduce the
decline of the average hydraulic head of the groundwater storage, results in an increased
release of this reservoir compared to the base scenario, which corresponds to a change of
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the final water level from 142 m above sea level to 137 m. In the third scenario a part of
this  release  is  replaced by  water  from outside  of  the  considered region,  which  reduces
the water level decrease at about 2 m. The second reservoir is situated at a channel from
the  Miyun-reservoir  to  the  city  of  Beijing  and serves  only  as  intermediate  storage.  The
admissible range for water management is completely utilized by the optimal control ap‐
proach. The shift in the management target causes a different operating strategy because
water  from  the  connected  channel  is  taken  to  replace  groundwater  abstractions  in  the
nearby regions.  The change of  the management target  for  scenario 2  and scenario 3  in‐
duce also an increase of the overall  demand deficit  from 0.1 % to up to 3.5 % (scenario
2), which is nearly 6.8x108 m³ over the full horizon.

Fig. 10 shows the time plot of the mean groundwater level of the optimization scenarios.
It is obvious that in scenarios 2 and 3 the aimed increase of the target value for the final
groundwater hydraulic head at 5 m is nearly achieved. In Fig.  11 the impact of the dif‐
ferent strategies to the exemplary input 1 (exploitation in a certain region) and exempla‐
ry  output  5  (groundwater  level  at  a  defined  observation  point)  can  be  studied.  The
exploitation is clearly decreased in scenarios 2 and 3 which correspond to an increase of
the groundwater level  at  the observation point.  Finally,  from Fig.  12 it  can be seen that
the performance of the drastically reduced groundwater model is good, reflecting the fact
that the original FEM model with more than 100,000 nodes has been reduced to a state
space model with 36 states.

Figure 9. Water level of the largest reservoir in the water distribution system (Miyun-reservoir) as well as of a reservoir
with seasonal storage capacity (Huairou-reservoir).
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Figure 10. Time plot of the mean groundwater level in the optimization scenarios 1 – 3.

Figure 11. Time plot of input 1 (exploitation in a certain region) and output 5 (groundwater level at a defined point)
in the optimization scenarios 1 – 3.
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Figure 12. Time plot of output 5 of the full FEM model compared with the reduced model (optimization scenario 1).

6. Conclusions

In this paper an optimal control approach as a component of a decision support system
(DSS) for the management of the total water resources (surface water, groundwater, external
water resources) in a fast developing region under a critical water shortage has been pre‐
sented. It has been proven that in spite of the large area which has to be managed and the
corresponding complex surface and groundwater models the optimization problem could
be solved in an appropriate computation time (~ minutes). This could be achieved by a dras‐
tic reduction of the complex groundwater model to a state space model of relatively low di‐
mension (n < 50). The user (i.e. water allocation decision maker) is enabled to select from a
number of predefined performance criteria as well as to assign constraints to the elements of
the water allocation system in order to specify the management targets according to his/her
needs. The performance of the proposed concept is demonstrated by close to reality optimi‐
zation scenarios, whereby the benefit of a new strategic channel has been investigated with a
planning horizon of 5 years. Actually the developed DSS component is used in a first ver‐
sion by the decision makers. Future work will focus on the application and adaptation of the
developed concept and software for the water resources management of further regions
with critical water shortage.
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1. Introduction

Urban water systems are the most valuable part of the public infrastructure worldwide, and
utilities and municipalities are entrusted with the responsibility of managing and expanding
them for current and future generations. Infrastructures inexorably age and degrade, while
society places increasing demands for levels of service, risk management and sustainability.

As many systems reach high levels of deferred maintenance and rehabilitation (ASCE, 2009),
the combined replacement value of such infrastructures is overwhelming, demanding judi‐
cious spending and efficient planning.

Infrastructure asset management (IAM) of urban water infrastructures is the set of processes
that utilities need to have in place in order to ensure that infrastructure performance corre‐
sponds to service targets over time, that risks are adequately managed, and that the corre‐
sponding costs, in a lifetime cost perspective, are as low as possible.

IAM methods partially differ from those applicable to managing other types of assets. One
of the reasons is the fact that such infrastructures have indefinite lives, in order to satisfy the
permanent needs of a specific public service. Infrastructures are not replaceable as a whole,
only piecemeal. Consequently, in a mature infrastructure, all phases of assets lifetime coex‐
ist. Additionally, in network-based infrastructures, it is frequently not feasible to allocate
levels of service to individual components because there is a dominant system behavior (e.g.
symptoms and their causes often occur at different locations).

IAM is increasingly becoming a key topic in the move towards compliance with perform‐
ance requirements in water supply and wastewater systems. Sustainable management of
these systems should respond to the need for:

© 2013 Alegre and Coelho; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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• Promoting adequate levels of service and strengthening long-term service reliability;

• Improving the sustainable use of water and energy;

• Managing service risk, taking into account users’ needs and risk acceptance;

• Extending service life of existing assets instead of building new, when feasible;

• Upholding and phasing in climate change adaptations;

• Improving investment and operational efficiency in the organization;

• Justifying investment priorities in a clear, straightforward and accountable manner.

2. Overview of current knowledge and practice

Given its origin in the financial sector, where the economic approach is prevalent, the first
significant developments in the field of infrastructure asset management were led by ac‐
countants and economists. In the late 1980s, the South Australia Public Accountants Com‐
mittee published a series of eight reports alerting all Australian governments for the need to
seriously consider the management of their infrastructure if deterioration of valuable public
services were to be avoided (Burns et al., 1999). Following these reports, Prof. Penny Burns,
at the University of Adelaide (Australia), played an crucial role in bringing to attention the
importance of the subject and formalizing key concepts and principles (e.g., Burns, 1990;
Burns et al., 1999). Australian leadership in this field endures to the present day, through
both industry practice and initiatives by organizations such as the Institute of Public Works
Engineering Australia (IPWEA, www.ipea.org.au), the National Asset Management Steering
Group (NAMS, www.nams.au.com), the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO,
www.anao.gov.au), the Asset Management Quarterly International (AMQI, www.am‐
qi.com), ACORN Inc. (www.acorninc.org) and the Water Services Association Australia
(WSAA, www.wsaa.asn.au).

The Australian and New Zealand AM school is synthesized in the International Infrastruc‐
ture Management Manual, revised and updated periodically (current edition: IIMM, 2011),
which addresses different types of public infrastructures and promotes the Total Asset Man‐
agement Process.

IAM has equally seen significant advances in many other countries, such as in the US (e.g.
Clark et al. 2010; US EPA, 2012), the UK (e.g. IAM/BSI, 2008; UKWIR, 2003) and Portugal
(Alegre and Covas, 2010; Coelho and Vitorino, 2011; Alegre et al., 2011). From a practical
standpoint, very good examples of leading-edge utility practice can be found in Asia (e.g.,
Singapore PUB), and in Central and Northern Europe, such as in the Netherlands (e.g. PWN
- North Holland), Germany (e.g. Munich, Berlin), Norway (e.g. Oslo) or Sweden (e.g. Stock‐
holm, Malmo).

IAM has also registered scientific developments, particularly with regard to algorithms and
tools aiming at supporting pipe rehabilitation prioritization and decision-making. Whole-life
costing (e.g. Skipworth et al., 2002), as well as life time assessment and failure forecasting, are
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among the most researched topics (e.g., Sægrov ed., 2005; Sægrov ed., 2006; Malm et al., 2012;
Renaud et al., 2011). From 2005, the biannual LESAM (Leading-Edge Strategic Asset Manage‐
ment) conferences of the International Water Association have clearly demonstrated the in‐
creasing interest and recognition of this field of knowledge (e.g. Alegre and Almeida ed., 2009).

Effective decision-making requires a comprehensive approach that ensures the desired per‐
formance at an acceptable risk level, taking into consideration the costs of building, operat‐
ing, maintaining and disposing capital assets over their life cycles. Brown and Humphrey
(2005) summarize these concepts by defining IAM as “the art of balancing performance, cost
and risk in the long-term”.

IAM is most often approached based on partial views: e.g., for business managers and account‐
ants, IAM means financial planning and the control of business risk exposure (Harlow and
Young, 2001); for water engineers, IAM is focused on network analysis and design, master
planning, construction, optimal operation and hydraulic reliability (Alegre and Almeida ed.,
2009); for asset maintenance managers, the infrastructure is mostly an inventory of individual
assets and IAM tends to be the sum of asset-by-asset plans, established based on condition and
criticality assessment; for many elected officials, since water infrastructures are mostly buried,
low visibility assets, IAM tends to be driven by service coverage, quality and affordability in
the short run. Common misconceptions include reducing IAM to a one-size-fits-all set of prin‐
ciples and solutions, mistaking it for a piece of software, substituting it for engineering technol‐
ogy,  or  believing that  it  can be altogether  outsourced.  In practical  terms,  many existing
implementations tend to be biased by one or several of these perspectives.

3. IAM as an integrated approach

To avoid the shortcomings inherent to these partial views, integrated IAM approaches are
required, driven by the need to provide adequate levels of service and a sustainable service
in the long-term.

Integrated IAM may be implemented in many different forms. Even for a specific utility and
a given external context, different approaches may be successfully implemented. However,
there are some basic principles commonly accepted in the current leading literature, practice
and standardization (Hughes, 2002; INGENIUM and IPWEA, 2011; Sægrov ed., 2005; Sæ‐
grov ed., 2006; Sneesby, 2010).

An integrated methodology is presented that approaches IAM as a management process,
based on PDCA principles and requiring full alignment between the strategic objectives and
targets, and the actual priorities and actions implemented, embedding the key requirements
of the forthcoming ISO 55000/55001/55002 standards on asset management (ISO, 2012a,
2012b, 2012c). The approach expressly takes into account that a networked infrastructure
cannot be dealt with in the same way as other collections of physical assets: it has a domi‐
nant system behavior (i.e., individual assets are not independent from one another), and as a
whole it does not have a finite life – it cannot be replaced in its entirety, only piecemeal
(Burns et al., 1999). The methodology allows for the assessment and comparison of interven‐
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tion alternatives from the performance, cost and risk perspectives over the analysis hori‐
zon(s), taking into account the objectives and targets defined (Alegre and Covas, 2010;
Almeida and Cardoso, 2010). In summary, the objective of an integrated approach is to as‐
sist water utilities in answering the following questions:

• Who are we at present, and what service do we deliver?

• What do we own in terms of infrastructures?

• Where do we want to be in the long-term?

• How do we get there?

The cube shown in Fig. 1 symbolizes an integrated IAM approach. It advocates that IAM must
be addressed at different planning decisional levels: a strategic level, driven by corporate and
long-term views and aimed at establishing and communicating strategic priorities to staff and
citizens; a tactical level, where the intermediate managers in charge of the infrastructures need
to select what the best medium-term intervention solutions are; and an operational level,
where the short-term actions are planned and implemented. It also draws attention to the need
for standardized procedures to assess intervention alternatives in terms of performance, risk
and cost, over the analysis period. The other relevant message is that IAM requires three main
pillars of competence: business management, engineering and information.
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Figure 1. General IAM approach
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At each level of management and planning – strategic, tactical and operational – a struc‐
tured loop (Fig. 2) comprises the following stages: (i) definition of objectives and targets; (ii)
diagnosis; (iii) plan production, including the identification, comparison and selection of al‐
ternative solutions; (iv) plan implementation; and (v) monitoring and review. Most utilities
already have several elements of this process in place. What is often missing is a review
mechanism – a way to measure compliance with set goals – as well as an effective alignment
between the different management levels.

Figure 2. The planning process at each planning level

Setting up objectives, assessment criteria, metrics and targets is a crucial stage in order to set
up clear directions of action, as well as accountability of results through timely review, with‐
in a given time frame (short, medium or long-term) (ISO 24510:2007, 24511:2007,
24512:2007). These metrics and targets are an essential basis for establishing the diagnosis,
prioritizing intervention solutions and monitoring the results.

The process cascades through the decisional levels within the organization’s management
structure. The global approach is based on plan-do-check-act (PDCA) principles aiming at
the continuous improvement of the IAM process. The key notions in this process are align‐
ment among the decisional levels and their actors; bottom-up feedback; and involvement
and empowerment of the entire organization, from the CEO to the asset operators, in order
to promote leadership, co-ordination, collaboration, corporate culture acceptance, motiva‐
tion, commitment and corporate know-how.

4. From whole-life costing to long-term analysis of indefinite life systems

Comparing intervention alternatives from the financial stand point requires that all relevant
costs and revenues incurred during the asset life be taken into account. The costs in particu‐
lar include such items as design and building costs, operating costs, maintenance costs, asso‐
ciated financing costs, depreciation, and disposal costs. Most of the reference literature on
asset management recommends a whole-life costing approach (also known as life-cycle ap‐
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proach). However, this is not directly applicable to urban water infrastructures and other
networked infrastructures that have indefinite lives and behave as systems, not as mere col‐
lections of components with independent functionality.

As argued by Burns et al. (1999), infrastructure assets are defined functionally as assets that
are not replaced as a whole but rather are renewed piecemeal through the replacement of
individual components, whilst maintaining the overall function of the system. As a whole,
infrastructure system assets have indefinite lives. Conversely, economic lives can only be as‐
signed to the individual components of an infrastructure system.

However, intervention decisions cannot be made based exclusively on the analysis of each
individual asset. Individual assets cannot deliver a service by themselves, but only as part of
a system or subsystem. The causes of malfunctions are often located away from where the
symptoms emerge. Levels of service cannot be allocated to individual assets, for most of the
infrastructure’s components. Intervention alternatives, aimed at producing the desire defect,
tend to imply jointly modifying a combination of assets, which display different remaining
lives, values, condition, etc..

These two key features – the indefinite life of the infrastructure as a whole, and its system
behavior – make the classical life-cycle approach effectively unsuitable to IAM. The objective
is to ensure that the service provided meets the targets over time, keeping the risk in accept‐
able levels and minimizing the overall costs from a long run viewpoint.

How long is "long-term"? Long enough that interventions are given time to reach their infra‐
structural maturity, all the lifecycle stages of the most relevant assets are included in a
meaningful way, and the investments under consideration are rewarded by their accrued
benefits; but not so long into the future as to unreasonably limit the significance of the as‐
sumptions made for the scenarios considered, such as demand or land use projections.

5. Performance, risk and cost

5.1. Performance assessment

As previously mentioned, IAM aims at ensuring that, in a long-term perspective, service
performance is kept adequate, risks incurred are acceptable and the corresponding costs are
as low as feasible. Assessing performance, risk and cost is therefore key to effective IAM.

Performance may translate by either the efficiency or the effectiveness of the service. Per‐
formance assessment is a widespread activity used in economics, business, sports and many
other walks of life in general, in order to compare and score entities and individuals and
take management or other decisions (Alegre et al., 2000, Matos et al., 2003, Alegre et al. 2006,
Cabrera &Pardo, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008, ISO 24510, ISO 24511, ISO 24512).

Assessment is defined as a “process, or result of this process, that compares a specified sub‐
ject matter to relevant references” (ISO 24500).Performance assessment is therefore any ap‐
proach that allows for the evaluation of the efficiency or the effectiveness of a process or
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activity through the production of performance measures. Performance measures are the
specific parameters that are used to inform the assessment. The principal categories of per‐
formance measures include (Sjovold et al. eds., 2008):

• Performance indicators, which are quantitative efficiency or effectiveness measures for
the activity of a utility. A performance indicator consists of a value (resulting from the
evaluation of the "processing rule") expressed in specific units, and a confidence grade
which indicates the quality of the data represented by the indicator. Performance Indica‐
tors are typically expressed as ratios between variables; these may be commensurate (e.g.
%) or non-commensurate (e.g. $/m3). The information provided by a performance indica‐
tor is the result of a comparison (to a target value, previous values of the same indicator,
or values of the same indicator from other undertakings) (Alegre et al. 2006; ISO 24500,
Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).

• Performance indices, which are standardised and commensurable measures, may result
from the combination of more disaggregated performance measures (e.g. weighted aver‐
age of performance indicators) or from analysis tools (e.g. simulation models, statistical
tools, cost efficiency methods). Sometimes they aim at aggregating several perspectives
into in a single measure (Alegre, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).Differently from the per‐
formance indicators, they contain a judgment in itself, intrinsic to the standardization
process (e.g. 0 – no function; 1 – minimum acceptable; 2 – good; 3 – excellent).

• Performance levels, which are performance measures of a qualitative nature, expressed in
discrete categories (e.g. excellent, good, fair, poor). In general they are adopted when the
use of quantitative measures is not appropriate (e.g. evaluation of customer satisfaction
by means of surveys) (Alegre, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).

Performance indicators may be converted into performance indices through the application
of a performance function, or into performance levels when they are compared with refer‐
ence levels, in order to support interpretation or multi-criteria analyses. Such transforma‐
tions may be particularly useful in the graphical representation of a set of performance
indicators.

5.2. Risk assessment

Risk analysis may address an organization in its entirety, a system or sub-systems (aggregat‐
ed or lumped analysis), or individual system components(component or discrete analysis).
Risk assessment may be carried out in many different ways, and is often (though not al‐
ways) quantifiable: for instance, if the probability of failure of every pipe in a network is
known, as well as its consequence, expressed in terms of the ensuing reduced service (un‐
met demand), the total risk of not supplying the users may be expressed as the expected val‐
ue of the annual unmet demand (Vitorino et al., 2012).

Risk analysis is a vast field of expertise where several mainstream frameworks have been
developed for infrastructure-based problems, such as fault-tree analysis or the approaches
centered on risk matrices (Almeida et al., 2010). The latter is one of the most versatile and
structured formalisms available when approaching the range of (quantifiable or unquantifi‐
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proach). However, this is not directly applicable to urban water infrastructures and other
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tend to imply jointly modifying a combination of assets, which display different remaining
lives, values, condition, etc..

These two key features – the indefinite life of the infrastructure as a whole, and its system
behavior – make the classical life-cycle approach effectively unsuitable to IAM. The objective
is to ensure that the service provided meets the targets over time, keeping the risk in accept‐
able levels and minimizing the overall costs from a long run viewpoint.

How long is "long-term"? Long enough that interventions are given time to reach their infra‐
structural maturity, all the lifecycle stages of the most relevant assets are included in a
meaningful way, and the investments under consideration are rewarded by their accrued
benefits; but not so long into the future as to unreasonably limit the significance of the as‐
sumptions made for the scenarios considered, such as demand or land use projections.

5. Performance, risk and cost

5.1. Performance assessment

As previously mentioned, IAM aims at ensuring that, in a long-term perspective, service
performance is kept adequate, risks incurred are acceptable and the corresponding costs are
as low as feasible. Assessing performance, risk and cost is therefore key to effective IAM.

Performance may translate by either the efficiency or the effectiveness of the service. Per‐
formance assessment is a widespread activity used in economics, business, sports and many
other walks of life in general, in order to compare and score entities and individuals and
take management or other decisions (Alegre et al., 2000, Matos et al., 2003, Alegre et al. 2006,
Cabrera &Pardo, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008, ISO 24510, ISO 24511, ISO 24512).

Assessment is defined as a “process, or result of this process, that compares a specified sub‐
ject matter to relevant references” (ISO 24500).Performance assessment is therefore any ap‐
proach that allows for the evaluation of the efficiency or the effectiveness of a process or
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activity through the production of performance measures. Performance measures are the
specific parameters that are used to inform the assessment. The principal categories of per‐
formance measures include (Sjovold et al. eds., 2008):

• Performance indicators, which are quantitative efficiency or effectiveness measures for
the activity of a utility. A performance indicator consists of a value (resulting from the
evaluation of the "processing rule") expressed in specific units, and a confidence grade
which indicates the quality of the data represented by the indicator. Performance Indica‐
tors are typically expressed as ratios between variables; these may be commensurate (e.g.
%) or non-commensurate (e.g. $/m3). The information provided by a performance indica‐
tor is the result of a comparison (to a target value, previous values of the same indicator,
or values of the same indicator from other undertakings) (Alegre et al. 2006; ISO 24500,
Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).

• Performance indices, which are standardised and commensurable measures, may result
from the combination of more disaggregated performance measures (e.g. weighted aver‐
age of performance indicators) or from analysis tools (e.g. simulation models, statistical
tools, cost efficiency methods). Sometimes they aim at aggregating several perspectives
into in a single measure (Alegre, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).Differently from the per‐
formance indicators, they contain a judgment in itself, intrinsic to the standardization
process (e.g. 0 – no function; 1 – minimum acceptable; 2 – good; 3 – excellent).

• Performance levels, which are performance measures of a qualitative nature, expressed in
discrete categories (e.g. excellent, good, fair, poor). In general they are adopted when the
use of quantitative measures is not appropriate (e.g. evaluation of customer satisfaction
by means of surveys) (Alegre, 2008, Sjovold et al. eds., 2008).

Performance indicators may be converted into performance indices through the application
of a performance function, or into performance levels when they are compared with refer‐
ence levels, in order to support interpretation or multi-criteria analyses. Such transforma‐
tions may be particularly useful in the graphical representation of a set of performance
indicators.

5.2. Risk assessment

Risk analysis may address an organization in its entirety, a system or sub-systems (aggregat‐
ed or lumped analysis), or individual system components(component or discrete analysis).
Risk assessment may be carried out in many different ways, and is often (though not al‐
ways) quantifiable: for instance, if the probability of failure of every pipe in a network is
known, as well as its consequence, expressed in terms of the ensuing reduced service (un‐
met demand), the total risk of not supplying the users may be expressed as the expected val‐
ue of the annual unmet demand (Vitorino et al., 2012).

Risk analysis is a vast field of expertise where several mainstream frameworks have been
developed for infrastructure-based problems, such as fault-tree analysis or the approaches
centered on risk matrices (Almeida et al., 2010). The latter is one of the most versatile and
structured formalisms available when approaching the range of (quantifiable or unquantifi‐
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able) risks that are faced by urban utilities, and is based on a thorough analysis of risk conse‐
quences and on the categorization into both probability and consequence classes.

Probability classes can be defined by different probability intervals that may be derived,
typically, from linear, exponential or logarithmic functions. The selection of probability
classes is done by the decision maker; the criteria are not only depending on the type of
problem but also on the range of possibilities acceptable to the decision maker, thus related
to her perception of risk. Probability and probability classes are assigned to each individual
component of the system when dealing with a component-based analysis or to an area/
sector when the analysis is focused on an area with specific and known risk features.

Independently of the type of failures that may take place, they can result in a range of poten‐
tial consequences not only to the water infrastructure and services but also to other infra‐
structures. Moreover, consequences can also include socio-economic disruptions and
environmental impacts. Therefore, when assessing the risk associated with a specific event,
several consequence dimensions should be taken into consideration (Table 1).

Dimension Type of variables to express relative value in each class

Health and safety

number and severity of injuries

number and severity of people affected by disease

number of people affected permanently (mortality and disability)

Financial
monetary value; should be a function of the size of utility e.g. annual operating

budget (AOB)

Service continuity

Duration of service interruption (availability and compliance with minimum

standards); differentiation of type of client affected can be used (residential,

hospital, firefighting)

Environmental impacts

Severity e.g. expressed as expected time for recovery (long-term “> y years”; mid-

term “x to y years”; short-term “w to v months”; rapid recovery “less than w

months”)

Extent (e.g. dimension of area, water quality index, volume or duration of event)

Vulnerability (e.g. protected areas, abstraction areas of influence for water supply)

Functional impact on the system

Various performance measures (e.g. population/clients not supplied for a T

>Dinterruption; client.hours without supply); thresholds can be associated with legal

requirements

Reputation and image
number of complaints; number of times the name of the utility appears in the

media, …

Business continuity
damage to materials, service capacity, available human resources to maintain

system function and recovery time (e.g. % capacity affected.hours)

Project development effect on deviation of objectives (e.g. scope, schedule, budget)

Table 1. Dimensions of consequence (adapted from Almeida et al., 2011)
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Although other classes of consequences may be adopted, a typical classification might look
like this: 1 – insignificant; 2 – low; 3 – moderate; 4 – high; 5 – severe.

The way in which probability and consequence are combined reflects the degree of cautious‐
ness of the analyst, which may vary. Fig. 3 shows a moderate risk perception matrix. A risk
matrix should have at least three risk levels (low, medium and high risks) that are to be as‐
sociated with the acceptance levels of risk: Low or acceptable risk (green); Medium or tolera‐
ble risk (yellow); and High or unacceptable risk (red)(Almeida et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Risk matrixadopting a moderate risk perception

5.3. Cost assessment

Cost assessment is the other fundamental axis of analysis for comparing and selecting inter‐
vention alternatives in an IAM framework. All relevant costs and revenues items that take
place during the analysis horizon and which differ from the status quo, should be accounted
for, for any of the intervention alternatives considered.

The inclusion in the analysis of cost items that are common in nature and value to all alter‐
natives is optional, as they will not have an effect on the comparison but may be useful in
informing it. However, if quantifying the actual net present value or internal rate of return
of a financial project is important to the exercise, then all the relevant costs and revenues
must be included. In practice, it is often the case that rehabilitation interventions do not af‐
fect revenues, and mainly have an effect on system performance, on system risk(by affecting
system reliability) and on capital and operational costs (e.g., repair costs, complaint manage‐
ment, regulatory or contractual service compliance failure).

In general and simplified terms, the main cost items include:

• Investment costs, expressed as a given amount at a given point in time, and with a given
depreciation period (if not linear, a depreciation function must be known as well).
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able) risks that are faced by urban utilities, and is based on a thorough analysis of risk conse‐
quences and on the categorization into both probability and consequence classes.

Probability classes can be defined by different probability intervals that may be derived,
typically, from linear, exponential or logarithmic functions. The selection of probability
classes is done by the decision maker; the criteria are not only depending on the type of
problem but also on the range of possibilities acceptable to the decision maker, thus related
to her perception of risk. Probability and probability classes are assigned to each individual
component of the system when dealing with a component-based analysis or to an area/
sector when the analysis is focused on an area with specific and known risk features.

Independently of the type of failures that may take place, they can result in a range of poten‐
tial consequences not only to the water infrastructure and services but also to other infra‐
structures. Moreover, consequences can also include socio-economic disruptions and
environmental impacts. Therefore, when assessing the risk associated with a specific event,
several consequence dimensions should be taken into consideration (Table 1).

Dimension Type of variables to express relative value in each class

Health and safety

number and severity of injuries

number and severity of people affected by disease

number of people affected permanently (mortality and disability)

Financial
monetary value; should be a function of the size of utility e.g. annual operating

budget (AOB)

Service continuity

Duration of service interruption (availability and compliance with minimum

standards); differentiation of type of client affected can be used (residential,

hospital, firefighting)

Environmental impacts

Severity e.g. expressed as expected time for recovery (long-term “> y years”; mid-

term “x to y years”; short-term “w to v months”; rapid recovery “less than w

months”)

Extent (e.g. dimension of area, water quality index, volume or duration of event)

Vulnerability (e.g. protected areas, abstraction areas of influence for water supply)

Functional impact on the system

Various performance measures (e.g. population/clients not supplied for a T

>Dinterruption; client.hours without supply); thresholds can be associated with legal

requirements

Reputation and image
number of complaints; number of times the name of the utility appears in the

media, …

Business continuity
damage to materials, service capacity, available human resources to maintain

system function and recovery time (e.g. % capacity affected.hours)

Project development effect on deviation of objectives (e.g. scope, schedule, budget)

Table 1. Dimensions of consequence (adapted from Almeida et al., 2011)
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Although other classes of consequences may be adopted, a typical classification might look
like this: 1 – insignificant; 2 – low; 3 – moderate; 4 – high; 5 – severe.

The way in which probability and consequence are combined reflects the degree of cautious‐
ness of the analyst, which may vary. Fig. 3 shows a moderate risk perception matrix. A risk
matrix should have at least three risk levels (low, medium and high risks) that are to be as‐
sociated with the acceptance levels of risk: Low or acceptable risk (green); Medium or tolera‐
ble risk (yellow); and High or unacceptable risk (red)(Almeida et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Risk matrixadopting a moderate risk perception

5.3. Cost assessment

Cost assessment is the other fundamental axis of analysis for comparing and selecting inter‐
vention alternatives in an IAM framework. All relevant costs and revenues items that take
place during the analysis horizon and which differ from the status quo, should be accounted
for, for any of the intervention alternatives considered.

The inclusion in the analysis of cost items that are common in nature and value to all alter‐
natives is optional, as they will not have an effect on the comparison but may be useful in
informing it. However, if quantifying the actual net present value or internal rate of return
of a financial project is important to the exercise, then all the relevant costs and revenues
must be included. In practice, it is often the case that rehabilitation interventions do not af‐
fect revenues, and mainly have an effect on system performance, on system risk(by affecting
system reliability) and on capital and operational costs (e.g., repair costs, complaint manage‐
ment, regulatory or contractual service compliance failure).

In general and simplified terms, the main cost items include:

• Investment costs, expressed as a given amount at a given point in time, and with a given
depreciation period (if not linear, a depreciation function must be known as well).
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• Operational costs, normally organized in three classes: (i) Cost of goods sold; (ii) Supplies
& external services; (iii) personnel; operational costs are expressed as annual values, over
the analysis period.

• Revenues, either through lump sums occurring at specific points in time (e.g. public sub‐
sidies), or distributed over the analysis period (e.g. revenues from tariffs). Revenues are
also expressed by their annual value over the analysis period.

Whenever relevant, the costs of planning and designing new assets, as well as disposal costs
of assets that reach the end of their service lives, should be included.

Since the end of the analysis horizon does not coincide in general with the end of the service
life of most assets, the residual value of all assets at the end of the analysis period must be
considered.

Cost-benefit analysis may include not only direct costs and revenues, as described above,
but also indirect (i.e., those that are direct costs for a third party) and intangible costs and
benefits. However, practice shows that utilities often do not feel comfortable in expressing
certain such costs in monetary terms (e.g., increasing public health risk because the water
quality does not meet the targets). An option that is recommended by some approaches
(Alegre et al., 2011) and successfully implemented in a good number of utilities is to express
indirect and costs as performance or risk metrics, and include only direct costs in the cost
axis of the analysis.

6. Strategic, tactical and operational planning

Strategic planning needs to be grounded on the utility’s vision and mission. It should be
built for the entire organization, and it aims at establishing the global and long-term corpo‐
rate directions.

The first stage is the definition by top management of clear objectives, assessment criteria,
metrics to assess them, and finally, targets for every metric. Realistic objectives and targets
require proficient knowledge of the context. In general, this is provided by the monitoring
and feedback procedures in place. If a utility is preparing a strategic plan for the first time,
setting up objectives requires taking into account the available context information, even if
not structured and accurate.

The second stage is diagnosis, consisting of an analysis of external context (global and stake‐
holder-specific) and of the internal context (both organizational and infrastructure), anch‐
ored in the objectives and targets established. The context evaluation should be carried out
through to the planning horizon. SWOT (strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats) analy‐
sis is a suitable way to express the results of this stage.

The third stage is the formulation, comparison and selection of strategies that lead to meet‐
ing the targets, given the diagnosis. The results should be expressed in a document, the stra‐
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tegic plan, a document that should be synthetic, clear, and effectively disseminated to all
relevant internal and external stakeholders.

The implementation of the strategic plan is ensured by a suitable chain of management,
where the tactical and operational planners and decision makers play key roles. Implemen‐
tation should be monitored periodically (in general, annually). Strategic plans should be
kept up to date, so that global and long-term directions are known and clear to the entire
organization at all times. This may require reviewing and updating every 1/3 to 1/5 of the
plan’s horizon.

Tactical  planning and decision-making should be  founded on the  strategies  and on the
strategic objectives and targets. The aim of tactical planning is to define what are the in‐
tervention alternatives to implement in the medium term (typically 3 to 5 years). IAM tac‐
tical  planning is not restricted to infrastructural solutions,  as it  should also consider the
interventions related to operations and maintenance and to other non-infrastructural solu‐
tions.  Managing the infrastructure  has  close  interdependencies  with the management  of
other assets:  human resources,  information assets,  financial  assets,  intangible assets.  The
IAM plan needs to address the non-infrastructural solutions that are critical for meeting
the targets and are related to these other types on assets, e.g., investing in a better work
orders data system.

The key stages of tactical planning are similar to those described for strategic planning. The
objectives, metrics and targets need to be coherent and aligned with the strategic level. Met‐
rics should address all three dimensions of performance, risk and cost.

The diagnosis should be carried out based on the metrics selected, for the present situa‐
tion and for  the  planning horizon.  Due to  the  system behavior  of  the  water  infrastruc‐
tures, there is the need to adopt a progressive system-based screening progress, aimed at
identifying  the  most  problematic  areas.  In  general,  the  water  systems  under  analysis
should be divided into sub-systems, and the metrics assessed for each of them. The most
problematic are captured and analyzed in more detail. For those that do not display sig‐
nificant overall problems, there is the need to confirm that they do not have relevant lo‐
calized problems. If they do, these localized areas need to be retained as well for detailed
analysis.  This  screening process  leads  to  the  identification  of  priority  areas  of  interven‐
tion.  For  these,  the  diagnosis  needs  to  be  more  detailed  in  order  for  the  causes  of  the
problems to be properly understood. The screening process may not apply to non-infra‐
structural  interventions  affecting  the  entire  organization  (e.g.  organizational  changes,  IT
and information system upgrades).

The next stage is actually producing the plan, and is one of the most work-intensive as it
encompasses the demanding engineering processes involved in identifying and developing
feasible intervention alternatives for each of the subsystems, and the assessment of their re‐
sponses over the analysis horizon for the metrics selected. For each subsystem, the interven‐
tion alternatives need to be compared, and that alternative which best balances the set of
metrics for the chosen objectives, over the long-term, will be selected. The set of best inter‐
ventions alternatives, compatible with the financial resources that can be mobilized and
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• Operational costs, normally organized in three classes: (i) Cost of goods sold; (ii) Supplies
& external services; (iii) personnel; operational costs are expressed as annual values, over
the analysis period.

• Revenues, either through lump sums occurring at specific points in time (e.g. public sub‐
sidies), or distributed over the analysis period (e.g. revenues from tariffs). Revenues are
also expressed by their annual value over the analysis period.

Whenever relevant, the costs of planning and designing new assets, as well as disposal costs
of assets that reach the end of their service lives, should be included.

Since the end of the analysis horizon does not coincide in general with the end of the service
life of most assets, the residual value of all assets at the end of the analysis period must be
considered.

Cost-benefit analysis may include not only direct costs and revenues, as described above,
but also indirect (i.e., those that are direct costs for a third party) and intangible costs and
benefits. However, practice shows that utilities often do not feel comfortable in expressing
certain such costs in monetary terms (e.g., increasing public health risk because the water
quality does not meet the targets). An option that is recommended by some approaches
(Alegre et al., 2011) and successfully implemented in a good number of utilities is to express
indirect and costs as performance or risk metrics, and include only direct costs in the cost
axis of the analysis.

6. Strategic, tactical and operational planning

Strategic planning needs to be grounded on the utility’s vision and mission. It should be
built for the entire organization, and it aims at establishing the global and long-term corpo‐
rate directions.

The first stage is the definition by top management of clear objectives, assessment criteria,
metrics to assess them, and finally, targets for every metric. Realistic objectives and targets
require proficient knowledge of the context. In general, this is provided by the monitoring
and feedback procedures in place. If a utility is preparing a strategic plan for the first time,
setting up objectives requires taking into account the available context information, even if
not structured and accurate.

The second stage is diagnosis, consisting of an analysis of external context (global and stake‐
holder-specific) and of the internal context (both organizational and infrastructure), anch‐
ored in the objectives and targets established. The context evaluation should be carried out
through to the planning horizon. SWOT (strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats) analy‐
sis is a suitable way to express the results of this stage.

The third stage is the formulation, comparison and selection of strategies that lead to meet‐
ing the targets, given the diagnosis. The results should be expressed in a document, the stra‐
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tegic plan, a document that should be synthetic, clear, and effectively disseminated to all
relevant internal and external stakeholders.

The implementation of the strategic plan is ensured by a suitable chain of management,
where the tactical and operational planners and decision makers play key roles. Implemen‐
tation should be monitored periodically (in general, annually). Strategic plans should be
kept up to date, so that global and long-term directions are known and clear to the entire
organization at all times. This may require reviewing and updating every 1/3 to 1/5 of the
plan’s horizon.

Tactical  planning and decision-making should be  founded on the  strategies  and on the
strategic objectives and targets. The aim of tactical planning is to define what are the in‐
tervention alternatives to implement in the medium term (typically 3 to 5 years). IAM tac‐
tical  planning is not restricted to infrastructural solutions,  as it  should also consider the
interventions related to operations and maintenance and to other non-infrastructural solu‐
tions.  Managing the infrastructure  has  close  interdependencies  with the management  of
other assets:  human resources,  information assets,  financial  assets,  intangible assets.  The
IAM plan needs to address the non-infrastructural solutions that are critical for meeting
the targets and are related to these other types on assets, e.g., investing in a better work
orders data system.

The key stages of tactical planning are similar to those described for strategic planning. The
objectives, metrics and targets need to be coherent and aligned with the strategic level. Met‐
rics should address all three dimensions of performance, risk and cost.

The diagnosis should be carried out based on the metrics selected, for the present situa‐
tion and for  the  planning horizon.  Due to  the  system behavior  of  the  water  infrastruc‐
tures, there is the need to adopt a progressive system-based screening progress, aimed at
identifying  the  most  problematic  areas.  In  general,  the  water  systems  under  analysis
should be divided into sub-systems, and the metrics assessed for each of them. The most
problematic are captured and analyzed in more detail. For those that do not display sig‐
nificant overall problems, there is the need to confirm that they do not have relevant lo‐
calized problems. If they do, these localized areas need to be retained as well for detailed
analysis.  This  screening process  leads  to  the  identification  of  priority  areas  of  interven‐
tion.  For  these,  the  diagnosis  needs  to  be  more  detailed  in  order  for  the  causes  of  the
problems to be properly understood. The screening process may not apply to non-infra‐
structural  interventions  affecting  the  entire  organization  (e.g.  organizational  changes,  IT
and information system upgrades).

The next stage is actually producing the plan, and is one of the most work-intensive as it
encompasses the demanding engineering processes involved in identifying and developing
feasible intervention alternatives for each of the subsystems, and the assessment of their re‐
sponses over the analysis horizon for the metrics selected. For each subsystem, the interven‐
tion alternatives need to be compared, and that alternative which best balances the set of
metrics for the chosen objectives, over the long-term, will be selected. The set of best inter‐
ventions alternatives, compatible with the financial resources that can be mobilized and
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with the planning horizon, will be included in the tactical plan. The plan must make allow‐
ance for the resources needed to implement it.

The detailed diagnosis and the design and analysis of infrastructural and operational in‐
tervention alternatives are not trivial tasks and often require the use of sophisticated mod‐
eling tools. This is where the more advanced research efforts have been centered, such as
mentioned in  section 2  (e.g.  Skipworth et  al.,  2002;  Sægrov ed.,  2005;  Sægrov ed.,  2006;
Malm et al., 2012; Renaud et al., 2011; Alegre and Almeida ed., 2009).

The last stages of tactical planning are the implementation, monitoring and periodic review
of the plan. Implementation is materialized via operational management. Monitoring and
reviewing are critical for the continuous improvement process. It is recommended that the
tactical plan defines their modes, responsibilities and periodicity. Operational IAM planning
aims at implementing the interventions selected in the tactical level.

7. Long-term balanced design - carrying urban water systems into the
future

As explained before, the performance of individual components is only relevant inasmuch
as it contributes to system performance. Some components will have more impact on the
system than others, and the behavior of such systems is usually quite complex, giving rise in
the last decades to a whole field of expertise devoted to developing and using network anal‐
ysis models, among the most advanced and useful tools in engineering.

From the viewpoint of infrastructure asset management, the notions of "system design",
"preventive maintenance" and "system rehabilitation" should be seen fundamentally as part
of the same long-term balanced design process.

Even in those parts of the world where service coverage has reached its effective limit, and
designing new systems or system extensions appears to be a thing of the past, it must be
realized that design skills and experience are just as needed in carrying present-day systems
into the future as they once were in creating the first outlines.

Essentially, investing in a system over a period of time should maximize the performance-
risk-cost balance while transforming the system into its ideal for the next 20 or 30 years: that
which best serves the strategic objectives defined for the infrastructure as a whole, as ex‐
plained previously.

If at a strategic IAM level it  is common to try to balance conflicting objectives (e.g.,  im‐
proving the environmental sustainability and reducing costs to ensure economic sustaina‐
bility), at the tactical and operational level, which must be aligned with the former, that is
also  the  nature  of  the  problem:  e.g.,  water  supply  reliability  is  commonly  achieved
through pipeline redundancy, which often causes reduced flow velocities and potentiates
water quality issues.
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On the other hand, analyzing over long periods of time must account for what is usually a
changing context: societal values and expectations evolve; regulations become more de‐
manding; technologies improve; urban areas progress; the climate and the environment
fluctuate and change; natural resources become scarcer.

The current emphasis on water-energy efficiency is driven by most of the above factors of
change. However, old paradigms are broadly accepted without being questioned. For in‐
stance,  drinking  water  networks  are  still  designed  in  most  developed  countries  to  re‐
spond to fire flows. Is this the most rational approach? In the Netherlands, for instance,
this paradigm is changing. Smaller diameter networks are not only less expensive but al‐
so generally behave better in terms of water quality. Firefighting is ensured from a basic
trunk main grid. If paradigm shifts occur, rehabilitation interventions need to take them
into account.

The fact that most water systems are far from ideal today is a consequence of a growth proc‐
ess that has been forced to react to that changing context over the decades. Most mature sys‐
tems today are not exactly what they would be if we were to start with a clean slate. Yet, it is
common to see preventive maintenance or rehabilitation strategies centered on replacing the
pipes with a higher risk of failure with new pipes of the same size. Would it not make sense
to try to project the best possible system for a given time horizon – 20, 30 years – and use
those very same opportunities of intervention to make the present day system gradually
morph into that better design?

The fact is that there are many cases when the water networks are adequately and efficiently
designed and operated, meeting the hydraulic, water quality and energy targets for the
present and for the expected future demands. In these cases, the key driver for rehabilitation
is indeed the risk of pipe failure, usually assessed through the combination of failure proba‐
bility and component importance (in terms of the consequence its failure). Much of the lead‐
ing-edge theory and practice is tailored for these situations, where the like-for-like
replacement strategy fits well.

In classical terms, infrastructures used to be seen as living through a sequence of stages,
from the initial design, through constructing new (or extending), operating, maintaining
and rehabilitating or replacing by new again. This is indeed the typical AM approach for
other types of physical assets. In mature infrastructures, however, all these stages co-exist,
and designing new, extending, maintaining or rehabilitating are fundamentally parts of the
same process.

The IAM framework introduced in sections 3 to 6induces essentially one approach to the
problem, illustrated in Fig. 4 in very simple terms. IAM planning starts from an existing in‐
frastructure and aims at optimizing its behavior over the analysis period, enabling a pro‐
gressive improvement of the infrastructure condition and functional response. In well-
maintained mature infrastructures, this requires that the fair value at the end of the
planning horizon is not lower than the initial value.
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Figure 4. The long-term balanced design planning process

The drawing board on the right-hand side is initially marked out by the green vertical lines,
representing the metrics for the criteria chosen to drive the analysis. A thorough diagnosis
and assessment of the current system according to those metrics is carried out (represented
by the first blue horizontal at the top).

The planning board is then successively populated with the best available planning alterna‐
tives (represented by the subsequent blue lines). The intersections represent the assessment
of each planning alternative for each metric. The purpose of the process is to fill out the table
to the extent possible.

8. Examples from the industry

8.1. Strategic planning in a midsize utility

The vast majority of water utilities in the world serve populations of less than 100 000. Most
midsize utilities have room for significant improvement in terms of infrastructure asset
management. This specific example arises from Portugal, where the water services regulator
enforces a national system for quality of service assessment, and concerns a midsize utility
in a developed urban area (more detail can be found in Marques et al., 2012). Service cover‐
age is no longer an issue, but the assets are aging, and the service is not as financially and
environmentally efficient as desirable. Quality of service, transparency in investment priori‐
tization and environmental sustainability are the key IAM drivers for the managers.
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The utility adopted the objectives and assessment criteria of the regulatory system, as they
were deemed adequate for their own internal strategic purposes. Operating exclusively as a
retail services utility, they selected the applicable metrics and targets from the regulatory
system (Table 2). Each metric is clearly defined, with units, definition, assessment rule and
specification of the input variables.

Taking these objectives into account, a SWOT analysis was carried out (Table 3).

Objectives and criteria Metrics

1. Adequacy of the service provided

1.1 Service accessibility Physical accessibility of the service (WS, WW)

*Economical accessibility of the service (WS, WW)

1.2. Quality of service provided to users *Service interruptions (WS)

*Quality of supplied water (WS)

*Reply to written suggestions and complaints (WS, WW)

*Flooding occurrences (WW)

2. Sustainability of the service provision

2.1. Economic sustainability *Cost coverage ratio (WS, WW)

Connection to the system (WS, WW)

*Non-revenue water (WS)

2.2. Infrastructural sustainability *Adequacy of treatment capacity (WS)

*Mains rehabilitation (WS)

*Mains failures (WS)

*Sewerage rehabilitation (WW)

*Sewer collapses (WW)

2.3. Physical productivity of human resources *Adequacy of human resources (WS, WW)

3. Environmental sustainability

3.1. Efficiency of use of environmental resources *Energy efficiency of pumping installations (WS, WW)

3.2. Efficiency in pollution prevention Sludge disposal from the treatment plants (WS, WW)

*Adequate collected wastewater disposal (WW)

* Emergency overflow discharges control (WW)

Wastewater quality tests carried out (WW)

Compliance with discharge parameters (WW)

WS: water supply services; WW: wastewater services; *adopted by the utility to assess the strategic objectives.

Table 2. Objectives, assessment criteria and metrics of the Portuguese regulatory system
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

- Good information systems on the water supply

infrastructures

- Sufficient information to assess the water supply systems

condition and performance

- Strong competence of human resources

- Relation between information systems and work orders

- Insufficient information systems on wastewater

infrastructures

- Financial restrictions

- Inadequate tariffs

- Poor structural infrastructure condition

- Poor functional infrastructure performance

- Insufficient historical records

- Inadequate quality of data

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

- Equipment and technologies available to support IAM

- Portuguese regulation by ERSAR *

- Portuguese legislation related with IAM

- Incentives for sustainable use of energy

- Portuguese legislation and regulation by ERSAR*

(increase in costs)

- Political uncertainties

- Economic crisis and financial restrictions

- Demographic development uncertainties

- Illegal cross connections in wastewater systems

* ERSAR: the water and waste services regulator in Portugal

Table 3. SWOT analysis summary

The SWOT analysis results led to the establishment of strategies. For drinking water, the key
selected strategies were Controlwater losses and Promote proactive rehabilitation practices,
whereas for wastewater the strategies established were Reduce untreated wastewater discharges
and Reduce cross connections and infiltration/inflow in wastewater systems. The common strat‐
egies of both types of services were Improve infrastructure information systems and Increase sys‐
tem reliability.

8.2. Tactical planning in a midsize utility

Let us put ourselves now in the position of a middle manager of the same utility, in charge
of infrastructure planning and rehabilitation for the water supply system. Let us take as an
example the strategic objective Improve the efficiency of use of environmental resources (water and
energy), as listed in (see criterion 3.1). The utility’s networks display undesirable failure
rates (pipe breaks) and the energy bill for pumping is higher than would appear reasonable;
the network has unflattering water losses and localized pressure problems during peak con‐
sumption hours remain.

• How would we act?

• How would we prove that our decisions are effectively addressing the strategic objective?

• How would we quantify the impact of our decisions and of subsequent actions?
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In traditional AM practice, we would probably start by gathering an updated and reliable
inventory of the existing assets and by compiling as many reliable records as possible of
their condition and failure history. We would try to identify the locations where there are
pressure problems, and we would also look at pump efficiency and energy consumption.
We would probably try to assess the relative importance of each asset. Combining these
types of information, we would prioritize interventions within our budget constraints.

This would contribute to answering the first question. What could be done about the other
two? Fixing pumps and replacing some pipes will undoubtedly contribute to saving water
and energy. But would that maximize the utility of the investment made? A discerning
board might be less than satisfied; and the third question would still remain unanswered.
They might ask some additional questions:

• Have we satisfactorily dealt with the hydraulic problems? Were we able to allocate levels
of service to each individual asset when dealing with pressures and water losses?

• How did we select the sizes and materials of the new pipes?

• Did we assume that the existing network’s configurations (e.g., layout and diameters of
networks, location and characteristics of storage tanks and pumping stations) are ade‐
quate from the energy point of view?

These are the types of issues that a good IAM approach should aim to tackle in a structured,
aligned and transparent way. As a basis for tactical planning, this utility took the strategic
directions previously defined: objectives, targets and strategies. The following tactical IAM
objectives were set:

• Increase system reliability in normal and contingency conditions (see criterion 1.2, Table 2);

• Ensure economic sustainability (see criterion 2.1,Table 2);

• Ensure the infrastructural sustainability of the system (see criterion 2.2,Table 2);

• Decrease water losses (see criterion 3.1,Table 2).

At a first stage of tactical planning, the network was evaluated coarsely in its main subdivi‐
sions: trunk main system and supply subsystems (DMAs, or District Metering Areas). The
prioritisation of DMAs with higher intervention needs was based on the assessment of the
selected metrics for all DMAs, not only for the current situation, but also by assessing the
response of the existing systems to the predicted evolution of external factors (e.g., de‐
mands, regulation, funding opportunities, economics).

DMA 542 was in this high priority group, since it failed to comply with most tactical targets. It
supplies a stable and heterogeneous urban area, comprising new and old residential build‐
ings, schools, shops and some commercial areas. It supplies approximately 10,000 people
(4,388 contracts) with a network of approximately 12.5 km of total pipe length, 40% of which in
asbestos cement and the remainder in more recent plastic materials. Water is supplied by grav‐
ity from a service tank at elevation 185 m, and the lowest ground elevation is 107 m.
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The tactical plan was designed for a 5-year planning horizon (2011-2016). Any envisaged in‐
terventions will have to be scheduled over this period. However, the evaluation was carried
out over a 20-year analysis horizon in order to ensure that the interventions planned are the
best compromise both in the medium-and in the long-term (Alegre et al., 2011). The availa‐
ble investment budget for this DMA allows for the replacement of approximately 1 km of
pipeline per year, for 5 years. Reference assessment timesteps were considered at years 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15 and 20 (i.e., 2011 to 2031).

Since this example involves only alternatives related to physical intervention in the infra‐
structure, compliance with the above-mentioned tactical IAM objectives was assessed
through the following performance, risk and cost metrics:

• Inv: investment cost, measured through the net present value at year 0 of the investments
made during the 5-year plan.

• IVI: infrastructure value index (IVI, the ratio between the current value and the replacement
value of the infrastructure (Alegre and Covas, 2010); it should ideally be close to 0.5.

• Pmin: minimum pressure under normal operation index, measuring compliance with the mini‐
mum pressure requirements at the demand locations.

• Pmin*: minimum pressure under contingency conditions index, measuring compliance with the
minimum pressure requirements at the demand locations when the normal supply source
point to this DMA fails and an alternative entry point is activated.

• AC: percentage of total pipe length in asbestos cement; although this metric may seem uncon‐
ventional as a performance indicator, it was selected as a proxy for system resilience, reli‐
ability and ease of maintenance (or the lack thereof), given the poor track record of the
aging asbestos cement pipes in this utility.

• RL: real losses per connection, as defined in the IWA performance indicator system (Alegre
et al., 2006).

• UnmetQ: risk of service interruption. This reduced service metric is given by the expected
value of unmet demand over 1-year period. The risk of service interruption associated to
a specific pipe depends on the likelihood of its failure and on its consequence on the ac‐
tual service. This risk is calculated for each pipe as a combination of failure probability
and component importance.

The values of the metrics were further divided into 3 ranges (good, fair and poor) according
to the thresholds set by the utility, based on the experience of their key staff (Table 4).

The diagnosis of the situation at year 0 using the assessment metrics and associated refer‐
ence values pointed to the following problems:

• Reliability of the system: insufficient pressure in normal conditions at some locations; high
pipe failure rates; low system resilience in contingency operation conditions.

• Infrastructural sustainability: poor condition (high failure rates) of asbestos cement pipes.

• Water losses: high leakage levels.
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Good (green) Fair (yellow) Poor (red)

Inv (cost units) [0, 350[ [350, 450[ [450, ∞[

IVI (-) ]0.45, 0.55[ [0.30, 0.45[; [0.55, 0.70[ [0, 0.30]; [0.70, 1]

Pmin (-) [3, 2[ [2, 1[ [1, 0]

Pmin* (-) [3, 2[ [2, 1[ [1, 0]

AC (%) [0, 9[ [9, 15[ [15, 100]

RL (l connection-1 day-1) [0, 100[ [100, 150[ [150, ∞[

UnmetQ (m3/year) [0, 20[ [20, 30[ [30, 100]

Table 4. Multi-criteria reference values

Several system-driven solutions and like-for-like replacement solutions, within the available
budget, were analysed (Marques et al., 2011) and designed to solve or mitigate the problems
identified in the diagnosis, both in-house and through external consultants. The final set of
alternative solutions were summarized as follows (including retaining the status quo):

• Alternative A0 (status quo, or base case): corresponds to keeping the existing network as it
is, and retaining the current reactive capital maintenance policy (which in the present case
was based on repairs after break only).

• Alternative A1 (like-for-like replacement): an IAM project consisting of a prioritized list of
pipes to be replaced by the same-diameter HDPE pipes. The prioritized list was devel‐
oped externally to the AWARE-P software, following a like-for-like replacement strategy,
using pipe failure and consequence analysis (as in FAIL/CIMP) and an ELECTRE TRI de‐
cisional method, and taking into consideration 3rd-party coordination.

• Alternative A2 (system-driven solution): an IAM project based on an ideal redesign for the net‐
work, as if it were built from scratch for the present-day context – significantly different from
the actual current network, which was designed and constructed from the 1940s onwards.
This ideal redesign, heavily backed by network modelling, driven by performance and risk
assessments, is viewed by the utility as a future target reference, to be gradually reached by
incrementally changing individual pipes as they are replaced, and by making some key lay‐
out modifications. It addresses the same pipes targeted in A1, but replaces them with new
pipes of optimal diameter (often smaller, as the original network has overcapacity in places);
in Year 5, a new 625 m-long pipeline connecting to a neighbouring DMA is introduced in or‐
der to improve reliability of supply in emergency situations.

The assessment of the three alternatives was carried out for the 5-year planning horizon and
for a 20-year analysis horizon.Table 5 illustrates the results of the selected metrics for the
three alternatives at Year 5. Fig. 5shows snapshots of the 3D view of results, with time, as‐
sessment metrics, and alternatives depicted respectively along the left, right and vertical ax‐
es. The majority of the assessment metrics are constant after year 5 (with the exception of IVI
and UnmetQ), due to the adoption of a constant demand scenario (this is a very stable resi‐
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The tactical plan was designed for a 5-year planning horizon (2011-2016). Any envisaged in‐
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• Pmin: minimum pressure under normal operation index, measuring compliance with the mini‐
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ability and ease of maintenance (or the lack thereof), given the poor track record of the
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et al., 2006).
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• Infrastructural sustainability: poor condition (high failure rates) of asbestos cement pipes.

• Water losses: high leakage levels.
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Good (green) Fair (yellow) Poor (red)
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Pmin (-) [3, 2[ [2, 1[ [1, 0]

Pmin* (-) [3, 2[ [2, 1[ [1, 0]

AC (%) [0, 9[ [9, 15[ [15, 100]

RL (l connection-1 day-1) [0, 100[ [100, 150[ [150, ∞[

UnmetQ (m3/year) [0, 20[ [20, 30[ [30, 100]

Table 4. Multi-criteria reference values
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dential area),and to having assumed negligible growth of O&M costs. In this case, the com‐
parison and selection of alternatives can be based on the assessment for Year 5.

Assessment metrics

Alternatives Inv
(c.u.)

IVI
(-)

Pmin(-) Pmin *
(-)

AC
(%)

RL
(l conn.-1 day-1)

UnmetQ
(m3/year)

A0 0 0.47 2.88 0.00 37.2 116 36

A1 274 0.73 2.88 0.00 1.5 52 22

A4 350 0.70 2.99 2.99 8.5 54 18

Table 5. Case study: results obtained from the evaluation of three alternatives at year 5

(a) All 3 alternatives (b) Alternative 
A0 

(c) Alternative A1 (d) Alternative A2 

Figure 5. Metric results expressed as a 3D cube; left axis: time; right axis: metrics; vertical axis: alternatives.

Experience shows that it is often less costly simply to repair pipes and pay for the water lost
in leakage than to invest in the rehabilitation of the system. This was confirmed here by
looking at alternative A0 at year 5. However, for the remainder of the analysis period (yrs.
6-20) the problems identified in the diagnosis become increasingly evident, through poorer
network reliability and moderate water losses that tend to intensify due to normal wear.
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The results for A1 show that it is generally better than A0 is terms of infrastructural sustain‐
ability, water losses and risk (IVI, AC and UnmetQ). Investment is of course higher than in
A0, but within the available budget. However, A1 perpetuates the design deficiencies inher‐
ent to the existing system (A0).

Alternative A2 aims at realistically and progressively bring the existing network to a config‐
uration closer to the ideal. Its resilience is improved when compared to A0 and A1, as it re‐
inforces the options for supplying the network from an alternative supply point. Investment
costs are higher than for A1 (350 vs. 274cost units). The percentage of asbestos cement pipes
is also significantly reduced (to 8.5%, from 37% for A0). This alternative displays the best all-
round long-term balance of performance, risk and cost, as expressed by metrics that reflect
the tactical objectives, in full alignment with the utility’s strategic objectives.

8.3. Benefits of using a structured IAM approach in the example utility

The adoption of a structured IAM approach in the utility illustrated by this example provid‐
ed proficient answers to all the questions initially formulated:

• Using a coherent and aligned system of objectives, metrics and metrics enables the IAM
manager to show that the decisions are effectively addressing the strategic objectives, and
to quantify their impact.

• The hydraulic problems were duly taken into account by splitting the whole system into
subsystems and analysing in more detail, including in hydraulic terms, the most problem‐
atic ones.

• The selection of sizes and materials for the new pipes was driven by the ability of the existing
network in meeting current and future needs and in minimizing energy consumption.

9. Concluding remarks

Infrastructure asset management of urban water infrastructures will be increasingly critical
in the coming decades. In industrialized countries, particularly those affected by World War
II, the heavy investments in new systems carried out in the 1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s are ag‐
ing fast, partly due to inadequate or deferred capital maintenance. This places an additional
demand for efficiency in planning for the future. In developing regions, the shortage of fi‐
nancial and technical resources further add to the need for their well-judged, efficient use in
a long-term perspective.

With the current lack of planning and capital maintenance, the services that are taken for
granted in many societies are placed into an increased risk of failure, at least from the view‐
point of the levels of service currently provided.

Regardless of their size, complexity and level of maturity or development, water utilities
need to implement structured IAM approaches that may ensure the sustainable manage‐
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need to implement structured IAM approaches that may ensure the sustainable manage‐
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ment of their systems. There are some key recommendations to be taken into account when
implementing an IAM program:

• IAM is all about people – successful implementation requires:

• IAM is not implemented overnight. It is an incremental, step by step process that must be
kept as simple as possible with a long-term view. The structured approach recommended
in this chapter aims at identifying intervention priorities, including new organizational
procedures, data management and decision making processes.

• Reliable data are the foundation of successful IAM. Before investing on new data collec‐
tion, it is vital to get the most out of the existing data, through proficient recycling, quality
control, analysis and interpretation.

• As superfluous as the statement may seem, IAM is not solved or even set in motion by
acquiring a software application.

• IAM is an internal process in a utility. Although external expert advice is valuable, it
should be seen as a contribution to an internally driven effort, e.g., in capacity building or
to sort out specific technical issues problems, such as when engineering consultancy is
brought in to develop and advise on infrastructural alternatives to solve given issues.
IAM should not be outsourced.

• Water utilities have many common problems and difficulties. Sharingthem, and any solu‐
tions, among peers has always proved to be enriching, effective and highly motivational.

• Make it happen – start today!
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, the managers of water distribution systems have been concerned with
the reduction of energy consumption and the strong influence of climate changes on water
patterns. The subsequent increase in oil prices has increased the search for alternatives to
generate energy using renewable sources and creating hybrid energy solutions, in particular
associated to the water consumption.

According to Watergy (2009), about two or three percent of the energy consumption in the
world is used for pumping and water treatment for urban and industrial purposes. The con‐
sumption of energy, in most of water systems all over the world, could be reduced at least
25%, through performance improvements in the energy efficiency. Hence, it is noticeable the
importance of development of models which define operational strategies in pumping sta‐
tions, aiming at their best energy efficiency solution.

The consumption of electric energy, due to the water pumping, represents the biggest part
of the energy expenses in the water industry sector. Among several practical solutions, which
can enable the reduction of energy consumption, the change in the pumping operational
procedures shows to be very effective, since it does not need any additional investment but
it is able to induce a significant energy cost reduction in a short term. As well known, the
tasks of operators from the drinking network systems are very complex because several
distinct goals are involved in this process. To determine, among an extensive set of possibil‐
ities, the best operational rules that watch out for the quality of the public service and also
provide energy savings, through the utilization of optimization model tools which take into
consideration all the system parameters and components, is undoubtedly a priority.
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The technological advances in the computational area enabled, in the last years, the intensifi‐
cation of the quality of scientific works related to the optimization tools, as well as aiming at
the reduction of the energy costs in the operation of drinking systems. Nevertheless, most of
the optimization models developed was applied to specific cases.

The first studies to optimize the energy costs of pumping have been used for operational re‐
search techniques, such as linear programming (Jowitt and Germanopoulos, 1992), integer
linear programming (Little and Mccrodden, 1989), non-linear programming (Ormsbee et al.,
1989) and dynamic programming (Lansey and Awumah, 1994). The limitation of using these
models to real cases is mainly due to the complexity of the equations’ resolution to ensure
the hydraulic balance and the difficulty of generalizing such optimization models in any wa‐
ter supply system (WSS).

Brion and Mays (1991), in the attempt to reduce the operational costs in a drinking pipeline
in Austin, Texas (USA), had tested a model of optimization and simulation, achieving a re‐
duction of 17.3 % in the operational costs. Ormsbee and Reddy (1995) applied an optimiza‐
tion algorithm in Washington - DC and obtained significant results with the management
implementation provided by the model, observing a reduction of 6.9% in the costs with elec‐
tric energy. During this period, the use of evolutionary algorithms was quite limited. Wood
and Reddy (1994) were the pioneers in the use of such algorithms.

The remarkable use of evolutionary algorithms in this research topic in recent years is main‐
ly due to Genetic Algorithm (GA) provides a great flexibility in exploring the search space
and allows an easy link to other simulation models. However, in contrast the GA does not
solve problems with constraints. Once the operation in WSS is considered a complex proce‐
dure, with many constraints, there remains the doubt about the speed of the modelling and
the convergence for optimal solutions between the GA and hydraulic simulators.

Additionally the concern with the reduction of the computational time is due to the applica‐
bility of energy optimization models in real time (Martinez, et al., 2007; Jamieson, et al.,
2007, Salomons et al., 2007; Rao and Alvarruiz, 2007; Rao and Salomons, 2007; Alvis et al.,
2007). To reduce the computational time for seeking solutions with reduced energy costs,
these authors used the technique of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to reproduce the re‐
sults by the hydraulic simulator obtained by the EPANET (Rossman, 2000). Then, this new
tool based on ANN for the hydraulic simulation was connected with a GA model. After sev‐
eral analyses done in a hypothetical system and in two real case studies, the authors con‐
cluded the model GA-ANN found optimal solutions in a period 20 times lower when
compared to GA-EPANET. Shamir and Salomons (2008) have searched for reducing the
computational simulation time based on a scale model of a real case system for different op‐
erating conditions.

At the present research a different resolution was adopted. In order to reduce the computa‐
tional simulation time in the search for optimal solutions, a change in the GA algorithm type
was made, instead of replacing the hydraulic simulator model (EPANET) as former referen‐
ces. Thus, new algorithms were created which work directly with the infeasible solutions
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generated by a GA to make them feasible, through the development of a hybrid genetic al‐
gorithm (HGA) (i.e. genetic algorithm plus repair algorithms).

This new model determines, in discrete intervals (every hours) the best programming to be
followed by the pumps switch on / off, in a daily perspective of operation. In this way, the
decisions start to be orientated from the research of thousands of possible combinations, be‐
ing chosen, through an iterative process, the best energy management strategy that presents
the best energy savings.

The world’s economy is directly connected to energy and it is the straight way to produce
life quality for society. China is nowadays one of the biggest consumers of energy in the
world (Wu, 2009). In order to have enough energy to make its economy grow the prediction
of new solutions to produce sustainable energy in a most feasible way is imperative, not on‐
ly depending on conventional sources (i.e. fossil fuel) but using renewable sources. The in‐
crease of energy consumption and the desired reduction of the use of fossil fuels and the
raise of the harmful effects of pollution produced by non-renewable sources is one of the
most important reasons for conducting research in renewable and sustainable solutions. In
Koroneos (2003) analysis, renewable sources are used to produce energy with high efficien‐
cies, social and environmental significant benefits.

Renewable energy includes hydro, wind, solar and many others resources. To avoid prob‐
lems caused by weather and environment uncertainties that hinder the reliability of a con‐
tinuous production of energy from renewable sources, when only one source production
system model is considered, the possibility of integrating various sources, creating hybrid
energy solutions, can greatly reduce the intermittences and uncertainties of energy produc‐
tion bringing a new perspective for the future. These hybrid solutions are feasible applica‐
tions for water distribution systems that need to decrease their costs with the electrical
component. These solutions, when installed in water systems, take the advantage of power
production based on its own available flow energy, as well as on local available renewable
sources, saving on the purchase of energy produced by fossil sources and contributing for
the reduction of the greenhouse effect. In recent studies (Moura and Almeida, 2009; Ramos
and Ramos, 2009a; Ramos and Ramos, 2009b; Vieira and Ramos, 2008, 2009), the option to
mix complementary energy sources like hydropower, wind or solar seems to be a solution to
mitigate the energy intermittency when comparing with only one source. So, the idea of a
hybrid solution has the advantage of compensating the fluctuations between available sour‐
ces with decentralized renewable generation technologies.

In literature review, a sustainable energy system has been commonly defined in terms of its
energy efficiency, its reliability, and its environmental impacts. The basic requirements for an
efficient energy system is its ability to generate enough power for world needs at an afforda‐
ble price, clean supply, in safe and reliable conditions. On the other hand, the typical charac‐
teristics of a sustainable energy system can be derived from policy definitions and objectives
since they are quite similar in industrialized countries. The improvement of the efficiency in
the energy production and the guarantee of reliable energy supply seem to be nowadays
common interests of the developed and developing countries (Alanne and Saari, 2006).
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This work aims to present an artificial neural network model by the optimization of the best
economical hybrid solution configuration applied to a typical water distribution system.

2. Models formulation

2.1. Objective function

The search for the optimal control settings of pumps in a real drinking network system is
seen as a problem of high complexity, due to the fact that it involves a high number of deci‐
sion variables and several constraints, particular to each system. The decision variables are
the operational states of the pumps xt (x 1t, x 2t, …, x Nt), where N represents the number of
pumps and t is the time-step throughout the operational time.

To represent the states of the decision variables in each time-step, the binary notation was
used. The configuration of each pump is represented by a bit where 0 and 1 stated switch‐
ed on and off, respectively. The main goal of the model is to find the configuration of the
pumps’ status which proceeds to the lowest energy cost scenario for the operational time
duration.  To calculate this  cost,  several  variables must be considered,  in each time-step,
such as the variation of consumption, energy tariff  pattern and the operational status of
each pump.

The objective function is the sum of energy consumed by the pumps, in every operational
time, due to the water consumption and tanks’ storage capacity. It can be expressed accord‐
ing to the following equation:

Minimize Σ
n=1

N

Σ
t=1

24

CntEnt(Xnt) 1 (1)

where E and C stated the consumed energy (kWh) and the energy costs by pumps’ opera‐
tion in the time-step t.

2.2. Constraints

The main constraint of the model is the hydraulic balance verification for the network. To
establish such balance, the equations of the conservation of mass at each junction node and
the conservation of energy around each loop in the network are satisfied. In order to these
conditions be attended it is necessary to accomplish the hydraulic verifications to each sys‐
tem configuration. The hydraulic simulator EPANET (ROSSMAN, 2000) was used to per‐
form this purpose.

The constraints are implicit in the calculation of the objective function. These are equations
that need to be solved in order to obtain the total energy cost of the solution to be analyzed.
After accomplishing this stage, some variables are verified, from the hydraulic simulation,
aiming for obtaining the hydraulic performance of the system that it is evaluated by means
of explicit constraints, showed as follows:
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Pressure: for each time-step of operational time, the pressures in all the junction nodes must
be between the minimum and maximum limits.

Pmini ≤ Pit ≤ Pmaxi ∀i , ∀t (2)

where Pit represents the pressure on node i in time-step t, Pmin i and Pmax i are the mini‐
mum and maximum pressures required for node i.

Levels of storage tanks: The levels of storage tanks must be between the minimum and max‐
imum limits for each time-step. Besides at the end of the operational time duration, they
must be superior to the levels at the beginning of the time duration. This last constraint as‐
sures the levels of the tanks do not lessen with the repetitions of the operational cycles.

Smin j ≤S jt ≤Smax j∀ j , ∀t (3)

where Sjt: level of tank j in time-step t; Smin j e Smax j: minimum and maximum levels of
storage tank j.

Sj(24h )≤Sj(0h )∀ j (4)

Pumping power capacity: the power used by each pump during the operational time must
be inferior to its maximum capacity.

PPkt ≤ PPmaxk ∀k (5)

where PPkt : used power by pump k in time-step t; PPmaxk: maximum capacity of the pump k.

Actuation of the pumps: The number of pumping start-ups in the operational strategy must
be inferior to a pre-established limit. This constraint, presented by Lansey and Awumah
(1994), influences in the maintenance of each pump, since the more it is put into action in a
same operational cycle, the bigger will be its wear. Lansey and Awumah (1994) suggest the
maximum pump start-ups 3 in 24 hours. A greater value can cause problems on the pumps
inducing the need of maintenance and repair and consequently the interruption of the sys‐
tem operation.

N Ak ≤ NAmaxk (6)

where: NAk represents the number of start-ups for pump k and NAmaxk the maximum al‐
lowable pump start-ups for the pump k.
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2.3. Optimization algorithm

The definition of optimal control strategies in water distribution systems, where the rules
evaluate the behaviour of the system and make decisions at each time-step, requiring a great
computational demand. Among several available optimization methods, the Genetic Algo‐
rithm (GA) was the tool chosen for offering a great flexibility in search space, allied to the
possibility of use discrete variables. Besides these advantages, the technique has an easy ma‐
nipulation, which makes its connectivity with simulation models easier.

The model developed is composed by two modules that will work as a whole in a way the
hydraulic simulation routine is called to simulate each operational alternative scenarios giv‐
en by the GA, in the search of alternatives with better performance.

Figure 1. Stages of the optimization model

Further a Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA), a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) was also de‐
veloped. This algorithm was built from a combination of a conventional GA with a method
of correction of solutions and a specialized local search procedure. The goal is to find, in a
faster way, feasible solutions, which are difficult to be found by traditional genetic algo‐
rithms due to the tendency that the situation has to generate a high number of impracticable
hydraulic solutions.

The flowchart containing the steps of the optimization model is shown in the Figure 1.
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A flowchart describing the procedures of the designed ANN is shown on Figure 2.

The data used on this study is calculated by means of a CES model that gives an optimized
ranking of the best hybrid solution for each particular case, based on an economy analyses
for the production and consumption of energy (Figure 2). This data set is organized with the
subject that the study is concerned to evaluate the use of hybrid energy solutions in water
distribution systems based on micro-hydro, wind turbine and national electric grid. Hence,
the range of data is defined in order to adequate the installation of such energy converters.
The data range for flow, power head and water levels variation in reservoirs are used in a
hydraulic and power simulator (HPS) to determine the power consumed by the pump and
the power produced in a micro-hydro turbine installed in a gravity pipe branch whenever
there is energy available in the system.

3. Methodology

3.1. Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA)

GA is a stochastic method of global search that develop such search through the evolution
of a population, where each element (or individual) is the representation of a possible solu‐
tion for the problem. The principle is based on the theory of natural selection and it was
firstly presented by Goldberg (1989).

At drinking systems’ operation, GA stands out for being very efficient when binary and dis‐
crete variables are used. They represent a set of optimal solutions and not only one. At each
new computational step, solutions containing the status of the pumps are evaluated and lat‐
er classified according to its fitness. The tendency is as the running proceeds, the elements
with less fitness disappear and the more adapted to the impositions (or constraints) of the
problem will arise.

GAs do not deal directly with the optimization problems that contain constraints. This im‐
pediment in the minimization procedure can be overcome employing the Penalty Methods,
on which pre-defined constraints are added to the objective function in terms of penalties,
turning the solution less apt as much as its violations occur. The Multiplicative Penalty
Method (MPM), presented by Hilton & Culver (2000), is then implemented in this model.
The penalty function is presented as follows:

PTR = ∏
i=1

NTR
k (7)

where TR: type of constraint; NTR: amount of hydraulic elements (nodes, reservoirs or
pumps) which have violated certain constraints; k: coefficient which varies with the hy‐
draulic element and the type of violated constraint.

Table 1 shows the values of k depending on the type of violated constraint.
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TR Hydraulic Element Violated Constraint k

N1
Nodes

Pressure between the limits (min. and max.) 1.05

N2 Positive pressure (continuity of supply) 1.80

R1
Tanks

Water level between the limits (min. and max.) 1.20

R2 Water level at 24h greater than the initial level 1.50

B1
Pumps

Maximum capacity of pump 1.20

B2 Number of actuations 1.50

Table 1. Values of k

The values of k represent how the energy cost is increased for a particular type of violated
restriction (TR). These values were determined from the amount and importance of con‐
straints in the model. Analyzing the extreme values (1.05 and 1.80), for each node that ex‐
ceed their limits, increases 5% to the value of the objective function. It was adopted the
lower value for this violation because, commonly, the number of nodes in a WSS is higher
the amount of tanks and pumps. However, as the discontinuity of the supply occurs in the
system, it has great importance in the feasibility of the solution consequently a maximum
value was adopted for this type of violation, increasing by 80% the cost of energy. Following
this logic, the remaining violations have intermediate k values. When the constraint is not
violated the coefficient k has the unit value.

The first stage of the SGA (Figure 1) process is characterized by the generation of operation‐
al rules (randomly), the demand definition and the tariff costs. Next, these variables are
used by the hydraulic simulator (i.e. EPANET), which calculates the pressures in the pipe
system nodes, the energy consumed and the levels of the tanks, all of them being necessary
for the evaluation of the solution. The following stage is characterized by the calculation of
the objective function, which is obtained from the total energy cost and from the penalty
function, in case of infeasible solution. The process is repeated until the parameters of the
operational control meets the hydraulic requirements with the lowest cost possible.

3.2. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

SGA makes use of the penalty method becoming the infeasible solutions into solutions with
reduced ability. The genetic operators only diversify the solutions, but do not become them
feasible. In this case, it can be confirmed the search process for solutions hydraulically feasi‐
ble, with minimum energy costs, is strongly stochastic. During the process of evaluation of
the objective function, the explicit restrictive variables can be evaluated every hour. Thus, at
this time interval, it is possible to verify the type of constraints that were violated. Because
of this, repair algorithms were created, and every hour they try to correct the solutions gen‐
erated by GA, becoming them hydraulically feasible. The HGA layout of the model is also
presented at Figure 3. Hence, each solution generated by GA is passed on to the repair algo‐
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rithms. After this stage two solutions are stored: the original, generated by GA, and the
modified solution, generated after the attempts of correction. If the penalty function of the
modified solution is zero, so it will be sent to a data bank, otherwise, this solution will be
discarded. Independent on the destiny of the modified solution, the original solution will be
conserved and sent to the next generations of the GA, avoiding a premature convergence of
the solutions.

The repair algorithms are only a set of rules that modify the decision variables trying to be‐
come solutions hydraulically feasible all hours (Figure 4).

Among the type of corrections presented in Figure 4, the one related to the maximum num‐
ber of pump start-ups is the only one that does not use the EPANET routines. This is the
first type of repair that occurs in infeasible solutions and aims mainly the reduction of the
pump start-ups, changing as little as possible the original configuration of the solution.

Figure 3. Flowcharts: SGA and HGA

Figure 5 illustrates this type of repair to a solution of a pump with six start-ups.

In Figure 5, with only four changes, it was reduced from six to two the number of start-ups.
Besides the considerable reduction, in the repaired solution is visible a greater uniformity of
pumps’ switch-on schedules. The changed solution has presented only two periods with the
pump switched-on. The use of long operation periods is a characteristic of commonly strat‐
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egies in real pump systems due to a lesser intervention in the operation and a wear reduc‐

tion of the pumps.

Figure 4. Type of corrections

Figure 5. Example of correction – Actuation as start-up of the pumps
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Finishing the iterations of the HGA, the solutions stored at the data bank (feasible solutions)
are sent to a process of specialized local search. This search algorithm is an iterative process
in which, every hour, the pumps are switched-off one by one, verifying if the constraints re‐
main inviolate. If the solution becomes hydraulically unfeasible, the initial solution is re‐
stored. The selected hour is the one that has the highest energy cost. The process is repeated
until there are no alterations that result in feasible solutions.

With the utilization of the specialized local search algorithm it is possible to evolve good sol‐
utions in local optimal solutions. These solutions would probably require great computa‐
tional efforts to be found by the conventional GA.

3.3. Artificial Neural Network

The data of renewable sources performance characteristics is included in the CES model to
determine the best hybrid energy solution to be selected. One of the resources data is the
wind turbine power curve of a selected wind turbine, which corresponds to the local wind
source along an average year for the region under analysis (Figure 6) and the wind annual
average speed applied to the wind turbine. In Table 2 is presented an example of data set
range to be used in the CES model to determine the inputs and outputs of the developed
ANN. Those data is used to calculate all energy and economic parameters to be included in
the CES model to complete the data needed to train the ANN.

Figure 6. Wind energy: Wind Turbine Power Curve for an Enercon E33 and Wind source for one year at Lisbon region

Based on a basic data range, depending on the system characteristics (Table 2), to be used in
the CES model and from auxiliary hydraulic and energy formulations, the complete input
data is then obtained (Table 3) being: (1) Pump power (kW); (2) Pump energy consumption
(kWh); (3) Turbine power (kW) - average output; (4) Flow (m3/s) - annual average flow; (5)
Gross head (m); (6) Pumping head (m); (7) Head losses (m); (8) Power net head (m); (9) De‐
sign pumping flow rate (l/s); (10) Wind speed (m/s) - annual average; and (11) Wind turbine
power (kW) - annual average output.

In the end of the modelling process the input data set is built in a matrix of [11 x 19,602]
(Table 3), which by the interaction of the wind velocity data and the water flow yields in the
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output matrix of [5 x 19,602] (Table 4), representing the Net Present Value (NPV) of each hy‐
brid solution configuration, as well as the number of wind turbines to be installed.

Wind speed annual

average (m/s)
Flow (l/s) Power net head (m) Gross Head (m)

1.5 10 2 10

2.0 20 7 16

2.5 30 13 21

3.0 40 18 27

3.5 50 24 32

4.0 60 29 38

4.5 70 35 43

5.0 80 40 49

5.5 90 46 54

6.0 100 51 60

6.5 150 57 66

7.0 200 62 71

7.5 250 68 77

8.0 300 73 82

8.5 350 79 88

9.0 400 84 93

9.5 450 90 99

10.0 500 95 104

10.5 550 101 110

11.0 600 106 116

11.5 650 112 121

12.0 700 117 127

12.5 750 123 132

13.0 800 128 138

13.5 850 134 143

14.0 900 139 149

14.5 950 145 154

15.0 1000 150 160

Table 2. Basic data set range used in CES.
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The ANN data set created to be used in water distribution systems is then ready to deter‐
mine the NPV of each hybrid system evaluated for each type of configuration (e.g. grid, grid
+ hydro, grid + wind, grid + hydro + wind).

Pump

power

kW/h (1)

Pump

primary load

kW/d (2)

Turbine

mean

output

power kW

(3)

Annual

average

flow m3/s

(4) Z m (5)

Pumping

head m (6)

Head loss

m (7)

Power

head m

(8)

Design

flow rate

L/s (9)

Wind

speed

m/s (10)

Wind turbine

mean output

power kW (11)

…. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. ….

0.322 2.895 0.587 0.01 16 24 8 7 16 3 15

0.398 3.584 1.016 0.01 21 29 8 13 16 3 15

0.475 4.274 1.446 0.01 27 35 8 18 16 3 15

0.552 4.964 1.876 0.01 32 41 8 24 16 3 15

0.628 5.653 2.306 0.01 38 46 8 29 16 3 15

0.705 6.343 2.735 0.01 43 52 8 35 16 3 15

0.781 7.032 3.165 0.01 49 57 9 40 16 3 15

0.858 7.722 3.595 0.01 54 63 9 46 16 3 15

0.935 8.412 4.025 0.01 60 69 9 51 16 3 15

1.011 9.101 4.454 0.01 66 74 9 57 16 3 15

1.088 9.791 4.884 0.01 71 80 9 62 16 3 15

1.165 10.481 5.314 0.01 77 86 9 68 16 3 15

1.241 11.170 5.744 0.01 82 91 9 73 16 3 15

1.318 11.860 6.173 0.01 88 97 9 79 16 3 15

1.394 12.549 6.603 0.01 93 102 9 84 16 3 15

…. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. ….

Table 3. Input data set for the system characteristics used in ANN.

Matlab® is used for the ANN development. The creation of an ANN should comprise the
following steps: (i) patterns definition; (ii) network implementation; (iii) identification of the
learning parameters; (iv) training, testing and validation processes. A new neural network
model of hybrid energy must be compared with an energy configuration model and eco‐
nomical simulator (CES) using the following procedures: CES is used to obtain data applied
in the training process and in reliable neural network tests, together with an hydraulic and
power simulator model (HPS) for a large range of flow rates, gross heads, pumping and
power heads and wind velocities. That data, available on Ramos and Ramos (2009b) re‐
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search, uses the HPS to hydraulically balance the water distribution system, in a village of
Portugal, determining the hydraulic behaviour of the all system including the most suitable
pump and turbine operation for each flow condition.

NPV€ Grid NPV€ Grid+Hydro NPV€ Grid+Wind NPV€ Grid+Hydro+Wind
Wind Turbine

Installed

-59.00 1812.00 -571464.00 -569553.00 1

-78.00 6617.00 -571495.00 -564747.00 1

-96.00 12391.00 -571526.00 -558973.00 1

-115.00 17197.00 -571557.00 -554168.00 1

-133.00 22971.00 -571588.00 -548394.00 1

-152.00 27776.00 -571619.00 -543588.00 1

-170.00 33550.00 -571650.00 -537814.00 1

-189.00 38356.00 -571680.00 -533009.00 1

-207.00 44130.00 -571712.00 -527235.00 1

… … … … …

-226.00 48935.00 -316043.00 -266690.00 2

-244.00 54710.00 -316077.00 -260916.00 2

-263.00 59514.00 -316111.00 -256110.00 2

-282.00 65289.00 -316146.00 -250337.00 2

-300.00 70094.00 -316180.00 -245531.00 2

-319.00 75868.00 -316214.00 -239757.00 2

-337.00 80674.00 -316248.00 -234951.00 2

-356.00 86447.00 -316282.00 -229177.00 2

-374.00 91253.00 -316317.00 -224372.00 2

… … … … …

-393.00 97027.00 109886.00 207679.00 3

-411.00 101832.00 109850.00 212483.00 3

-430.00 107606.00 109813.00 218258.00 3

-448.00 112411.00 109778.00 223062.00 3

-467.00 118185.00 109741.00 228838.00 3

-485.00 122991.00 109706.00 233644.00 3

-504.00 128765.00 109669.00 239416.00 3

-522.00 133570.00 109633.00 244223.00 3
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The ANN data set created to be used in water distribution systems is then ready to deter‐
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1.394 12.549 6.603 0.01 93 102 9 84 16 3 15

…. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. ….

Table 3. Input data set for the system characteristics used in ANN.

Matlab® is used for the ANN development. The creation of an ANN should comprise the
following steps: (i) patterns definition; (ii) network implementation; (iii) identification of the
learning parameters; (iv) training, testing and validation processes. A new neural network
model of hybrid energy must be compared with an energy configuration model and eco‐
nomical simulator (CES) using the following procedures: CES is used to obtain data applied
in the training process and in reliable neural network tests, together with an hydraulic and
power simulator model (HPS) for a large range of flow rates, gross heads, pumping and
power heads and wind velocities. That data, available on Ramos and Ramos (2009b) re‐
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search, uses the HPS to hydraulically balance the water distribution system, in a village of
Portugal, determining the hydraulic behaviour of the all system including the most suitable
pump and turbine operation for each flow condition.

NPV€ Grid NPV€ Grid+Hydro NPV€ Grid+Wind NPV€ Grid+Hydro+Wind
Wind Turbine

Installed

-59.00 1812.00 -571464.00 -569553.00 1

-78.00 6617.00 -571495.00 -564747.00 1

-96.00 12391.00 -571526.00 -558973.00 1

-115.00 17197.00 -571557.00 -554168.00 1

-133.00 22971.00 -571588.00 -548394.00 1

-152.00 27776.00 -571619.00 -543588.00 1

-170.00 33550.00 -571650.00 -537814.00 1

-189.00 38356.00 -571680.00 -533009.00 1

-207.00 44130.00 -571712.00 -527235.00 1

… … … … …

-226.00 48935.00 -316043.00 -266690.00 2

-244.00 54710.00 -316077.00 -260916.00 2

-263.00 59514.00 -316111.00 -256110.00 2

-282.00 65289.00 -316146.00 -250337.00 2

-300.00 70094.00 -316180.00 -245531.00 2

-319.00 75868.00 -316214.00 -239757.00 2

-337.00 80674.00 -316248.00 -234951.00 2

-356.00 86447.00 -316282.00 -229177.00 2

-374.00 91253.00 -316317.00 -224372.00 2

… … … … …

-393.00 97027.00 109886.00 207679.00 3

-411.00 101832.00 109850.00 212483.00 3

-430.00 107606.00 109813.00 218258.00 3

-448.00 112411.00 109778.00 223062.00 3

-467.00 118185.00 109741.00 228838.00 3

-485.00 122991.00 109706.00 233644.00 3

-504.00 128765.00 109669.00 239416.00 3

-522.00 133570.00 109633.00 244223.00 3
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-541.00 139344.00 109597.00 249997.00 3

-559.00 144150.00 109561.00 254802.00 3

Table 4. Input data set for the best economic configuration used in ANN.

In the ANN code running, the process of training and simulation for each system character‐
istic is analysed. In the training mode is introduced the configuration parameters. Those pa‐
rameters are standard limits (max and min), number of neurons on the hidden layer, limit
number of epochs, final error desired, validation rate and activation function used in the
hidden layer. With the best ANN configuration for each possible hybrid system and new da‐
ta set for inputs, a validation process is made and the results are verified in terms of correla‐
tion and relative error among the values of CES base model and the ANN.

4. Case studies

4.1. Optimization of the pumps’ schedule in the Fátima system

The drinking system of Fátima is composed of 22 water sources, 10 treatment plants, 36
pump-stations and 64 tanks. The water is distributed to the consumers through 1111 km by
a supply and distribution network system. Nowadays, the system is managed by the com‐
pany Veolia – Águas de Ourém, which is responsible for the catchment, water treatment and
distribution (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Drinking system of Cascalheira’s tank

The supply system chosen for this case study supplies the tank Fazarga with an elevation
of 402 m. This tank is responsible for the service to the demands of the region of Fátima and
other close locations. This supply system has a pump station (PS) located in the proximi‐
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ties of the tank Cascalheira (elevation: 375 m). This last one is supplied by EPAL (Portu‐
guese Lisbon Water Company) and provides water, by gravity, to the locations of Aljustrel
and Fontainhas.

According to former description, the water storage of the tank Cascalheira is done by EPAL.
The cost attributed to Veolia by this supply is related only to the effluent volume from this
tank and it is not dependent of any alteration in the operation of the pump-station between
tanks of Cascalheira and Fazarga. The reduction of this cost would only be possible with the
implementation of water loss control by leakage. The level of the tank Cascalheira is always
maintained close to the maximum limit in a way that it increases the reliability of the sys‐
tem. Thus, in the optimization model, it was chosen to consider only the variation of the lev‐
el of the tank Fazarga at downstream of the pump-station.

The tank of Cascalheira has the storage capacity of 4000 m³ of water, whereas Fazarga has a
total volume of 347 m³ and operates with the initial, minimum and maximum levels of 2.0
m, 0.3 m and 2.3 m, respectively. The pump-station comprises two pumps of Grundfos
NK65-250 type which work for an average flow of 42 1/s with an efficiency of 65%.

The average time variation of the consumption in the region of Fátima during the day was
obtained from the sensors located at the exit of the tank Fazarga. The period analyzed was
from March to September, 2007. The water consumption in this year is more noticeable for
comprising spring and summer. Figure 8 presents the average time variation calculated.

The hours with the pump working are considered as regular and discrete intervals by the
optimization algorithm. Thus, for this case study, a day in which the pumps remained
switched-on, in intervals similar to the format considered in the optimization model, were
chosen. The hydraulic model of the system was built, in which the tanks Cascalheira and Fa‐
zarga were considered as reservoir and storage tank, respectively.

The variation in the level of the tank of Fazarga during the day calculated by the hydraul‐
ic simulator was similar to the real values. The maximum number of pump start-ups (Na
max) used by Veolia was three (pump 1) and the level of the tank at the end of the opera‐
tional time is very close to the initial  one (Figure 9).  The variation of the energy rate is
presented in Table 5.

Hour 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

Tariff 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0465 0,0761 0,1299 0,1299

Hour 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00

Tariff 0,1299 0,0761 0,0761 0,0761 0,0761 0,0761 0,0761 0,0761 0,1299 0,1299 0,0761 0,0465

Table 5. Hour vs Energy Tariff (€/kWh) for Fátima system
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The hours with the pump working are considered as regular and discrete intervals by the
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switched-on, in intervals similar to the format considered in the optimization model, were
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Figure 8. Pattern demand of Fátima system

Figure 9. Control pump strategy
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Both GA models presented in this analysis were implemented to determine the best opera‐
tional strategy with a reduced energy cost in the system Cascalheira/Fazarga. Figure 10
presents the evolution of the objective function with the computational time, in minutes.

Figure 10. Convergence of the fitness functions

It is possible to evaluate the efficiency of the HGA model. Only with the feasible solutions
obtained with 20 generations, from the repair algorithms and from the specialized local search
system, it is possible to find a local optimal solution in about 5 minutes, whereas the SGA
took a little more than 33 minutes to find a good solution, with also a bit higher energy cost
when compared to the solution found by the HGA. The difficulty for GA to find a good
feasible solution can quickly be confirmed. Such behaviour occurs due to the high level of
randomness existent in GA models. The alterations of the solutions provided by the genetic
operators diversify the type of answer without a guarantee of the evolution in each genera‐
tion. Among all possible solutions, the probability of extracting, for each pump, a solution
with at most three start-ups is 0.0173. Now, it is possible to confirm the difficulty of obtain‐
ing a feasible solution, because besides the determination of a solution it is necessary the other
constraints (pressure limits, water levels in tanks and power pumps start-ups) be satisfied.
These constraints are dependent on the complexity of the drinking system to be evaluated.

The energy cost due to the operation was 22.22 euros (date: 07 (day)/12 (month)/07 (year)).
The pumps remained switched-on during 12 hours. A period of two hours (13h and 22h) be‐
longs to the period with the most expensive energy tariff (Figure 11). The variation in the
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reservoir level is the main factor in the decision making the operation and the variation of
the energy tariff is the second reason.

The best solution obtained by HGA, in each iteration step, is selected from a set of solutions
containing only individuals hydraulically feasible. The objective function for this case is the
total energy cost. For SGA while the model does not find a feasible solution, the objective
function starts to be the sum between the energy cost and the penalty function. The opera‐
tional strategy found by the HGA and the variations of the water level in the Fazarga tank
for the real situation and the solution with reduced energy cost are shown at Figures 11 and
12. From Figures 9, 11 and 12 it is possible to make a comparison between the operational
strategies presently adopted by the water manager company and the one obtained by HGA
optimization model. The variation of the energy tariff was well explored in the solution with
an important reduction of the energy cost (HGA). It is possible to observe a significant dif‐
ference from the strategies, being noticeable that the pumps do not work in hours with ener‐
gy tariff more expensive. With the implementation of the optimization model an economy of
31% was achieved for the period chosen for the analysis.

Figure 11. Control pump strategy (HGA).

In operational terms, the strategy obtained from the HGA can be considered more daring.
In the critical time (1:00 p.m.) the level of the tank in the present operation by the water
company achieved values superior to 1m. However based on former mentioned, the mini‐
mum water level in the Fazarga tank is 0.30m. In case of desirable an economic solution
with higher levels in the tanks, it is easy to increase the minimum limit of the water level
in the constraints of the HGA developed model.  The importance between the minimum
water level attained in the tank and the energy costs to be paid by the water company will

Water Supply System Analysis - Selected Topics94

depend on the water company priorities, economic and social impacts, and performance or
feasibility factors.
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Figure 12. Water level of Fazarga tank

4.2. Prediction of hybrid energy solutions in Espite system

Espite is located in Ourém and it is a small system that distributes water to Couções and
Arneiros do Carvalhal villages and the average flow in this pipe system is approximately 7
l/s. This system is hydraulically analysed to determine the best hydro solution. Then ANN is
applied to establish the best economical hybrid solution, employing the same data set used
to developed ANN model. A simplified scheme of Espite water drinking system is present‐
ed in Figure 13.
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Figure 14. Elevation and length profile of Espite pipeline

The pump station considered in the analysis is Pump Carvalhal 1 and 2 and the micro hydro
power plant will be installed in the gravity pipe system between node 5 and Tank Carvalhal.
The population consumption (i.e. demand points) must be guaranteed and the tanks water
level variation should vary between recommended limits. The elevation profile of Espite
system is established in Figure 14, where (1) Reservoir 01; (2) Pump R01; (3) Node 1; (4)
Tank ASJ; (5) Node 2; (6) Node 3; (7) Node 4; (8) Node 5; (9) Turbine, Tank Carvalhal,
Pumps Carvalhal 1 & 2,; (10) Node 6; (11) Tank Couções and (12) Demand point Couções.

The HPS model is used to verify all hydraulic parameters and the system behaviour when a
hydropower is installed. Rule-based controls are defined in the optimisation process to
guarantee that the limit tank levels are always respected. In order to determine the most ad‐
equate hydro turbine in this water pipe system, regarding the importance to always main‐
tain a good system operation management and the satisfactory demand flows, the
evaluation of the available energy and the characteristic turbine curve compatible with the
all operating and hydraulic constrains must be developed. According to Araujo (2005) and
Ramos et al. (2010), a characteristic curve for the turbine is evaluated to define the most ade‐
quate turbine selection a key for the successful of this solution. The system is then analysed
using the electricity tariff for the worst conditions. The energy report of the original situa‐
tion is shown in Table 6.

Energy Report

Pump Station Use*(%) Consumption

kWh/m3

Max. Power kW

Carvalhal 1 100,00 0,78 4,51

Carvalhal 2 100,00 0,78 4,51

Table 6. Pump cost with original situation. *basis reference

To reduce the pump consumption,  the optimization of  the time pumping is  considered,
turning it on in the low electricity tariff period and turning it off in the higher tariff peri‐
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od, always imposing tank levels’ restriction to satisfy the minimum and maximum advisa‐
ble values for its good operation. Figure 15 shows the system behaviour regarding the water
level variation and the optimized pump operation time. Table 7 shows the savings ach‐
ieved with the water level control and pump operation optimization for the energy tariff
pattern adopted.

Figure 15. System behaviour with reservoir level control and pump operation optimization: water level variation in
Couções tank, electricity tariff and pump and turbine operation time.

Energy Report

Pump Station Use*(%) Consumption

kWh/m3

Max. Power kW Saving (%)

Carvalhal 1 65.09 0,55 3.24 58.19

Carvalhal 2 65.09 0,55 3.24 58.19

Table 7. Pump benefits with optimization of water level control and pump operation
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The pump station considered in the analysis is Pump Carvalhal 1 and 2 and the micro hydro
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The energy production in the hydro power is calculated using the hydraulic turbine selected
considering a sell rate of 0.10€/kWh for 24 hour production as shown in Table 8 as well as
the saving achieved with this energy configuration. The operating point of the turbine corre‐
sponds to a power net head of 40 m and an average flow of 6.6 l/s determined by the HPS
model based on extended period simulations of 24h.

Energy Report

Turbine Production

kWh/m3

Max. Power kW Power/day kW Saving (%)

Carvalhal 0.07 2.12 49.04 63.35

Table 8. Energy production in the hydropower solution.
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After the calculation of the pump consumption and the turbine production, the values are
inserted in the ANN model developed and compared with the results obtained with the CES
model. For the analysis of the best hybrid energy solution it takes into account that the wind
speed in the region of this case study has an average value of 5 m/s. It was considered the
wind turbine model SW Skystream 3.7 with a rated power of 1.8 kW and a market price of €
15,000 and a micro hydro turbine (or a pump as turbine – PAT) with a market price estimat‐
ed in € 2,500 with a nominal power of 3.14 kW. For a lifetime analysis of 25 years, the ANN
results show that the best hybrid solution for this case study is a grid + hydro with an NPV
of €18,966, and the CES results point out for the same solution a NPV of €18,950, with a rela‐
tive error of 0.08% and a correlation coefficient of 0.999996. Figure 16 presents the results for
all configurations calculated by ANN and CES models showing clearly the best solution.
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The negative value of NPV in Grid+Wind and Grid+Hydro+Wind is derived from initial in‐
stallation costs of the wind turbine and its small energy production. For the case study a big‐
ger wind turbine with a higher installed power capacity wasn’t chosen because the wind
speed in the case study area is very low and wind turbines that have a satisfactory energy
production for these wind speeds are extremely expensive, being inadequate to the case
study that is a small system and without many resources to be invested.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Optimization of the pumps’ schedule in the Fátima system

The feasibility of the developed HGA model in the search of the best operational strategy for
a lowest energy cost in the real Fátima system was analysed. Two algorithms were devel‐
oped and linked to the GA. The first one, a repair algorithm from an analysis done in the
unfeasible solutions generated by the GA, alters the decision variables in the attempt of
making these solutions feasible. After finishing the generations of the GA, the second algo‐
rithm acts in these solutions, making a local search in the attempt of finding optimal locals.

The efficiency of the algorithm developed HGA in the search of the solution with lowest op‐
erational cost is confirmed, whereas the convergence occurred six times faster. One of the
biggest limitations of the GA is the treatment of problems with high quantity of constraints.
The application of penalties only allows the identification of unfeasible solutions. In prob‐
lems of this kind it is probable that along the candidates’ generation, the quantity of unfeasi‐
ble candidates does not decrease, making the search of good solutions very difficult. With
the implementation of repair algorithms, the appearance of super-candidates occurs in less
time, since the alterations in the individuals are done directly in its problematic genes.

An evaluation analysis about the necessity of use genetic operators, when these algorithms
are applied directly in a large set of solutions generated randomly, also shows final good
results. To determine the best strategy among thousands of possible solutions it must also be
taken into consideration the hydraulic reliability of the system.

The HGA model presented can be implemented in any network. Furthermore, its applica‐
tion is practical and useful, being able to be used by water supply companies, making easier
the best decision aiming at the energy efficiency in pumping systems.

5.2. Prediction of hybrid energy solutions in Espite system

The current research work aims at the prediction analysis about the best energy system con‐
figuration, depending on the renewable available sources of the region, and the optimiza‐
tion of operating strategies for the water distribution systems (WDS), which have about 80%
of their costs associated to the energy consumption. Hence an integrated methodology
based on economical, technical and hydraulic performances has been developed using the
following steps: (i) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to determine the best hybrid energy
system configuration; (ii) for the ANN training process, a configuration and economical base
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simulator model (CES) is used; (iii) as well a hydraulic and power simulator model (HPS) to
describe the hydraulic behaviour; (iv) an optimization based-model to minimize pumping
costs and maximize hydraulic reliability and energy efficiency is then applied.

The objective is to capture the knowledge domain in much more efficient way than a CES,
ensuring a good reliability and best economical hybrid energy solution in the improvement
of energy efficiency and sustainability of WDS. In this case study the installation of a micro
hydro using water level controls and pump operation optimization shows the improvement
of the energy efficiency in 63.35%. In this methodology to determine the best hybrid energy
solution, the ANN has demonstrated significant reduction in time modelling, with a good a
correlation and mean relative error.
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describe the hydraulic behaviour; (iv) an optimization based-model to minimize pumping
costs and maximize hydraulic reliability and energy efficiency is then applied.

The objective is to capture the knowledge domain in much more efficient way than a CES,
ensuring a good reliability and best economical hybrid energy solution in the improvement
of energy efficiency and sustainability of WDS. In this case study the installation of a micro
hydro using water level controls and pump operation optimization shows the improvement
of the energy efficiency in 63.35%. In this methodology to determine the best hybrid energy
solution, the ANN has demonstrated significant reduction in time modelling, with a good a
correlation and mean relative error.
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1. Introduction

Water is essential to all forms of life. The development of humanity is associated to the use
of water, and nowadays, the constant availability and satisfaction of water demand is a fun‐
damental requirement in modern societies. Although water seems to be abundant on our
planet, fresh water is not an inexhaustible resource and has to be managed in a rational and
sustainable way. The demand for water is dynamic and influenced by various factors, from
geographic, climatic and socioeconomic conditions, to cultural habits. Even within the same
neighbourhood the user-specific water demand is elastic to price, condition of the water dis‐
tribution system (WDS), air temperature, precipitation, and housing composition (regarding
only residential demand in this case). On top of all these factors, demand varies during the
day and the week.

Traditionally, for WDS modelling purposes, water demand is considered as being determin‐
istic. This simplification worked relatively well in the past, since the major part of the stud‐
ies on water demands were conducted only with the objective of quantifying global demands,
both on the present and on the long-term. With the development of optimal operating sched‐
ules of supply systems, hourly water demand forecasting started to become increasingly
more important. Moreover, taking in consideration all the aforementioned factors that influ‐
ence water use, it is clear that demand is not deterministic, but stochastic. Thus, more recent‐
ly, in order to guarantee the requested water quantities with adequate pressure and quality,
the studies began to focus on instantaneous demands and their stochastic structure.
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1.1. Descriptive and Predictive Models for Water Demand

The first stochastic model for (indoor) residential water demands was proposed by Buch‐
berger and Wu [1]. According to the authors, residential water demand can be characterized
by three parameters: frequency, duration and intensity, which in turn can be described by a
Poisson rectangular pulse process (PRP). The adopted conceptual approach is relatively sim‐
ilar to basic notions of queuing theory: a busy server draws water from the system at a ran‐
dom, but constant, intensity and, during a random period of time. Residential demands
were subdivided into deterministic and stochastic servers. Deterministic servers, including
washing machines and toilets, produce pulses which are always similar. Stochastic servers,
like water taps, instead produce pulses with great variability, and their duration and intensi‐
ty are independent. The PRP process found to best describe water demand is non-homoge‐
neous, i.e., when the pulse frequency is not constant in time. Different authors used real
demand data to assess the adequacy of the non-homogeneous PRP model, achieving good
results [2]. Moreover, the PRP model was confirmed to allow the characterization of the spa‐
tial and temporal instantaneous variability of flows in a network, unlike the traditional
models that use spatial and temporal averages and neglect the instantaneous variations of
demand. One drawback to the rectangular pulse based models is the fact that the total inten‐
sity is not exactly equal to the sum of the individual intensities of overlapping pulses, due to
increased head loss caused by the increased flow [3]. This problem can however be solved
by introducing a correction factor. The daily variability of demand represents another draw‐
back to the PRP model, since it can invalidate the hypothesis that pulses arrive following a
time dependent Poisson process [2]. One possible solution to this question is to treat the
time dependent non-homogeneous process as a piecewise homogeneous process, by divid‐
ing the day into homogeneous intervals [4]. Another solution consists in using an alternative
demand model: the cluster Neyman-Scott rectangular pulse model (NSRP), proposed by Al‐
visi [5]. The model is similar to the PRP model, but the total demand and the frequency of
pulses are obtained in different ways. In the PRP model the total water demand follows a
Poisson process resulting from the sum of the single-user Poisson processes, with a single
arrival rate. In the NSRP model, a random number of individual demands (or elementary
demands) are aggregated in demand blocks. The origin of the demand blocks is given by a
Poisson process, with a certain rate between the subsequent arrivals. The temporal distance
between the origins of each of the elementary demands to the origin of the demand block,
follows an exponential distribution with a different rate. The variation of these parameters
during the day reflects the cyclic nature of demands. A good approximation of the statistical
moments for different levels of spatial and temporal aggregation was achieved; however,
the variance of demand becomes underestimated for higher levels of spatial aggregation.

The aforementioned models are mainly descriptive. More recently, Blokker and Vreeburg
[6] developed a predictive end-use model, based on statistical information about users and
end uses, which is able to forecast water demand patterns with small temporal and spatial
scales. In this model, each end-use is simulated as a rectangular pulse with specific probabil‐
ity distribution functions for the intensity, duration and frequency, and a given probability
of use over the day. End-uses are discriminated into different types (bath, bathroom tap,
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dish washer, kitchen tap, shower, outside tap, washing machine, WC). The statistical distri‐
bution for the frequency of each end-use was retrieved from survey information from the
Netherlands. The duration and intensity were determined, partly from the survey and part‐
ly from technical information on water-using appliances. From the retrieved information, a
diurnal pattern could be built for each user. Users represent a key point in the model and
are divided into groups based on household size, age, gender and occupation. Simulation
results were found to be in good agreement with measured demand data. The End-Use
model has also been combined with a network solver, obtaining good results for the travel
times, maximum flows, velocities and pressures [7].

The PRP and the End-Use model were compared against data from Milford, Ohio. The ach‐
ieved results showed that both models compare well with the measurements. The End-Use
model performs better when simulating the demand patterns of a single family residence,
while the PRP models describes more accurately the demand pattern of several aggregated
residences [8]. The main difference between the models is the number of parameters they
use: the PRP model is a relatively simple model that has only a few parameters, while the
End-Use model has a large number of parameters. However, the End-Use model is very
flexible towards the input parameters, which also have a clearer physical meaning and
hence more intuitive to calibrate. The PRP model describes the measured flows very well.
From the analytic description provided by the PRP model, a lot of mathematical deductions
can be made. Thus, one can classify the PRP model as a descriptive model with a lot of po‐
tential to provide insight into some basic elements of water use, such as peak demands
[9]and cross-correlations [10]. The End-Use model is a Monte Carlo type simulation that can
be used as a predictive model, since it produces very realistic demand patterns. The End-
Use model can be applied in scenario studies to show the result of changes in water using
appliances and human behaviour. Possible improvements to the model include the incorpo‐
ration of leakage, the consideration of demands as a function of the network pressure and
the application of the model outside the Netherlands [11]. Li [10]studied the spatial correla‐
tion of demand series that follow PRP processes. It was verified that while time averaged
demands that follow a homogeneous PRP process are uncorrelated, demands that follow a
non-homogenous PRP process are correlated, and that this correlation increases with spatial
and temporal aggregation. A similar conclusion about the correlation was achieved by
Moughton [12]from field measurements.

1.2. Uncertainty and reliability-based design of water distribution systems

The problem of WDS design consists in the definition of improvement decisions that can op‐
timize the system given certain objectives. As aforementioned, in the earliest works regard‐
ing the optimal design of water distribution systems (WDS), input parameters, like water
demand, were considered as being deterministic, often leading to under-designed networks.
A robust design, allowing a system to remain feasible under a variety of values that the un‐
certain input parameters can assume, can only be achieved through a probabilistic ap‐
proach. In a probabilistic analysis the input parameters are considered to be random
variables, i.e., the single values of the parameters are replaced with statistical information
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that illustrates the degree of uncertainty about the true value of the parameter. The out‐
comes, like nodal heads, are consequently also random variables, allowing the expression of
the networks’ reliability.

Uncertainty in demand and pressure heads was first explicitly considered by Lansey [13].
The authors developed a single-objective chance constrained minimization problem, which
was solved using the generalized reduced gradient method GRG2. The obtained results
showed that higher reliability requirements were associated to higher design costs when one
of the variables of the problem was uncertain.

Xu and Goulter [14] proposed an alternative method for assessing reliability in WDS. The
mean values of pressure heads were obtained from the deterministic solution of the network
model. The variance values were obtained using the first-order second moment method
(FOSM). The probability density function (PDF) of nodal heads defined by these mean and
variance values was used to estimate the reliability at each node. The approach proved to be
suitable for demands with small variability. Kapelan [15] developed two new methods for
the robust design of WDS: the integration method and the sampling method. The integra‐
tion method consists in replacing the stochastic target robustness constraint (minimum pres‐
sure head) with a set of deterministic constraints. For that matter it is necessary to know the
mean and standard deviation of the pressure heads. However, since pressure heads are de‐
pendent of the demands, it is not possible to obtain analytically the values for the standard
deviations. Approximations of the values of the standard deviations are obtained by assum‐
ing the superposition principle, which makes it possible to estimate the contribution of the
uncertainty in demand on the uncertainty of pressure heads. The sampling method is based
on a general stochastic optimization framework, this is, a double looped process consisting
on a sampling loop within an optimization loop. The optimization loop finds the optimal
solution, and the sampling loop propagates the uncertainty in the input variables to the out‐
put variables, thus evaluating the potential solutions.

The aforementioned optimization problems are formulated as constrained single-objective
problems, resulting in only one optimal solution (minimum cost), that provides a certain
level of reliability. More recently, these optimization problems have been replaced with
multi-objective problems. Babayan [16] formulated a multi-objective optimization problem
considering two objectives at the same time: the minimization of the design cost and the
maximization of the systems’ robustness. Nodal demands and pipe roughness coefficients
were assumed to be independent random variables following some PDF.

At this point, all the aforementioned models assume nodal demands as independent ran‐
dom variables. However, in real-life demands are most likely correlated: demands may rise
and fall due to the same causes. Kapelan [17] introduced nodal demands as correlated ran‐
dom variables into a multi-objective optimization problem. The authors verified that the op‐
timal design solution is more expensive when demands are correlated than the equivalent
solution when demands are uncorrelated. A similar conclusion was achieved by Filion [18].
These results sustain that assuming uncorrelated demands can lead to less reliable network
designs. Thus, even if increasing the complexity of optimization problems, demand correla‐
tion should always be taken into account in the design of WDS.
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The robust design of WDS has gained popularity over the last years. Researchers have been
focusing on methods and algorithms to solve the stochastic optimization problems, and
great improvements have been made in this aspect. However, the quantification of the un‐
certainty itself has not been addressed. Values for the variance and correlation of nodal de‐
mands are always assumed and no attention is being paid in properly quantifying these
parameters. The optimization problems could be significantly improved if more realistic val‐
ues for the uncertainty would be taken into account.

This work addresses the need to understand in which measure the statistical parameters de‐
pend on the number of aggregated users and on the temporal resolution in which they are
estimated. It intends to describe these dependencies through scaling laws, in order to derive
the statistical properties of the total demand of a group of users from the features (mean,
variance and correlation) of the demand process of a single-user. Being part of the first au‐
thor’s PhD research, which aims the development of descriptive and predictive models for
water demand that provide insight into peak demands, extreme events and correlations at
different spatial and temporal scales, these models will, in future stages, be incorporated in
decision models for design purpose or scenario evaluation. Through this approach, we hope
to develop more realistic and reliable WDS design and management solutions.

2. Statistical characterization of water demand

Recent studies on uncertainty in water distribution systems (WDS) refer that nodal demands
are the most significant inputs in hydraulic and water quality models [19]. The variability of
water demand affects the overall reliability of the model, the assessment of the spatial and
temporal distributions of the pressure heads, and the evaluation of water quality along the
different pipes. These uncertainties assume a different importance depending on the spatial
and temporal scales that are considered when describing the network. The degree of uncer‐
tainty becomes more relevant when finer scales are reached, i.e., when small groups of users
and instantaneous demands are considered. Thus, for a correct and realistic design and
management, as well as simulation and performance assessment of WDS it is essential to
have accurate values of water demand that take into account the variability of consumption
at different scales. For that matter, the thorough description of the statistical properties of
demand of the different groups of customers in the network, at specific temporal resolu‐
tions, is essential.

For a better understanding of this aspect, let us consider the distribution of the customers in
a network. Figure 1 shows the network of a small town where the customers can be classi‐
fied mainly as residential.
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Figure 1. Spatial variability of customers in a real distribution network, from Magini et al. [25]. The number of custom‐
ers is outlined at various locations.

The most peripheral pipe serves the inhabitants of one single building. When moving up‐
wards in the network, the number of customers increases reaching a maximum of 1258 cus‐
tomers near the tank. Obviously, as a consequence, the mean flow increases from the
peripheral building to the tank. The increase of the variance of the flow is, however, less ob‐
vious. For larger networks and more densely populated towns, the difference between the
number of customers that are close and far from the tank, and consequently, the variations
of the mean and variance of the flow is even more pronounced.

Another important aspect when modelling a network is the choice of the adequate temporal
resolution. This choice depends on the characteristics of the available measurement instru‐
ments and on the type of analysis to perform. When modelling the peripheral part of a net‐
work, characterized by a significant temporal variation of demand, it is important to adopt
fine temporal resolutions, i.e., in the order of seconds. For the estimation of peak flows in
design problems Tessendorff [20] suggests the use of different temporal resolutions on dif‐
ferent sections of the network: the author suggests the use of a 15 second time interval for
customer installation lines, two minutes for service lines, 15 minutes for distribution lines,
and 30 minutes for mains and secondary feeders. The statistical properties of water demand
are affected by the considered temporal resolution. The use of longer sampling intervals
causes an inevitable loss of information about the signals, resulting in lower estimates for
the variance [21, 22]. This aspect is particularly relevant at the peripheral pipes of the net‐
work that, as aforementioned, are characterized by large demand fluctuations. Therefore,
understanding the spatial and temporal scaling properties of water demand is essential to
build a stochastic model for water consumption.

Water demand can be described by a stochastic process in which q(i, t)represents the de‐
mand of water of the single-user iat time instantt . In order to estimate the statistical proper‐
ties of water demand, it is necessary to have a historical series of observations, extended to
sufficiently wide number of users of each type. From this data it is then possible to estimate
the mean and variance of the process.
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If the consumers are assumed to be of the same type, the properties of demand can be con‐
sidered to be homogeneous in space, this is, they are independent of the particular consum‐
er that is taken into consideration. Regarding the temporal variability, the stochastic process
can only be assumed to be stationary in time intervals during which the mean stays con‐
stant. Once the length of this time interval, T , is established, it is possible to determine the
temporal mean, µ1, and variance,σ1

2 , of the demand signal of the single-useri, as followed:

µ1 = 1
T ∫0

T q(i, t)dt (1)

σ1
2 = 1

T ∫0
T q(i, t) - µ1

2dt  (2)

For homogeneous and stationary demands, the expected values for the mean and variance,
E µ1 andE σ1

2 , obtained from N observations, provide the mean and variance of the process.

2.1. Correlation between consumers

The definition of the mean and variance for each type of consumer is not enough for a com‐
plete statistical characterization of demand. In order to obtain a realistic representation of
the demand loads at the different nodes in a network; essential for the assessment of the net‐
work performance under conditions as close as possible to the actual working conditions,
the correlation between nodal demands cannot be ignored. This correlation can be expressed
through the cross-covariance and cross-correlation coefficient functions.

The cross-covariance,covAB , and cross-correlation coefficient,ρAB , between user iof group A
and user jof groupB, during the observation periodT , are expressed, respectively, as fol‐
lowed:

covAB = 1
T ∫0

T
qA(iA, t)−µA qB( jB, t)−µB dt (3)

ρAB =
covAB

σA ⋅ σB
(4)

As known, the WDS need to guarantee minimum working conditions, this is, the minimum
pressure requirements have to be satisfied at each node even under maximum demand
loading conditions. If all the consumers in the network are of the same type, it seems reason‐
able to assume a perfect correlation between demands, and to simplify the analysis of the
network by assigning the same demand pattern to all the consumers. The synchronism of
demands is the worst scenario that can occur on a network, causing the widest pressure
fluctuations at the nodes. The assumption of a perfect correlation for design purposes results
in reliable networks, but it also requires the increase of the pipe diameters, which conse‐
quently increases the networks cost. In fact, as mentioned earlier, each consumer has his
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Figure 1. Spatial variability of customers in a real distribution network, from Magini et al. [25]. The number of custom‐
ers is outlined at various locations.
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own demand pattern based on specific needs and habits, without knowing what other con‐
sumers are doing at the same time. This means that demand signals in real networks are cor‐
related, but are not synchronous. Thus, in order to obtain the optimum design of a network,
it is essential to estimate the accurate level of correlation between the consumers. On the
other hand, to estimate accurately the spatial correlation between demands, it is necessary to
collect and analyse historical series, resulting in additional costs in the design phase. How‐
ever, these additional costs will most certainly be compensated by the achieved reduction of
the following construction costs.

2.2. The scaling laws approach in modelling water demand uncertainty

Water demand uncertainty is made of both aleatory or inherent uncertainty, due to the natu‐
ral and unpredictable variability of demand in space and time, and epistemic or internal un‐
certainty, due to a lack of knowledge about it. Hutton [23] distinguishes epistemic
uncertainty in two types. The first type concerns the nature of the demand patterns, and the
lack of knowledge about this variability when modelling WDS both in time and space. This
uncertainty is defined as ‘two-dimensional’ uncertainty since it is composed by both aleato‐
ry and epistemic uncertainty. It can be reduced with extended and expensive spatial and
temporal data collection or through the employment of descriptive and predictive water de‐
mand models. The second type of epistemic uncertainty takes the spatial allocation of water
demand into account when modelling WDS [24].

Dealing with the ’two-dimensional’ uncertainty when modelling WDS, requires not only a
complete statistical characterization of demand variability, but also the determination of the
correlation among the different users and groups of users. The natural variability of demand
can be expressed using probability density functions (PDF). A PDF is characterized by its
shape (e.g. normal, exponential, gamma, among others) and by specific parameters like the
population mean and variance. Thus, in order to represent uncertain water demand using a
PDF, it is necessary to identify and estimate the values of these parameters. The considera‐
tion of different spatial and temporal aggregation levels induces changes in the PDF param‐
eters, often leading to a reduction of the uncertainty. The auto-correlation and cross-
correlation that characterize the water demand signals affect the extent to which the PDF
parameters vary, and can introduce an additional sensitivity to the specific period of obser‐
vation in question.

In order to understand the effects of spatial aggregation and sampling intervals on the statis‐
tical properties of demand, it is possible to develop analytical expressions for the moments
(mean, variance, cross-covariance and cross-correlation coefficient) of demand time series, at
a fixed time sampling frequency∆ t , of naggregated users as a function of the moments of
the single-user series sampled in the observation period T. These expressions are referred to
as “Scaling Laws”, and can be expressed as:

E m∆t ,T (n) = E m∆t ,T ⋅n α ⋅ f (∆ t , T ) (5)
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WhereE m∆t ,T (n)  is the expected value of the moment mfor nusers for the time intervalT ;
E m∆t ,T  is the expected value of the moment mfor the single-user for the same time interval;
αis the exponent of the scaling law; and f (∆ t , T )is a function that expresses the influence of
both sampling rate and observation period.

The development of the scaling laws is based on the assumption that the demand can be de‐
scribed by a homogeneous and stationary process, which implies that the naggregated users
are of the same type (residential, commercial, industrial, etc.), and that the statistical proper‐
ties of demand, mean and variance, can be assumed constant in time. The scaling laws for
the mean, variance, and lag1 covariance were derived by Magini [25]. The expected value of
the total mean demand q(n, t)can be expressed as followed:

E µ∆t ,T (n) = E 1
T ∫0

T ∑
j=1

n
q( j, τ)dτ = 1

T ∫0
T ∑

j=1

n
E q( j, τ) dτ =n ⋅ E µ1 (6)

Where E µ1  is the expected demand value for the single user or ‘unit mean’. This expres‐
sion shows that the mean demand increases linearly with the number of users according to a
factor of proportionality equal to the expected value of the single user and is independent of
the sampling rate and observation period.

In order to estimate the expected value of the demand variance it is necessary to consider
the covariance function cov(s, τ)of the single-user demand at the spatial and temporal lags,
s = j1 - j2andτ =τ1 - τ2, respectively. The following expression is obtained (see [26] for the
mathematical passages):

E σΔt ,T
2 (n) =

1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T
∑
i1=1

n
∑
i2=1

n
covΔt(s,0)−covΔt(s, τ) dτ1dτ2

= ∑
i1=1

n
∑
i2=1

n
covΔt(s,0)−

1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T

covΔt(s, τ)dτ1dτ2

(7)

Where cov∆t(s, 0) is the covariance function at lags =0, and cov∆t(s, τ) is the space-time cova‐
riance function. This expression shows that the expected value for the sample variance of
the n-users process depends on the correlation structure of the single-user demands. The

term 1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T cov∆t(s, τ)dτ1dτ2 decreases as the period of observation T increases, becoming

negligible whenT > >θ, being θ a parameter, connected to the cross-correlation of the de‐
mands and similar to the scale of fluctuation for the auto-correlation of a single signal.

The term cov∆t(s, 0) is independent from τ1 andτ2, and assumes the following values:

covΔt(s,0)= {covΔt(s) j1 ≠ j2
σ1,Δt

2 j1 = j2
(8)
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Where cov∆t(s) is the spatial cross-covariance between different single-user demands, and

σ1,∆t
2  the variance of the single user. For large values ofT , equation (7) can be simplified into:

E σΔt ,T
2 (n) = ∑

j1=1

n
∑
j2=1

n
covΔt(s,0)= ∑

j1=1

n
∑
j2= j1

covΔt(s,0) + ∑
j1=1

n
∑
j2≠ j1

covΔt(s,0)

=n ⋅σ1,Δt
2 + n ⋅ (n −1)⋅covΔt(s)

(9)

This equation represents the scaling law for the variance, neglecting the bias that can be
caused when using small the demand series (short observation periods).

Introducing the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient given byρ =
cov xy

σxσy
, and considering ρΔt

as the cross-correlation coefficient between each couple of single-user demands, the spatial
covariance can be expressed ascovΔt =ρΔTσ1,Δt

2 , and Equation (9) becomes:

E σ∆t
2 (n) =n 2 ⋅ρ∆t ⋅σ1,∆t

2 + n ⋅ 1 - ρ∆t ⋅σ1,∆t
2 (10)

If demands are perfectly correlated in space then ρ∆t  is equal to one, and equation (10) is
simplified into:

E σ∆t
2 (n) =n 2 ⋅σ1,∆t

2 (11)

If demands are uncorrelated in space then ρΔtis equal to zero, and equation (9) is simplified
into:

E σ∆t
2 (n) =n ⋅σ1,∆t

2 (12)

Since the cross-correlation coefficient can assume values between 0 and1, equations (10) and
(11) represent the maximum and minimum expected values for the variance. Equation (9)
can be simplified into a more generic form given by:

E σ∆t
2 (n) =n α ⋅σ1,∆t

2 (13)

Where1≤α ≤2.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the variance in the consumption signal of a group of users
n, homogeneous in type, is proportional to the mean variance of the single-user according to
an exponent, which varies between 1 and 2. The value of the scaling exponent depends on
the structure of the spatial correlation, i.e., the correlation that exists between the different
consumptions during the observation period: if demands are uncorrelated in space, the scal‐
ing law is linear, if demands are perfectly correlated in space, the scaling law is quadratic.
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The variance function, γ(Δt), measures the reduction of the variance of the instantaneous
signal when the sampling interval Δtincreases [27], as followed:

σ1,∆t
2 =σ1

2 ⋅γ(Δt) (14)

Where σ1
2 is the variance of the instantaneous signal for the single user. Introducing the var‐

iance function in equation (13), the following is obtained:

E σ∆t
2 (n) =n α ⋅σ1

2 ⋅φ(∆ t) (15)

Similarly, the expected value of the cross-covariance is given by:

E covAB,Δt(na, nb) = 1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T
∑
i=1

na

∑
j=1

nb

covAB,Δt(s,0)−covAB,Δt(s, τ) dτ1dτ2

=∑
i=1

n
∑
j=1

n
covAB,Δt(s,0)−

1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T

covAB,Δt(s, τ)dτ1dτ2

(16)

Neglecting the term 1
T 2 ∫0

T ∫0
T cov AB,∆t(s, τ)dτ1dτ2, the expected value of the cross-covariance

between the demands of na aggregated users of group A and nb aggregated users of group B

is given by:

E cov AB,∆t(na, nb) =na ⋅nb ⋅ E ρab,∆t ⋅ E σa,∆t ⋅ E σb,∆t (17)

Where, E ρab,∆t  is the expected Pearson cross-correlation coefficient between the single-user

demands of the two groups; and σa,∆t  and σb,∆tare the standard deviations of the single-user

demands of groups AandB, respectively, at the sampling rate∆ t . The expected value of the
cross-covariance increases according to the product between the number of users of each
group. In the particular case in which both groups have the same statistical properties, i.e.,
they belong to the same process, and assuming thatna =nb, the scaling law of the cross-cova‐

riance becomes quadratic.

As a consequence, the expected value of the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient between
the demands of na aggregated users of group A and nb aggregated users of group B, is given

by:

E ρAB,∆t(na, nb) =
E Cov AB ,∆t (na, nb)

E σA,∆t (na) ⋅ E σB ,∆t (nb)
=

na ⋅ nb ⋅ E ρab,∆t

na(1 + E ρa,∆t ⋅ na - 1 ) ⋅ nb(1 + E ρb,∆t ⋅ nb - 1 )  (18)
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This equation shows that this coefficient depends separately on the spatial aggregation lev‐
els of each group, na and nb, and not only on their product as happens for the cross-cova‐
riance. If na = nb = n equation [18] becomes:

E ρAB,∆t(n) =
n ⋅ E ρab,∆t

1 + (n - 1) ⋅ E ρa,∆t 1 + (n - 1) ⋅ E ρb,∆t

(19)

From equation (19) it is possible to observe that the expected value E ρAB,∆t(na, nb) increases
with the number of users, naandnb, reaching the following limit value:

E ρAB,Δt(na, nb) = lim
na→∞

nb→∞

E ρAB,Δt(na, nb) =
E ρab,Δt

(E ρa,Δt ⋅ E ρb,Δt ) (20)

Since by definitionE ρab,Δt ≤1, the maximum value that the expected value of the cross-cor‐
relation coefficient between the single-user demands of group Aand Bcan assume is:

E ρAB,∆t max = (E ρa,∆t ⋅ E ρb,∆t ) (21)

From equation (21) it is also possible to observe that the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient
between the na aggregated users of group Aand the nb aggregated users of group Bdepends
on both the cross-correlations inside each group and the cross-correlation between the
groups. Therefore, it seems interesting to investigate the way in which these two aspects,
one at a time, affect the expected value of the cross-correlation when the number of aggre‐
gated users increases and for a fixed sampling rate∆ t . In order to do so let us first consider a
fixed value of ρab and varying values of ρa andρb. Figure 2 shows the graphical results for
ρab =0.1 and different pairs of ρa andρb.

As expected, all the curves have a common starting point, since ρab is fixed. According to
equation (19) a gradual flattening of the curves and a reduction of the shape ratio ρAB,lim /ρab

can be noticed when the product ρa ⋅ρb increases. Let us now consider a different case in
which ρa and ρb are fixed and ρabvaries. The results are shown graphically in figure 3. The
curves have now different starting points and equal shape ratiosρAB,lim /ρab. Increasing ρab

produces only an upward shift of the curves, extending their transient.
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Figure 2. Scaling laws ofE ρAB(n) , for different values ofρa ⋅ρb.

Figure 3. Scaling laws ofE ρAB(n) , for different values ofρab.

In the particular case in which both groups of users have the same statistical properties, i.e.,
they belong to the same process, and assumingna =nb =n, the scaling law for the cross-corre‐
lation coefficient, considering no differences in the sampling time intervals, is:

E ρAB,∆t(n) =
n ⋅ E ρ∆t

1 + (n - 1) ⋅ E ρ∆t

(22)

From equation (22) it is clear that the cross-correlation coefficientincreases with the number
of aggregated users, tending to one. This limit value is reached as sooner as the cross-corre‐
lation coefficient, E ρ∆t , between the single-user demands is higher.
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3. Validation of the Analytical expressions

3.1. Synthetically generated signals: scaling laws for the mean and the variance

In order to confirm the analytical development reported in the previous paragraph, the scal‐
ing laws were derived for groups of synthetically and simultaneously generated consump‐
tion signals. At this aim the Multivariate Streamflow model [28], with a normal probability
distribution, was used. Each group was assumed to contain 300 consumption signals with
3600 realizations each, distinguished by different values of the cross-correlation coefficient
between them. The correctness of the procedure used to generate each demand series was
tested by checking that the mean, the variance and the cross-correlation coefficient of the
generated signals were equal to the input parameters of the model. Only little differences
were observed (Table 1), which are explained due to the fact that the generated demand ser‐
ies are realizations of a stochastic process and, consequently, their moments necessarily dif‐
fer from the theoretical ones.

Once the single consumption signals of each group were generated, they were aggregated
randomly selecting one at a time, until a maximum of 100 aggregated consumption signals
was reached. The first and second order moments, mean and variance, were calculated for
each aggregation level. In order to obtain a result as general as possible, the same procedure
has been repeated 50 times, aggregating each time different users [25]. The obtained results
are summarized in Table 1 and 2, with reference to equation 5.

Cross-correlation

coefficient

E[mT] α

Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental

0 0.70 0.7003 1.00 0.9996

0.001 0.70 0.7017 1.00 0.9993

0.010 0.70 0.6971 1.00 1.0001

0.025 0.70 0.7020 1.00 0.9989

0.050 0.70 0.7096 1.00 1.0004

0.10 0.70 0.7063 1.00 1.0009

0.20 0.70 0.7086 1.00 0.9994

0.30 0.70 0.7032 1.00 1.0008

0.40 0.70 0.6923 1.00 1.0003

0.50 0.70 0.6942 1.00 0.9985

0.60 0.70 0.6857 1.00 1.0002

0.70 0.70 0.6874 1.00 1.0011

0.80 0.70 0.6852 1.00 0.9998

0.90 0.70 0.6789 1.00 1.0009

0.99 0.70 0.7050 1.00 0.9997

Table 1. Theoretical and experimental values of the scaling law for the first order moment for different values of the
cross-correlation.
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Cross-correlation

coefficient
E[mT] α

0 3.9808 1.0004

0.001 3.5205 1.0541

0.010 1.9864 1.3079

0.025 1.4498 1.4984

0.050 1.2702 1.6403

0.10 1.2940 1.7686

0.20 1.5621 1.8675

0.30 1.8879 1.9139

0.40 2.1713 1.9379

0.50 2.4485 1.9570

0.60 2.7685 1.9692

0.70 3.0803 1.9804

0.80 3.4051 1.9888

0.90 3.6567 1.9945

0.99 3.9960 1.9985

Table 2. Experimental values of the scaling law for the second order moment for different values of the cross-
correlation.

Results confirm the linear scaling for the first order moment and show that the variance in‐
creases with the spatial aggregation level according to an exponent that varies between 1
and 2. In theory, for spatially uncorrelated demands the scaling laws is linear and for per‐
fectly correlated demands the scaling law is quadratic.

3.2. Synthetically generated signals: scaling laws for the cross-covariance

In this case pairs of aggregated consumption series, A and B, were obtained by randomly
selecting among pairs of the previously generated groups of signals. Different values of the
productna ⋅nb, where na is the number of signals in group A and nb the same number in
group B, were considered, up to the maximum valuena ⋅nb =500. Each aggregation process
was characterized by the cross-correlation value between the single signals in the same
group and the cross-correlation value between the single signals of the two native groups.
The cross-covariance was computed for the different aggregation levels and the scaling law
were derived for each process. The results are summarized in Table 3 with reference to
equation 17, considering Coeff = E ρab,ΔT ⋅ E σa,ΔT ⋅ E σb,ΔT and α as the exponent of the
product na ⋅nb.
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Results confirm the linear scaling for the first order moment and show that the variance in‐
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and 2. In theory, for spatially uncorrelated demands the scaling laws is linear and for per‐
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In this case pairs of aggregated consumption series, A and B, were obtained by randomly
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productna ⋅nb, where na is the number of signals in group A and nb the same number in
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Cross-correlation coefficient Coeff α

ρa ρb ρab theoretical experimental theoretical experimental

0.10 0.10 0.10 0.3754 0.3747 1.00 0.9998

0.20 0.10 0.10 0.3880 0.3907 1.00 0.9982

0.40 0.10 0.10 0.3676 0.3624 1.00 1.0020

0.40 0.20 0.10 0.3463 0.3440 1.00 1.0003

0.80 0.60 0.10 0.3939 0.3908 1.00 1.0009

0.50 0.50 0.10 0.3545 0.3541 1.00 0.9993

0.50 0.50 0.20 0.7449 0.7401 1.00 1.0007

0.50 0.50 0.30 1.0999 1.0923 1.00 1.0004

0.50 0.50 0.40 1.4643 1.4605 1.00 0.9999

0.50 0.50 0.50 1.8408 1.8504 1.00 0.9986

Table 3. Theoretical and experimental values of the scaling law for the cross-covariance for different values of the
cross-correlation coefficients in, ρa and ρb, and between A,B, ρab.

Results confirm that α is always equal to one. However, in this case the scaling does not con‐

sider the number of aggregated users, but their product, and thus the law is not linear but

quadratic. A similar approach was also applied in the particular case in whichρa =ρb =ρab,

andσa =σb, that is, when all the consumptions are homogeneous, and withna =nb.

Cross-correlation Coeff α

coefficient theoretical experimental theoretical experimental

0.10 0.40 0.4000 2.00 1.9998

0.20 0.80 0.7914 2.00 1.9997

0.30 1.20 1.2160 2.00 2.0008

0.40 1.60 1.6009 2.00 1.9985

0.50 2.00 2.0059 2.00 1.9992

0.60 2.40 2.3955 2.00 2.0003

0.70 2.80 2.7934 2.00 2.0000

0.80 3.20 3.2043 2.00 1.9999

0.90 3.60 3.6057 2.00 1.9999

0.99 3.96 3.9408 2.00 2.0003

Table 4. Theoretical and experimental values of the scaling law for the cross-covariance between homogeneous
groups of consumptions and different values of the cross-correlation coefficient.
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Equation 17 then becomes E cov AB,T (na, nb) =n 2 ⋅ E ρab,∆t ⋅ E σ∆t
2 .The results for different

values of the cross-correlation coefficient are described in Table 4. They confirm the theoreti‐
cal quadratic scaling for cross-covariance.

3.3. Real consumption data: scaling laws for the mean and the variance

The parameters of the scaling laws were also derived for a set of real demand data. The in‐
door water uses demand series of 82 single-family homes, with a total of 177 inhabitants, in
a building belonging to the IIACP (Italian Association of Council Houses) in the town of
Latina were considered [29, 30]. The apartments are inhabited by single-income families, be‐
longing to the same low socioeconomic class.The daily demand series of four different days
(4 consecutive Mondays) of the 82 users were considered [25]. For each user the different
days of consumptions can be considered different realizations of the same stochastic proc‐
ess. In this way the number of customers was artificially extended to about 300, preserving
at the same time the homogeneity of the sample. The temporal resolution of each time series
is 1 second.

Time
E [μ1] E [σ2 1] αvar

(L/min) (L /min)2 -

6-7 0.468 1.994 1.2288

7-8 1.066 6.678 1.114

8-9 0.988 7.401 1.0435

9-10 0.891 6.205 1.0756

10-11 0.735 4.336 1.113

11-12 0.791 4.782 1.089

12-13 0.68 4.452 1.092

13-14 0.807 5.322 1.065

14-15 0.827 5.338 1.0688

15-16 0.704 3.857 1.1311

16-17 0.512 2.266 1.1739

17-18 0.634 3.112 1.1666

18-19 0.667 3.594 1.1412

19-20 0.707 5.445 1.0384

20-21 0.68 3.702 1.1253

21-22 0.635 3.412 1.099

22-23 0.397 1.958 1.0771

mean 0.717 4.344 1.1084

confidence limits 95% 0.082 0.759 0.024

Table 5. Estimated parameters of the scaling laws for the experimental data set of Latina (see [25]).
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The series were divided into time periods of 1 hour to guarantee the stationarity of the proc‐
ess. In Table 5 the estimated values of the expected values of the mean and the variance of
the unit user and the exponent α for the scaling law of the variance are reported. The same
exponents for the mean were always trivially equal to 1. In these results the first six hours
of the day and the last one were excluded because, during the night hours consumptions
are very small and therefore their statistics have a poor significance. It was observed that
the mean scales linearly with the number of customers. Differently, the variance shows a
slight non-linearity with the number of users. It must be underlined that the average dai‐
ly value of the exponent α is 1.1, showing that there is a very weak correlation between
the considered users.

3.4. Real consumption data: scaling laws for the cross-covariance andcross-correlation
coefficient

Considering the consumption signals belonging to homogeneous users, equation 23 is valid
and a quadratic scaling law for the cross-covariance should be expected. This behaviour was
confirmed by the measured data for all the time intervals considered. In Figure 4 the scaling
law of the consumption signals between 11:00 and 12:00 am is graphically reported.

Figure 4. Scaling law for the cross-covariance between 11:00 and 12:00am.

The obtained cross-correlation coefficient between the single user signals was low, being al‐
ways less than 0.05, but increased noticeably when the number of aggregated users in‐
creased, as expected according to equation 22. For groups of 150 aggregated users the cross-
correlation coefficient reached the values shown in Table 6. These results enhance the
importance of evaluating the cross-correlation degree at different levels of spatial aggrega‐
tion. Even if the cross-correlation between single-user demand signals is relatively low and
less likely to significantly affect the performance of a network, it can largely increase with
the spatial aggregation of users, becoming not negligible at those larger scales.
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Time ρ150users Time ρ150users

0-1 0.56 13-14 0.49

1-2 0.6 14-15 0.5

3-4 0.5 15-16 0.42

4-5 0.58 16-17 0.49

5-6 0.36 17-18 0.5

6-7 0.48 18-19 0.39

7-8 0.71 19-20 0.51

8-9 0.61 20-21 0.52

9-10 0.39 21-22 0.39

10-11 0.46 22-23 0.47

11-12 0.57 23-24 0.61

12-13 0.48 - -

Table 6. Estimated values of the mean cross-correlation coefficients between groups of 150 aggregated user from the
experimental data set of Latina.

4. Stochastic simulation of a network

To illustrate the effect of the uncertainty of water demands on the performance of a net‐
work, particularly, the effect of the level of correlation between consumptions on the out‐
come pressure heads, a simple network simulation was performed. The water distribution
network of Hanoi (Fujiwara and Khang, 1990) was considered for this matter (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Water distribution network of Hanoi [31].
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coefficient

Considering the consumption signals belonging to homogeneous users, equation 23 is valid
and a quadratic scaling law for the cross-covariance should be expected. This behaviour was
confirmed by the measured data for all the time intervals considered. In Figure 4 the scaling
law of the consumption signals between 11:00 and 12:00 am is graphically reported.

Figure 4. Scaling law for the cross-covariance between 11:00 and 12:00am.

The obtained cross-correlation coefficient between the single user signals was low, being al‐
ways less than 0.05, but increased noticeably when the number of aggregated users in‐
creased, as expected according to equation 22. For groups of 150 aggregated users the cross-
correlation coefficient reached the values shown in Table 6. These results enhance the
importance of evaluating the cross-correlation degree at different levels of spatial aggrega‐
tion. Even if the cross-correlation between single-user demand signals is relatively low and
less likely to significantly affect the performance of a network, it can largely increase with
the spatial aggregation of users, becoming not negligible at those larger scales.
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Time ρ150users Time ρ150users

0-1 0.56 13-14 0.49

1-2 0.6 14-15 0.5

3-4 0.5 15-16 0.42

4-5 0.58 16-17 0.49

5-6 0.36 17-18 0.5

6-7 0.48 18-19 0.39

7-8 0.71 19-20 0.51

8-9 0.61 20-21 0.52

9-10 0.39 21-22 0.39

10-11 0.46 22-23 0.47

11-12 0.57 23-24 0.61

12-13 0.48 - -

Table 6. Estimated values of the mean cross-correlation coefficients between groups of 150 aggregated user from the
experimental data set of Latina.

4. Stochastic simulation of a network

To illustrate the effect of the uncertainty of water demands on the performance of a net‐
work, particularly, the effect of the level of correlation between consumptions on the out‐
come pressure heads, a simple network simulation was performed. The water distribution
network of Hanoi (Fujiwara and Khang, 1990) was considered for this matter (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Water distribution network of Hanoi [31].
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The data for the Hanoi network were taken from the literature (Fujiwara and Khang, 1990),
and the pipe diameters were assumed to be the ones obtained by Cunha and Sousa (2001).
The demand data from the literature was used to estimate the number of users at each node,
assuming a single-user mean demand of 0.002 l/s. All the users in the network were as‐
sumed to be residential and having the same characteristics. The standard deviation of de‐
mand was assumed to be 0.06 l/s. The Multivariate Streamflow model [28] was used to
generate synthetic stochastic demands with different levels of cross-correlation between the
single-users. The nodal demands were then introduced in the network and the performance
of the network was simulated using EPANET [32]. For each considered degree of cross-cor‐
relation between demands, 100 simulations were performed, resulting in series of pressure
heads for each node and for each correlation level.

The first aspect that emerges from the simulations, is that the number of nodes that fail, i.e.,
which do not satisfy the minimum pressure requirements, increase when the cross-correla‐
tion degree increases. Higher correlations imply more synchronous consumptions, leading
to pressure failures. Figure 6 illustrates this result.

Figure 6. Total number of nodes that do not satisfy minimum pressure requirements in 100 simulations.

Observing Figure 6 it is clear that the cross-correlation between demands significantly af‐
fects the outcome pressure heads. The number of nodes that do not satisfy the minimum
pressure requirements in the network increase from 194 nodes (total nodes in the network
that fail in 100 simulations) when the cross-correlation between demands is equal to 0.001,
to a total of 543 nodes when the cross-correlation between demands is 0.999. In other words,
the probability of failure increases from 6.3% to 17.5% between the minimum and maximum
levels of cross-correlation that were considered.
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Another aspect that emerges from the simulations is the increase of standard deviation of
the pressure heads at each node of the network, which is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Standard deviation of the pressure heads vs the cross-correlation coefficient between the demands.

The standard deviation of the pressure head verified at each node increases when the cross-
correlation between demands increases. The average standard deviation of the pressure
heads along the network when the cross-correlation between demands is equal to 0.01 is
1.35m, while the average standard deviation of the pressure heads when the cross-correla‐
tion is 0.99, is 5.75m. This means that the cross-correlation increases from 0.01 to 0.99 the
standard deviation of the pressure heads increases more than 4 times.

The obtained results clearly show that the level of cross-correlation between demands signif‐
icantly affects the performance of a network and should, therefore, not be ignored when de‐
signing and managing WDS.

5. Conclusions

Understanding and modelling the stochastic nature of water demand represents a challeng‐
ing field for researchers. Stochastic modelling faces difficulties like scarce availability of data
for calibration purposes, high computational efforts associated to simulations, and the com‐
plexity of the problem itself. Moreover, the statistical properties of water demand change
with the spatial and temporal scales that are used, which makes it even more difficult to ac‐
curately model the stochastic structure of demand. The proposed scaling laws represent a
step forward in understanding the relation between the parameters that describe probabilis‐
tic demands and the spatial and temporal scales in which demands are measured and in
which they should be modelled for WDS design or management purposes. The use of scal‐
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Understanding and modelling the stochastic nature of water demand represents a challeng‐
ing field for researchers. Stochastic modelling faces difficulties like scarce availability of data
for calibration purposes, high computational efforts associated to simulations, and the com‐
plexity of the problem itself. Moreover, the statistical properties of water demand change
with the spatial and temporal scales that are used, which makes it even more difficult to ac‐
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which they should be modelled for WDS design or management purposes. The use of scal‐
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ing laws allow a more accurate quantification of the statistical parameters, like variance and
correlation, based on the real demand patterns, number of users at each node and the sam‐
pling time that is used. The scaling laws also allow to easily change the scale of the problem,
since the statistical parameters and levels of uncertainty can be derived for any desired time
or spatial scale.

The scaling laws were derived analytically and validated using synthetically generated sto‐
chastic demands and real demand data from Latina, Italy. A good agreement was found be‐
tween the theoretical expressions, the synthetic demand data and the real demand data.
Results show that the mean increases linearly with the number of aggregated users. The var‐
iance increases with spatial aggregation according to an exponent that varies between 1 and
2. In theory, for spatially uncorrelated demands the scaling laws is linear and for perfectly
correlated demands the scaling law is quadratic. This aspect is clearly verified by the syn‐
thetic data. The scaling law for the covariance between 2 groups of users increases according
to the product between the numbers of users in each group. The cross-correlation coefficient
depends separately on the number of users in each group, and increases towards a limit val‐
ue. Even for small values of cross-correlation between single-user demands, this parameter
cannot be ignored since it significantly increases with the aggregation of consumers.

The performed network simulation considering stochastic demands with different pre-de‐
fined levels of correlation show a clear influence of the degree of correlation on the outcome
pressure heads: higher levels of correlation lead to larger fluctuations of the pressure heads
and to more frequent pressure failures. At this point, the stochastic correlated demands
were only used for simulation purposes. However, in future work a similar approach, can
be used for design and management purposes. The consideration of correlated stochastic de‐
mands will result in more realistic and reliable water distribution networks.
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Chapter 6

Error in Water Meter Measuring Due to Shorter Flow
and Consumption Shorter Than the Time the Meter
was Calibrated

Dr. Lajos Hovany

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51046

1. Introduction

In line with the Measurement Protocol for Water Meters in the Republic of Serbia, a water
meter is declared unreliable for water volume measuring at flow rates lower than Qmin [1-3].
For a 20 mm rated diameter water meter, used in the households of this country, the mini‐
mum flow is about Qmin=0.016-0.060 m3/hour. Therefore, water volume is measured unrelia‐
bly due to leakage at the tap, with a flow of 0.003-0.007 m3/h (drop by drop) and 0.010-0.016
m3/h (jet), at the bathroom tap at 0.010-0.014 m3/h (in a very thin jet), and at the toilet tank at
0.004-0.025 m3/h. As a solution to this problem, the installation of impulse valve, unmeas‐
ured-flow reducer, known as UFR, at the water meter is recommended since 2007.

UFR operates based on the difference between the upstream and downstream pressure of
0,4 bar at the valve. For pressure lower than the declared, the UFR closes flow through the
water meter, since the spring force is stronger than the force generated by the difference in
upstream and downstream pressure. Due to water losses through pipeline leakage, the dif‐
ference in pressure exceeds the limit value, hence the UFR opens, providing flow at a rate of
at least Qmin which is then registered by the water meter. UFR manufactured by A.R.I. from
Jerusalem is used for adjusting water volume measuring at flow rates lower than 0.026 m3/h.

The papers published so far refer to measurements obtained on individual water meters and
on segments of pipelines.

Operation of 33 water meters with UFR was tested in a calibration laboratory in Udine (Ita‐
ly) [5]. The water meters had a rated diameter of 20 mm, class C, Qmin=0.025 m3/h, each 1 to 7

© 2013 Hovany; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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years old. In joint operation of water meters with URF a higher water volume was meas‐
ured: it was 94% in cases of stagnating water meter propellers, 31.8% for flow rates at the
commencement of the propeller rotation (further designated as Qa) and 14.4% for Qmin. The
valve’s most significant contribution was defined for flow at water meter propeller still‐
stand. Due to the characteristics of water meters installed in the Republic of Serbia, a similar
research is necessary for water meters with 0.025 m3/h<Qmin<0.060 m3/h.

Figure 1. Structure of the UFR- manufactured by A.R.I. from Jerusalem (Israel) [4] 1 - flow direction, 2 - UFR plug, 3 -
UFR spring.

Tests were made on parts of the water distribution pipeline in Jerusalem, Larnaca (Cyprus),
on Malta, in Kingston (Tennessee, USA) and in Palermo (Italy). Each testing has been carried
out with two water balancing: one with and another without UFR in operation. By compar‐
ing the results of the balancing obtained for the mentioned statuses, the contribution of UFR
to measuring water volume by water meter was determined.

Testing was also implemented in Jerusalem from March 2005 in a duration of 14 months (8
months without UFR and 6 months with UFR) on two systems, where the first comprised
120 and the second 360 water meters [4, 6]. The used class B water meters were with the fol‐
lowing characteristics: Qa=0.012 m3/h, Qmin=0.050 m3/h and nominal flow Qn=2.5 m3/h. With
the usage of UFR, the measured water volume was higher for 16.0-6.1=9.9% (on the system
with 120 water meters) and for 26.0-18.8=7.2% (on the system with 360 water meters).

From October through December 2006, a water supply system with 280, class B and C water
meters, age over 1-15 years was tested in Larnaca with weekly balancing [6]. The water vol‐
ume measured with UFR was higher for 19.58-9.66=9.92%.

Three tests were made on a system with 26 households on Malta [7-8]. The class D water
meters with rated flow of 1 m3/h were 5 years old in average. The time interval for water
balancing was one week. The quantity of water measured by UFR on water meters was
more for 26.7-21.2=5.5%, 28-22.2=5.8% and 18.1-12.1=6% than without the use of this valve.

UFRs were installed in a part of a supply network with 35 water meters in Kingston from
June 6 to 10, 2008 [9]. The water meters (aged about 4 years) were calibrated prior to the
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measuring. During the operation with URF a higher water consumption was measured:
10.4% for July 2008, 9.5% for August 2008, 4.9% for September 2008, 11.9% for October 2008,
7.6% for November 2008, 8.9% for December 2008, 3.9% for January 2009, 8.4% for February
2009 and 11.6% for March 2009.

Two balancing were made on a part of the supply network with 52 water meters in Palermo:
from October 24 through November 14, 2008 without UFR and from December 12, 2008
through January 9, 2009 with UFR [10]. The water meters with 15 mm rated diameter were
either 11 years old (33, class C) or older (17 of class B and 2 of class A). During the operation
with UFR, the measured volume of consumed water was higher for 28.06-18.91=9.15%.

The use of UFR facilitates the measuring of water consumption at flow rates lower than Qmin.

By fulfilling the condition, that the flow of supply network water losses is below 0.026 m3/h
and that water consumption exceeds Qmin, a water supply network for a single household
was set up in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the faculty of Civil Engineering in Subotica. The
aim of the test was to confirm the contribution of UFR in measuring water volume by water
meter with 20 mm rated diameter and flow of 0.026 m3/h<Qmin<0.060 m3/h.

ARI from Jerusalem manufactures UFR with 20 mm rated diameter in three types, designed
T10, T20 and T30. Thus, conclusions of testing with valve type T30 could also be controlled
by valve types T10 and T20.

Class Water Discharged Permitted Time between

 discharge water error two

  volume limit readings

 m3/h litres ±% ± litres minutes

A Qmin=0.06 10 5 0.5 10

 Qt=0.15 25 2 0.5 10

 Qn=1.5 100 2 2 4

B Qmin=0.03 5 5 0.25 10

 Qt=0.12 25 2 0.5 12.5

 Qn=1.5 100 2 2 4

A Qmin=0.1 20 5 1 12

 Qt=0.25 30 2 0.6 7.2

 Qn=2.5 100 2 2 2.4

B Qmin=0.05 20 5 1 24

 Qt=0.2 25 2 0.5 7.5

 Qn=2.5 100 2 2 2.4

Table 1. Water volume and calibrated time of water meter of 20 mm rated diameter in the function of typical flows
and water meter class.
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In line with the Measurement Protocol for Water Meters in the Republic of Serbia, a water
meter for water consumption in households is qualified for operation with error below the
permitted values, i.e. from ±5% (for Qmin) and ±2% (for Qn and Qt) from the actual water vol‐
ume [11]. During calibration, water meter operation errors are checked for the foreseen wa‐
ter volumes.

Through this water volume and discharge, the time for which the meter is calibrated was
calculated.

To eliminate the effects of opening and closing the flow switch to measuring errors during
calibration, the standard in force in the Republic of Serbia stipulates the following: „The un‐
certainty introduced into the volume may be considered negligible if the times of motion of
the flow switch in each direction are identical within 5% and if this time is less than 1/50 of
the total time of the test” [12]. The same recommendations are given by other standards as
well [13-14]. Based on that, the following is recommended: „Should there be doubts about
whether the operation time of the valve affects the results of the tests, it is recommended
that the tests should be made longer, and never under 60 seconds” [15]. That is to say, for
neglecting the impact of flow switch manipulation on the water meter’s measuring errors
the standards offer a solution during the calibration of water meter only.

Water consumption in a single household is implemented by the use of taps, washing ma‐
chine, dishwasher-machine and shower in the bathroom, likewise the flushing cistern of the
toilet and the like. Each consumption is characterised by the opening and closing of flow
switch and the duration of water discharge from the pipeline in order to satisfy needs. The
duration of consumption in households is shorter than 1 minute in 95% of consumption cas‐
es [16]. The error in measuring consumption by water meter, due to manipulating the flow
switch, practically manifests as an error due to the duration of consumption shorter than the
time the meter was calibrated for [17].

Owing to this fact, the primary aim of this paper is to define measuring errors of consump‐
tion shorter than 10 (for Qmin), 12.5 (for Qt) and 4 minutes (for Qn) of class B water meter with
20 mm rated diameter and flow of Qn=1.5 m3/h, installed in the water supply pipeline of a
single household.

Water meter operation error depends on water meter reading accuracy [18]. The further aim
of this paper is to define water consumption measuring error in households shorter than the
time the meter was calibrated for, in the function of water meter reading accuracy.

2. The description of the test rig and the tested statuses

In 2010 and 2011, a test rig was set up in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Subotica with two-outlets and consumption and water losses were measured
by water meters no. 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. The test rig for water balancing by water maters on water supply system in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the
Faculty of Civil Engineering in Subotica 1-3 - water meters, 4 - UFR, 5-8 - shut-off valve, 9 - storage tank, 10 - outlet
pipe of water meter no. 3, 11 - balance with a bucket to measure the quantity of water flown through water meter
no. 3.

The elements of water balance in the rig were as follows: the volume of the inflow water
(measured by water meter no. 1), legal consumption billed and measured (measured by wa‐
ter meter no. 2) and the total volume of water losses, which occurred due to the water me‐
ter’s inaccurate measuring of flow rates lower than Qmin (measured by water meter no. 3).

The operation of the UFR was regulated by shut off valves no. 5, 6 and 7, for example, by
shutting down valves no. 5 and 6, the UFR was set out of operation.

Water volumes flown through water meters no. 1, 2 and 3 were defined by the difference of
two water meter readings. By measuring time (with stopwatch) between two readings,
flows Q1, Q2 and Q3 were calculated by means of the defined water volume. The weight of
the water flown through water meter no. 3 was measured by a bucket (16 litres) on a scale.
The volume of the water was calculated by the density of the water measured by scale and
measuring cylinder.

For the test rig for water balancing in a water supply system, new, calibrated multi-jet pro‐
peller water meters with wet mechanism were installed for water temperature of 30°C, and
with rated diameter of 20 mm, class B, with the following typical flow rates: Qa<0.01 m3/h,
Qmin=0.03 m3/h, Qt=0.12 m3/h and Qn=1.5 m3/h.

The used UFR was manufactured by A.R.I. from Jerusalem, with a rated diameter of 20 mm,
product type T30. It was installed upstream to water meter no. 3. In line with the manufac‐
turer’s recommendation, in order to provide smooth operation of the UFR between water
meter no. 3 and shut off valve no. 8, a 6 m long discharge pipe was installed (marked as no.
10 in the attachment).
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Water was brought from the reservoir to the rig by gravitation. According to the pressure
and flow rate, the rig complied with a single household water supply pipeline.

Two statuses were tested: a) Q2=0 and b) Qmin≤Q2≤Qn.

Under the Regulations on the Measurement Protocol for Water Meters of the Republic of
Serbia, measuring error of a water meter is defined as:

G=
100(Vi−Vc)

Vc (%) (1)

where:

Vi - water volume flown through the water meter, registered on the meter’s counter, and

Vc - water volume flown through the water meter, measured in the bucket on the scale.

The errors changes in the operation of the water meter for status Q2=0 were tested for flow
rates Q3<0.026 m3/h for two cases: without UFR and with UFR in operation at water meter
no. 3. Applying the criterion, that the error in the water meter’s operation is lower than

G≤Gav ± σ (%) (2)

where:

Gav - is the mean error of the water meter in case of steady flow, and

σ - is the standard deviation of the water meter error in steady state flow,

the time needed for getting steady flow, tst, was defined.

After the time required for establishing steady flow tst was determined, the error in water
balancing for status Qmin≤Q2≤Qn and flow rate Q3 was investigated by the rig:

Gb =
100(V2+ V3 - V1)

V1
(%) (3)

where:

V1=Q1*tst - water volume at intake,

V2+V3=Q2*tst+Q3*tst - water volume at outlet, and

tst - time for establishing steady flow at water meter no. 3.

The error in balancing was checked for four values of flow rate Q2 - for two flow rates when
Qmin≤Q2≤Qt and for two flow rates when Qt≤Q2≤Qn. The series comprised of 1 to 30 measure‐
ments.

Errors in balancing are caused by errors in operation of water meters for measuring water
volume: up to ±5% for Qmin≤(Q1 and Q2)≤Qt and up to ±2% for Qt≤(Q1 and Q2)≤Qn, and unde‐
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termined values for Q3<Qmin. Since flow rate Q3 has always been lower than Qmin, there is no
permitted balancing error limit for the tested statuses.

During accuracy measurements, water meter readings were 2.5 centilitres. Measurement ac‐
curacy of water quantity in the vessel was 0.005 kg.

Error in water meter measuring due to consumption shorter than the time the meter was
calibrated for: a water supply pipeline was set up in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Faculty
of Civil Engineering in Subotica (in 2011 and 2012), gravitationally supplied from a tank
with constant water level, i.e. for 16.25 m higher than the level of the water meter axis. Ac‐
cording to both water flow and the water supply pipeline characteristics, the water supply
pipeline corresponds to the one of a single household.

Figure 3. Part of the water supply pipeline downstream from the water meter (1) in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the
Faculty of Civil Engineering in Subotica. 2 - stop valve, 3 - vessel with scale for measuring water quantity flown through
the water meter, 4 - stop-watch, 5 - measuring cylinder and thermometer, 6 - manometer.

During calibration, the reading accuracy of the water meter was 1 decilitre.

A stop valve for starting and stopping water flow was installed at 2.8 m downstream from
the water meter.
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Water volume flown through the water meter was defined by:

• the difference in reading on the water meter prior and after measuring, and

• measuring water quantity in the vessel (of 15 to 200 litres in volume) and water density.

By measuring time (with stop-watch) between two readings, through the defined water vol‐
ume in the vessel, the water flow rate Q was calculated.

During accuracy measurements, water meter readings were as follows: 2.5 centilitres, 1 deci‐
litre and 1 litre. Measurement accuracy of water quantity in the vessel was 0.005 kg (for
Qmin), 0.01 kg (for Qt) and 0.1 kg (for Qn).

Error changes in the operation of the water meter described by equation (1), were tested by
applying two method by stopping the water meter: according to the valid Protocol of the
Republic of Serbia, the status on the water meter and the scale was read prior and after
measuring at water meter propeller in stillstand [12].

3. Results

The error changes (G) in the operation of the water meter for status Q2=0 were tested for two
cases: without UFR and with UFR in operation at water meter no. 3.
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Figure 5. Stabilisation time of water flow in the installation tst in the function of flow Q3.
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1.3 55

Table 2. Stabilisation time of water flow in the installation tst in the function of flow Q3.
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Water volume flown through the water meter was defined by:
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Error in the operation of water meter at steady state flow defined by equation (1) is:
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Figure 6. Error (G) in the operation of water meter no. 3 at steady state flow in function of flow rate Q3, without UFR
and with UFR.

The error in the operation of water meter no. 3 without UFR is bigger than with UFR.

The measurements proved that Qa<0.01 m3/h is between 0.0052 and 0.0067 m3/h.

By increasing flow rate Q3 towards flow rate Qa, the influence of UFR operation on meas‐
uring  water  volume increases:  for  Q3=0.0013  m3/h  the  contribution  is  99.59-78.49=21.1%,
and for Q3=0.005-0.0052 m3/h it is 99.5-28.93=70.57%. For flow rates Q3>Qa up to Q3=0.026
m3/h the contribution of UFR to measuring water volume by water meter is  decreasing:
for  flow  rate  Q3=0.0067-0.0071  m3/h  the  contribution  is  37.67-4.07=33.6%,  and  for
Q3=0.0244-0.0255 m3/h it is 0.47+0.36=0.83%.

Without the UFR in operation, the water meter always shows lower water volume than the
real value. With the UFR in operation, at flow rate Q3=0.01 m3/h, the operation of the wa‐
ter meter is changing: for flow rate Q3<0.01 m3/h the water meter shows lower volume than
the real value, while for Q3>0.01 m3/h it shows higher value (not exceeding 2.7%) than the
real one.

For status Qmin≤Q2≤Qn balancing errors described by equation (3) are:
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Figure 7. Error (Gb) in water balancing on the rig in the function of flow rates Q2 and Q3, without UFR (left) and with
UFR (right) in operation.

The highest balancing error values for the tested statuses are +0.9 and -16.6%. By increasing
flow rate Q2 for both statuses (without UFR and with UFR at water meter no. 3) errors in
balancing decrease.

With UFR in operation, the most significant contribution in measuring water volume by wa‐
ter meter (15.7-0=15.7%, mean value of 30 measurments) was determined at operations at
flow rates Q2=0.03-0.0385 m3/h and Q3=0.0049-0.0053 m3/h.

At steady flow slightly lesser than Qa, UFR efficiency increases from T10 to T30: water meter
equipped with UFR type T10 measures for 99.53-84.14=15.39% more water than in status
without UFR, while the increase with type T20 is 99.33-68.55=30.78% and with type T30 it is
99.5-28.93=70.57%.

This conclusion was verified for a single household water supply network by the results of
five measurements for each status: water meter equipped with type T10 UFR measured (at
flow rates Q2=51.3-51.4 l/h and Q3=5.2-5.6 l/h) maximum 9.89-6.84=3.05% more water con‐
sumption of than without UFR, with type T20 (at flow rate of Q2=56.9-60 l/h and Q3=5.3-5.5
l/h) the most significant improvement was 9.06-4.19=4.87%, while with type T30 (at flow
rates of Q2=55.9-58.5 l/h and Q3=4.9-5.1 l/h) the result is 8.4-0.97=7.43%.
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Figure 9. Water balance error (Gb) of the tested water supply network without UFR type T10, T20 and T30 (quadrat)
and equipped with one of the UFR type (cross).

Error in water meter measuring due to consumption shorter than the time the meter was
calibrated for: each measurement was repeated 5-30 times.
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Figure 10. Error in water meter measuring at Qmin flow during water flow shorter than the time for which the meter
was calibrated (10 min.) in the function of water meter reading accuracy.

Figure 11. Error in water meter measuring at Qt flow during water flow shorter than the time for which the meter was
calibrated (12.5 min.) in the function of water meter reading accuracy.
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Figure 10. Error in water meter measuring at Qmin flow during water flow shorter than the time for which the meter
was calibrated (10 min.) in the function of water meter reading accuracy.

Figure 11. Error in water meter measuring at Qt flow during water flow shorter than the time for which the meter was
calibrated (12.5 min.) in the function of water meter reading accuracy.
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Figure 12. Error in water meter measuring at Qn flow during water flow shorter than the time for which the meter
was calibrated (4 min.) in the function of water meter reading accuracy.

The minimum time at which measuring errors undoubtedly are within the permitted limit is

defined for the calibrated flows of the water meter as follows:

Reading Dis- Minimum time

accuracy charge (minutes)

2.5 centilitres Qmin 3

 Qt 5

 Qn 2

1 decilitre Qmin 5

 Qt 9

 Qn 2.5

1 litre Qmin 36 

 Qt 60

 Qn 6

Table 3. Minimum calibrated flow duration time in the function of reading accuracy.
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4. Discussion

Measurement results confirm and specify the conclusions of tests made in Udine in relation
to the contribution of UFR to water meter operation: a) that the most significant contribution
is at flow, when water meter propeller is steady (specifically for Qa), and b) that this contri‐
bution is decreasing from flow Qa towards flow Qmin.

The same conclusion is valid for test results on the UFR contribution at parts of the water
supply network. Providing similar water consumption during testings on the test rig with‐
out UFR and with UFR enabled specifying the results.

In the case, when consumption time was shorter than the time the meter was calibrated for,
the range of the meter measuring error exceeded the range of permitted errors.

Reading Dis- Error range (%)

Accuracy charge During experiment During calibration

2.5 centilitar Qmin from -7.4 to 32.1  

 Qt from 4.2 to 7.5  

 Qn from 1.2 to 2.8  

1 decilitar Qmin from -25.9 to 50.9 ±5

 Qt from 1.9 to 12.1 ±2

 Qn from 1.6 to 3.2 ±2

1 litar Qmin from -100 to 277.4  

 Qt from -8.3 to 86.9  

 Qn from -4.8 to 4.8  

Table 4. Error ranges of water meter measuring for calibrated discharges in the function of water meter reading
accuracy (class B, rated diameter of 20 mm and discharge of Qn=1.5 m3/h), for a duration of 0.5 minutes flow.

It means that during consumption shorter than the time the water meter was calibrated for,
measuring by the meter is unreliable in 95% of the consumption shorter than 1 minute. Dur‐
ing a discharge of 0.5 minutes, the error may be even 277.4%.

In order to improve water consumption measuring in households, it is necessary to provide
conditions for measuring consumption at flow lower than Qmin and duration shorter than
the time the meter has been calibrated for. Such conditions may be created in supply pipe‐
lines with water storage tanks in households. Only such systems are appropriate in which
all the water needed in a household flows through this storage tank [19].

The UFR should be installed on the outlet pipe from the tank to the household. Signalising
the start of the UFR’s operation may initiate works on eliminating water losses due to leak‐
age on the tap, bathroom battery and the flushing cistern. This way, the use of UFR would
serve to protect the interest of the households.
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Recently, it has been a frequent practice, that a water meter is installed on the inlet pipe of
the storage tank near the building [10, 20-25]. Such water meters provide the opportunity to
ensure a minimum period of time, at which water meter measurement error surely stays
within the permitted error limit.

By solving water quality problems in these storage tanks, the above mentioned conditions
will, first and foremost, be provided in settlements already having such water supply net‐
works in place, e.g. in settlements without continuous potable water supply (e.g. in Mozam‐
bique, Yemen, Jordanian, Lebanon, Palestine, on the Mediterranean in Europe) and in water
supply networks designed in the XIXth century (e.g. the UK) [21, 23, 26-30].

5. Conclusion

According to pressure and water flow rate, the test rig in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the
Faculty of Civil Engineering Subotica presented a case of a single household water pipeline.
The water meters are produced by Potiski vodovodi Ltd. from Horgos with rated diameter
of 20 mm, class B, and the following flow rate characteristics: the flow at starting the water
meter propeller (Qa) is between 0.0052 and 0.0067 m3/h, Qmin=0.03 m3/h, Qt=0.12 m3/h and
Qn=1.5 m3/h. Upstream from water meter no. 3 an UFR was installed, manufactured by
A.R.I. from Jerusalem, with rated diameter of 20 mm, product type T30.

During accuracy measurements, water meter readings were 2.5 centilitres. Measurement ac‐
curacy of water quantity in the vessel was 0.005 kg.

According to the measurement results, the most significant contribution of the UFR in meas‐
uring water volume by a water meter of a single household takes place at water losses by
flow rate Qa, prior to starting the water meter propeller:

a) 70.57% at flow rates Q2=0 and Q3=0.005-0.0052 m3/h, and

b) 15.7% at flow rates Q2=0.03-0.0385 m3/h and Q3=0.0049-0.0053 m3/h.

The effects of UFR types T10 and T20 manufactured by ARI from Jerusalem on water meas‐
uring accuracy are less than that of type T30.

For calibration discharges, foreseen by the Protocol, through the testing of class B flow meter
with 20 mm rated diameter and discharge of Qn=1,5 m3/h, it has been established, that:

• in the case, when consumption time was shorter than the time the meter was calibrated
for, at discharges of , the range of the meter measuring error exceeded the range of per‐
mitted errors,

• the biggest errors occur at Qmin - for example, at discharge lasting for 0.5 minute, the error
may be even 32.1% (for water meter reading accuracy of 2.5 centilitres), or even 50.9% (for
water meter reading accuracy of 1 decilitre), or even 277.4% (for water meter reading ac‐
curacy of 1 litre), and
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• to provide that measuring errors of calibrated flows be lower than the permitted ones, the
minimum time for measuring these flows is 5 minutes (for water meter reading accuracy
of 2.5 centilitres), 9 minutes (for water meter reading accuracy of 1 decilitre), or 60 mi‐
nutes (for water meter reading accuracy of 1 litre).

Since it concerns 95% of water consumption measurement, such testings are necessary for all
types of water meters used in the supply networks of this country.
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